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Abstract

An increased driving distance for electric vehicles requires improvements in the
energy density of lithium-ion cells by either a higher packing density of existing
active materials or by introducing new materials with higher specific capacity or
higher voltages. With increasing energy content of the cell, accurate estimations
of internal parameters become necessary, as the cell voltage, current, and surface
temperature may not be enough to reflect the cell’s current state of health. In order to
maintain the high safety requirements and guarantee an optimised economical usage
of the cell, methods to track the ongoing degradation of lithium-ion cells during
storage and operation are required.

In this work, various electrochemical characterisation techniques are critically
addressed and their applicability as degradation tracking technique is discussed. An
ageing study with various commercial 18650 cells with different cathode materials is
conducted and in order to determine the source of degradation, the performance of
the cells is investigated. Since all cells have a graphite anode, the impact of different
cathode materials on the measurements are analysed in detail. While differential
voltage analysis, a well-established method in literature, is considered to be the
reference, further insights into the cell’s state of health are gained by means of
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and thermodynamic measurements.

A newly developed modification technique allows for measurements of local
potentials during the operation of the cell. Using this approach for electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy, the impact of cell design, cell temperature and excitation
frequency on the current density distribution is investigated. It is shown that a
variation in the evoked electrode area will have a significant impact on the measured
impedance spectra. In this context, the interpretability of impedance measurements
is discussed since a variation in the current density distribution caused by inhomoge-
neous degradation will superimpose the spectra variations caused by changes in the
electrochemical performance of the cell.

Thermodynamic measurements require a long time, making it unsuitable for
fast check-ups. Therefore, various approaches to reduce the measurement time are
presented. The influence of the cell temperature and discharge current on state of
charge inhomogeneities and the equalisation time is investigated. This leads to an
optimised discharge procedure, minimising gradients within the active material and
along the electrodes. Finally, a mathematical approach is presented, compensating
the voltage relaxation after a discharge step. In comparison to available literature,
the measurement time was reduced by a factor of ten. As a result, advanced
thermodynamic measurements can be performed within 24 h.

The accuracy of the measurement is quantified by comparing the results of
the degradation study to results obtained by differential voltage analysis. For the
compared cells, the results of both methods are very similar. To reconfirm the
accuracy and applicability of advanced thermodynamic measurements as possible
degradation tracking technique, half-cell measurements as part of the subsequent
post-mortem study are used.
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Zusammenfassung

Eine größere Reichweite für elektrifizierte Fahrzeuge erfordert eine Erhöhung
der Energiedichte in Lithium-Ionen-Zellen, welche mit Hilfe einer höheren Pack-
ungsdichte bekannter Materialien oder durch den Einsatz neuer Materialien mit
größerer spezifischer Kapazität oder höherer Spannung realisiert werden kann. Mit
steigendem Energieinhalt der Zelle wird eine akkurate Zustandsbestimmung von
internen Parametern notwendig, da Zellspannung, Strom und Oberflächentemper-
atur gegebenenfalls nicht mehr ausreichen, um den Zustand einer Zelle präzise
wiederzugeben.

In dieser Arbeiten werden verschiedene elektrochemische Charakterisierungs-
methoden kritisch betrachtet und die Möglichkeit, damit die fortschreitende Al-
terung einer Zelle zu bestimmen, wird diskutiert. Eine Alterungsstudie mit unter-
schiedlichen kommerziellen Zellen im 18650-Format mit verschiedenen Kathoden-
materialien wird durchgeführt und die Leistungsfähigkeit der Zelle charakterisiert,
um die Ursachen der Alterung zu bestimmen. Da alle Zellen Graphit als Anoden-
material beinhalten, wird der Einfluss der verschiedenen Kathodenmaterialien im
Detail betrachtet. Die differentielle Spannungsanalyse, eine in der Literatur etablierte
Methode, wird als Referenz definiert und weitere Einblicke in die Zelle werden
mit Hilfe von elektrochemischer Impedanzspektroskopie und thermodynamischen
Messungen gewonnen.

Eine neuentwickelte Modifizierungstechnik erlaubt lokale Potentialmessungen
während des Betriebes der Zelle. Mit Hilfe dieses Ansatzes wird der Einfluss
von Zelldesign, Temperatur und Anregungsfrequenz auf die Stromdichteverteilung
während einer Impedanzmessung untersucht. Es wird gezeigt, dass eine Verän-
derung der angeregten Elektrodenfläche einen maßgeblichen Einfluss auf das gemes-
sene Spektrum hat. In diesem Zusammenhang wird die Interpretierbarkeit der
Impendazspektroskopie diskutiert, da eine Veränderung der Stromdichteverteilung,
hervorgerufen durch eine inhomogene Alterung innerhalb der Zelle, die Effekte, die
durch die Alterung der Zelle entstehen, überlagert.

Thermodynamische Messungen hingegen benötigen viel Zeit und sind daher
für die Anwendung als schnelle Charakterisierungsmethode während einer Al-
terungsstudie ungeeignet. Um dieses Problem zu beheben, werden verschiedene
Lösungsansätze präsentiert. Der Einfluss der Zelltemperatur und des Entladestroms
auf lokale Lithiierungsinhomogenitäten und deren Ausgleichsvorgänge wird unter-
sucht. Dies ermöglicht eine optimale Entladestrategie während der Messung, bei
der Inhomogenitäten innerhalb der Schicht sowie entlang der Elektrode minimiert
werden. Zum Abschluss wird ein mathematischer Ansatz präsentiert, der die Span-
nungsrelaxation nach einem Entladeschritt kompensiert. Dies reduziert die Messzeit
im Vergleich zu vorhandener Literatur um den Faktor zehn, was eine vollständige
Messung innerhalb von 24 Stunden ermöglicht.

Die Genauigkeit der Methodik wird quantifiziert, indem die Ergebnisse der Al-
terungsstudie mit den Ergebnissen der differenziellen Spannungsanalyse verglichen
werden. Für die verglichenen Zellen erzielen beide Methoden sehr ähnliche Ergeb-
nisse. Um die Genauigkeit der Methode und ihre Anwendbarkeit als Alterungsbes-
timmung nochmals zu bestätigen, werden die Ergebnisse mit Halbzellenmessungen
aus der abschließenden Post-mortem-Studie verglichen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Motivation

Lithium-ion cells are the most common power source for mobile applications and due
to progressing research and further enhancements regarding energy density and cycle
life in recent years, they became the energy storage system of choice for electrified
transport systems as hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) and electric vehicles (EVs). From
their commercialisation by Sony in 1991 onwards, lithium-ion batteries replaced nickel-
metal hydride and nickel–cadmium batteries within a few years in most applications.
From all available electrochemical power sources, lead-acid batteries still have the largest
share in terms of stored energy and market volume. With increasing number of stationary
applications and electric vehicles using lithium-ion cells, it seems to be only a matter of
time when lithium-ion cells take the lead.

The reduction of average fleet emission down to 95 gCO2
km−1 as legislated by the

European Union [67] forces automotive original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) to
significantly extend their product portfolio regarding new and affordable models of HEVs
and EVs. The battery is the most expensive single component within the manufacturing
process of an EV and an important factor in the value added chain, with prices currently
ranging between 250 and 400 $ kWh−1 [23, 148]. Despite the forecast price drop below
200 $ kWh−1 by 2020 [148], the occurring costs of 12 000 $ for a 60 kWh battery pack,
necessary to achieve an estimated driving range of 400 km, will remain an important
criteria whether people can be convinced to buy EVs. Therefore, it is obvious that an
economically responsible usage of the cell by extending not only its size and energy
density but also its operating lifetime is a crucial requirement to increase the acceptance
of EVs as an alternative to internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEs).

A high energy density, low production costs and environmental compatibility are
just a few of the many important topics, companies and research institutes all around
the world have to address to allow battery cells to become cheaper and more reliable.
In this progress, the number of possible materials under consideration to be used as
anode, cathode or electrolyte has increased significantly. With changing anode and
cathode materials, the question arises if information gained from the materials’ specific
open circuit voltages (OCVs) is sufficient to allow for a detailed estimation of the cells

13
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state of health (SoH). In combination with the increasing energy density and larger
battery pack size of currently up to 100 kWh for Tesla’s Model S P100D battery pack
[202], the importance of an accurate and reliable tracking of degradation mechanisms
is obvious. Under the progressive circumstances and the sophisticated demands in
the automotive industry with respect to redundant safety systems, precise and easily
applicable characterisation techniques need to be available.

The high susceptibility of lithium-ion cells regarding high temperatures and unsuit-
able voltage ranges further highlight the requirement of accurate tracking of the cell’s
electrochemical properties during its operation as well as along the cell’s cycle life. While
many techniques are well established methods in electrochemistry to characterise cells on
a lab scale to fulfil scientific curiosity, progress regarding the applicability in automotive
applications needs to be made.

This work critically addresses common electrochemical characterisation methods
such as electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, differential voltage analysis and cyclic
voltammetry. Their applicability as degradation tracking techniques is reviewed by means
of local potential measurements, a newly developed modification method, allowing to
obtain a fundamental understanding of the current density distribution, local state of
charge inhomogeneities and their equalisation in cylindrical cells.

Thermodynamic measurements are added to this list of characterisation methods by
improving the measurement in terms of speed and accuracy. Advanced thermodynamic
measurements are compared to the established methods to investigate if the method is a
possible candidate to successfully track and identify degradation mechanisms in lithium-
ion cells. The comparison is performed during a degradation study using commercially
available cells with the various cathode materials. The ageing study is designed to
separate the degradation effects occurring during the life-time of battery cells under
various operating conditions or during storage.
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Outline

The aim of this work is the investigation of degradation of lithium-ions cells using
various electrochemical characterisation techniques and their verification by means of
post-mortem studies and modification procedures. The focus was set on the application
and critical validation of well-established methods as well as the development and im-
provement of promising non-destructive methods, which allow for a fast and accurate
determination of the state of health of a battery during its lifetime. Chapter 2 comprises
the Fundamentals of Lithium-Ion Batteries. A short introduction into thermodynamics
and the electrochemical basics of lithium-ion cells is given. The different components of a
cell are introduced and the recent developments of cathode materials used in lithium-ion
cells are presented in detail. The various degradation mechanisms during storage and
operation of these materials are discussed based on available literature. This is followed
by Chapter 3, in which an overview of the various Characterisation and Modification
methods and techniques applied in this work is given. The introduction and the experi-
mental description of in-operando methods, commonly used to track changes occurring
with ongoing degradation of the respective cell, is followed by the presentation of various
techniques to modify cells which allow for the measurement of additional parameters of
the cell. Using a newly developed approach for in-operando current density distribu-
tion measurements, the impact of cell design, temperature and excitation frequency on
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy is investigated in detail in Chapter 4. Based
on these findings, the applicability of the method as degradation tracking technique is
discussed. In Chapter 5, the framework of meaningful thermodynamic measurements is
discussed and based on the requirements for quasi-electrochemical and thermal equi-
librium, Advanced Thermodynamic Measurements are developed. The acceleration of
the measurement principle allowed the technique to be included into the ageing study
and the findings obtained during the Tracking of Cell Degradation mechanisms are
presented in Chapter 6. The method is discussed in the context with results from other
well-established methods as electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and differential
voltage analysis. The thesis is concluded by a short summary of the presented results
and an outlook to possible fields of interest is given.





Chapter 2

Fundamentals of Lithium-Ion Cells

This chapter aims to give an understanding about the working principles of lithium-ion
cells. The working principles are derived from thermodynamic fundamentals and a
detailed introduction to entropy in lithium-ion cells is given. The design of lithium-ion
cells is introduced by discussing the individual cell components in detail with a special
focus on degradation mechanisms referring to recent literature. If not specifically high-
lighted, the fundamentals in thermodynamics and electrochemistry in this chapter are
based on the Encyclopaedia of Electrochemistry Vol. 1 - Thermodynamics and Electrified
Interfaces [16] and Atkins’ physical chemistry [11]. The variations in terms of notation
within available literature caused the need to adjust the original form in some cases to
allow for a coherent description in this work.

2.1 Introduction into the thermodynamics of lithium-ion cells

The state of a closed system is defined by its internal energy U, the total kinetic and
potential energy of the molecules within the system. The change of the system’s inner
state can be expressed by

∆U = U f −Ui (2.1)

representing the internal energy difference between the initial system Ui and the final
system U f . To decrease the system’s internal energy, interaction with the surrounding is
required.

In an adiabatic system, only work is performed with

∆U = wadiabatic (2.2)

If the system is non-adiabatically connected to a second system with a different
temperature, the change in the internal energy can be expressed by the amount of
transferred heat

17
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∆U = qV (2.3)

presuming a constant volume, indicated by the index V. The combination of Eq. 2.1 -
2.3 leads to the first law of thermodynamics. One of the first statements is attributed to
Rudolf Clausius’ publication in 1850 about the cyclic thermodynamic processes

[..] dass in allen Fällen, wo durch Wärme Arbeit entstehe, eine der erzeugten
Arbeit proportionale Wärememenge verbraucht werde, und dass umgekehrt durch Ver-
brauch einer ebenso grossen Arbeit dieselbe Wärmemenge erzeugt werden könne. [45]

In all cases in which work is produced by the agency of heat, a quantity of heat is
consumed which is proportional to the work done; and conversely, by the expenditure
of an equal quantity of work an equal quantity of heat is produced. [209]

This statement is expressed by

∆U = q + w (2.4)

whereas the change in a closed system’s internal energy ∆U is the sum of the
transferred energy in form of heat q and its performed work w, independent of the
performed path. With the expression for the reversible expansion work

w = −
∫ V2

V1

pdV (2.5)

an infinitesimal quantity change of transferred heat dQ is defined by

dQp = d(U + pV) (2.6)

whereas the index p indicates constant pressure. The integration of this differential
expression leads to the introduction of the state function Enthalpy H, a measure of the
energy content of the system, defined by the sum of the system’s internal energy U and
the product of its pressure p and volume V

H = U + pV (2.7)

In 1851, Clausius published a statement regarding the spontaneity of a reaction,
establishing the basis for the second law of thermodynamics.

[...] es kann nie Wärme aus einem kälteren in einen wärmeren Körper überge-
hen, wenn nicht gleichzeitig eine andere damit zusammenhängende Aenderung
eintritt [46]
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Heat can never pass from a colder to a warmer body without some other change,
connected therewith, occurring at the same time. [47]

In his 1865 published work, he implemented his statement mathematically by in-
troducing the new thermodynamic property Entropy S, from the Greek word τρoπή,
(Transformation) [48].

dS =
dqrev

T
(2.8)

The index rev indicates the reversibility of the heat transfer. Similar to U and H, it is
not possible to quantitatively measure an absolute value of S and therefore only a change
∆S can be calculated or measured according to

∆S = S2 − S1 =
∫ 2

1
dS =

∫ 2

1

dqrev

T
(2.9)

S expresses the part of a system’s energy, which cannot be converted into mechanical
work. Entropy is therefore commonly considered as a measure of disorder within a
macroscopic thermodynamic system.

The second law of thermodynamics

∆Stot ≥ 0 (2.10)

expresses the system’s tendency to maximise its entropy, whereas the equal sign is
related to reversible processes and the inequality sign describes irreversible processes.
The reduction of entropy in a system is only possible, when another system’s entropy is
increased by at least the same amount. The combination of Eq. 2.6, Eq. 2.8 and Eq. 2.10
leads to

dS ≥ dU + pdV
T

(2.11)

Assuming an environment with constant pressure and constant temperature, Eq. 2.11
leads to the introduction of the state function Gibbs’ Free Energy G, which is expressed
by

G = U + pV − TS = H − TS (2.12)

The Gibbs’ Free Energy is the maximum useful work a system can perform. For
∆G = 0, the system is in an equilibrated state. A change in the Gibbs’ Free Energy
∆G < 0 indicates a spontaneous reaction at which the system releases energy, whereas
∆G > 0 is an externally forced increase by the specific amount of energy. Generalising the
approach to a system with multiple components, the mole number n of each component
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i needs to be considered as independent variables. The change in the system’s Gibbs’
Free Energy is expressed with the total differential by

dG =

(
∂G
∂T

)
p,ni

dT +

(
∂G
∂p

)
T,ni

dp + ∑
(

∂G
∂ni

)
T,p,nj;i 6=j

dni (2.13)

Due to the law of mass action, adding or changing the amount of component i will
have an effect on the other components j 6= i and a chemical reaction will occur until the
system’s state is again equilibrated (∆G = 0).

Thus it appears that a different ratio of the components will lead to a change in the
Gibbs’ Free Energy of the system, while the enthalpy H of the system remains constant.
The partial derivative of G with respect to the component ni as stated in Eq. 2.13 leads to(

∂G
∂ni

)
T,p,nj,i 6=j

dni = µi (2.14)

The chemical potential µ of a species i can be understood as the additional amount of
energy a system gains / loses, if 1 mol of component i is added to / removed from the
system. With (

∂G
∂T

)
p,ni

dT = −SdT (2.15)

and (
∂G
∂p

)
T,ni

dp = Vdp (2.16)

the change in the Gibbs’ Free Energy as stated in Eq. 2.13 is simplified to

dG = −SdT + Vdp + ∑ µidni (2.17)

The interaction between ions of the same species is discarded in ideal solutions, as no
interference between the ions occurs. But with increasing concentration c of solved ions
in the compound, a measurable, repulsive interaction due to the positive charge of the
ions is observable. This leads to the requirement of a certain amount of activation energy
to start the favoured reaction and reduces the ion’s activity a, which is expressed by the
activity coefficient fi and the mole fraction of the substance in the mixture xi

ai = xi fi (2.18)

Consequently, for non-ideal solution the definition of the chemical potential has to
be specified and the concentration of the respective species i in the substance has to be
considered. The chemical potential is extended to
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µi = µ0
i + RT ln ai (2.19)

with the temperature T and the ideal gas constant R. µ0
i is the chemical potential of

the pure substance defined at standard temperature T = 298.15 K and standard pressure
p = 101.325 kPa.

At a phase boundary of two materials with different chemical potentials µi(I) and
µi(II), an equalisation process will occur until the system is equilibrated. Due to the ion
exchange between the two phases, an electrolytic double layer with an electrical surface
charge is developed and the equilibrated state can be expressed by

µi(I) + ziFϕ(I) = µi(II) + ziFϕ(II) (2.20)

with the number of transferred electrons zi, the Faraday constant F and the electrical
potential ϕ. The term ziFϕ describes the additional electrical energy a species has to
obtain to overcome this electrostatic field. This expression leads to the definition of the
electrochemical potential µ∗, where the energy of a species with a defined concentration
is increased from its standard state to a higher potential

µ∗i = µi + ziFϕ (2.21)

In electrochemistry, an electrode is defined as a system built up by two or more
contacting phases, including at least one ionic and one electronic conducting phase.
In context of lithium-ion cells, phase (I) is a metal or metal ion intercalating electrode
and phase (II) is the electrolyte, containing dissolved ions of the respective metal. The
electrochemical potential at the boundary of an electrode and the electrolyte is given by

µ∗e−,L = µ∗e−,Me (2.22)

and inserting Eq. 2.19 and 2.21 leads to

µ0
e−,L + RT ln ae−,L + zFϕL = µ0

e−,Me + RT ln ae−,Me + zFϕMe (2.23)

The electrochemical potential difference ∆ϕ0 between the phases (I) and (II), whereas
equilibrium conditions are implied by the index 0, is calculated by

∆ϕ0 = ϕe−,Me − ϕe−,L =
µ0

e−,L − µ0
e−,Me

zF
+

RT
zF

ln
ae−,L

ae−,Me
(2.24)

In its general form, this equation is known as the Nernst equation and describes the
activity dependency of the electrode potential of a Red-Ox couple
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Figure 2.1 – Electrochemical potentials inside a lithium-ion cell

Eeq = E0 +
RT
zF

+ ln
aOx

aRed
(2.25)

In literature, the term electromotive force EEMF is still commonly used when referring
to the cell voltage under equilibrium conditions. The wording force might be misleading
in this context as no force in the meaning of classical mechanics is present and the term
EEMF is replaced by the more general statement of the cell’s equilibrium potential Eeq.

The electrochemical potential difference between the solid and the liquid phase
∆ϕ(I)−(I I) is not measurable. Consequently, another electrode serves as measurement
reference, whereas an additional interface between different electrochemical potentials
is developed. Fig. 2.1 illustrates the electrochemical potentials within a lithium-ion
cell with a working electrode, a counter electrode and an additional reference electrode.
Consequently, the cell’s equilibrium potential can be calculated by

Eeq = ϕ(we)− ϕ(ce) = ∆ϕ(we−ce) (2.26)

With Eq. 2.13, Eq. 2.26 leads to the correlation between the cell voltage Eeq and the
Gibbs’ Free Energy G in a lithium-ion cell under consideration that the electrochemical
potential of the intercalation electrodes varies with changing degree of lithiation x

Eeq(x) = −∆rG(x)
nF

(2.27)

The index r indicates the changes of the Gibbs" Free energy during the completion of
the chemical reaction and Eq. 2.12 can be rewritten as

∆rG(x) = ∆r H(x)− T∆rS(x) (2.28)

To apply the fundamentals onto a lithium-ion cell, a short introduction of the set-
up and reaction mechanisms is given. The cell consists of two electrodes which are
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Figure 2.2 – Schematic drawing of the working principle of a lithium-ion cell

ionically connected by an electrolyte and electronically separated by a separator. Fig. 2.2
exemplifies the operation mode of a lithium-ion cell during charge or discharge.

The half-cell reaction of the positive electrode, in this case a metal oxide cathode with
M = Mn, Co, Ni, Al representing transition metals, is expressed by

Lix−ffiMO2 + ffiLi+ + ffie− ←−→ LixMO2 (2.29)

and the half-cell reaction of the negative electrode, in this case graphite is expressed
by

Liy+ffi C6 ←−→ LiyC6 + ffiLi+ + ffie− (2.30)

The symbol ←−→ indicates the reaction’s reversibility and x, y is the advancement of
reaction in this context, representing the degree of lithiation of the respective intercalation
material. The overall cell reaction is generally described by

LiyC6 + LixMO2 ←−→ Liy+ffiC6 + Lix−ffiMO2 (2.31)

In case of a discharge of the full-cell, an oxidation takes places at the anode, while
the respective reduction occurs at the cathode side. From electrochemical principles, the
anode is defined as the reaction partner, where the oxidation occurs and electrons are
delivered. Rechargeable lithium-ion cells (also denoted as secondary lithium-ion cells)
are a reversible electrochemical system. Hence, the oxidation process is reversed during
charge and the oxidation occurs at the metal oxide electrode. As commonly accepted in
literature for the avoidance of confusion, the definition for the discharge state is used
when referring to anode and cathode, meaning that the term anode (negative electrode)
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always refers to the graphite electrode and cathode (positive electrode) always refers to
the metal oxide electrode.

The active material is coated on a current collecting metal foil, usually thin metal
films of copper or aluminium. While metal ions (Li+) are free to move through the
electrolyte, the accompanying electrons are forced through an external current path (e– ).

Derived from Eq. 2.26, the cell’s equilibrium potential Eeq is expressed as the dif-
ference of the cathode and anode half-cell potentials versus lithium, which serves in
lithium-ion half-cells as reference and counter electrode as illustrated in Fig. 2.1

Eeq = Ecathode − Eanode (2.32)

Without any dynamic load conditions, Eeq is approximately equal to the cell’s open
circuit voltage UOCV , measurable at the cell’s terminal. In this work, the term potential E
relates to a defined, calculable value, defined by the electrochemical properties of the
involved species whereas the term voltage U refers to the respective measurable value
between two electrodes. Under dynamic load conditions, when a charge or discharge
current I is applied, the cell voltage Ucell deviates from Eeq by the overpotential η due to
the various impedances inside the cell and the relation is given by

Ucell = Eeq ± η (2.33)

whereas ± indicates that the sign of the overpotential depends if the cell is charged
(+) or discharged (-). η can be expressed by

ηtotal = ηcharge trans f er + ηs,ohmic + ηs,conc + ηl (2.34)

with the overpotential caused by charge transfer resistance ηcharge trans f er, the ohmic
resistance of the active material ηs,ohmic, the concentration resistance ηs,conc, which includes
both, contribution from anode and cathode side and the resistance of the electrolyte ηl

[22].
A dynamic load violates the thermal and particularly the electrochemical equilibrium

on a long time scale [107]. Equalisation processes due to lithium-ion concentration
gradients throughout the cell lead to a continuously changing UOCV and the time
dependent term δ(x, ti) is used to describe the difference between Eeq and UOCV

UOCV(x, ti) = Eeq(x, t0) + δ(x, ti) (2.35)

in dependence of the degree of lithiation of the respective electrode for any point
time ti. The possible shape of the function δ(x, ti) is discussed in more detail in Sec. 5.3.
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2.2 Entropy in lithium-ion cells

The correlation of the Gibbs’ Free Energy G and the cell voltage Eeq as described in Eq.
2.27

Eeq(x) = −∆rG(x)
nF

(2.27)

leads in combination with Eq. 2.12 to the dependency of Eeq on the enthalpy H and
entropy S

Eeq(x) =
∆r H(x)− T∆rS(x)

nF
(2.36)

The derivative of Eq. 2.36 with respect to the temperature leads to

∂Eeq(x)
∂T

∣∣∣∣
p,x

= − 1
nF

∆rS(x)
∣∣∣∣

p,x
(2.37)

indicating that the temperature dependency of the cells equilibrium potential only
depends on the system’s entropy. Sources for the various contributions to the entropy of
an electrochemical system were analysed in detail by Fultz [69, 71] and Richardson [168].
The contributions are divided into two sources of origin. The first one is the entropy
contribution by the material which is intercalated into the host structure, in this case
lithium-ions. The second group is based on the electronic properties of the materials,
which is either driven by the material properties itself or due to the changes occurring
during intercalation. The focus is set on the contribution of the configurational ionic and
electronic entropy as well as the vibrational entropy, as they were identified to be the
main source within lithium-ion cells [164, 166, 167].

2.2.1 Ionic entropy contributions

Configurational ionic entropy

The number of distinguishable states of the system W is defined by the possible con-
figurations in an ideal solution with ideally distributed lithium. The total number of
available sites n̂ = nNA and the number of occupied sites n̂Li = nLiNA with the Avogadro
constant NA and the number of moles n leads to the definition of the filling factor x

x =
n̂Li

n̂
(2.38)

The number of available states is calculated by [11]

W(n̂Li) =
n̂!

n̂Li(n̂− n̂Li)!
(2.39)

The Stirling’s approximation ln a! ≈ a ln a− a and Eq. 2.38 lead to the expression of
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Figure 2.3 – Schematic illustration of the change in configurational entropy with changing filling
ratio

ln
n̂!

n̂Li(n̂− n̂Li)!
≈ −[x ln x + (1− x) ln(1− x)] (2.40)

With the Boltzmann’s equation S = kB ln W, the difference in the configurational
entropy of an lithiated compared to the empty host structure can be calculated with

∆Scon f ≈ −kB[x ln x + (1− x) ln(1− x)] (2.41)

and changes in the configurational entropy by adding or removing 1 mol of lithium
leads to the expression

∂∆Scon f (x)
∂x

= −kBNA ln
(

1− x
x

)
(2.42)

In Fig. 2.3a, three characteristic scenarios of possible lithium-ion (black circles)
arrangements in a fixed host structure are illustrated. Scenario A and C are almost
empty and almost full. The resulting number of possible arrangements are the same in
this example, defined either by six lithium-ions or six vacancies. For scenario B where
50 % of the sites are occupied, the number of possible arrangements is the largest, even
though the one shown is the energetically most favourable. In an ideal scenario, this
leads to a change in the configurational entropy as shown in Fig. 2.3b, where the course
of the configurational entropy is schematically displayed. Up to a filling ratio of 50 %, the
increasing number of possible arrangements leads to a higher configurational entropy
and, since the lithium-ions are non-distinguishable, above 50 % to a decrease.

As discussed in Sec. 2.3, continuous lithium-ion intercalation will lead to structural
changes as first and second order phase transitions in anode and cathode materials
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used for lithium-ion cells. Consequently, a change in configurational entropy due to the
rearrangement of the intercalated lithium in the host structure is observed.

Vibrational entropy

The vibrational entropy Svib is defined by the stiffness of different bounds between the
atoms of the intercalation compound. During intercalation, the stiffness changes and
phase transformations can lead to a rearrangement of the bonds. The vibrational entropy
can be calculated using the vibrational density of states (DoS) g(ε) and the phonon
occupancy factor n(ε)

Svib(T) = −3kB

∫ ∞

0
g(ε)[(n(ε) + 1) ln(n(ε) + 1)− n(ε) ln(ε)]dε [69] (2.43)

whereas ε defines the respective energy state of the phonon [69]. Compared to
the configurational entropy Scon f , the vibrational entropy Svib exhibits a temperature
dependency. Consequently, a measurement of the vibrational entropy at low temperatures
using the heat capacity of the compound is preferable, as no ion rearrangements occur, but
in the field of lithium-ion batteries this is not applicable. A second approach to determine
the vibrational entropy is the usage of Debye-temperatures θD, an approximation of
the phonon energy spectrum. Using values from literature, Reynier and co-workers
calculated the contribution of vibrational entropy in graphite by

∆Svib = kB

(
ln
(

θD0

θD⊥

)
+ 2 ln

(
θD0

θD‖

))
(2.44)

in which θD‖ defines the motion of lithium-ion along the plane of the graphite layer
and θD⊥ defines lithium-ion motions normal to the graphene layer [166].

2.2.2 Electronic entropy contributions

Configurational electronic entropy

While the contribution of the configurational ionic entropy Scon f in electrochemical sys-
tems was investigated in detail and the results are widely accepted, the impact of the
configurational electronic entropy Se

con f to the overall entropy is still under discussion.
While the entropy of motion of electrons Se

mot is calculated to contribute only a small per-
centage, various phase ordering mechanisms cannot be fully explained by ionic behaviour.
A second type of electronic entropy is suggested, resulting from the characteristics of
electron-hole pairs [37].

In lithium-ion cells mixed-valence transition metal oxides, where the chemical com-
pound obtains metal with different oxidations states, are commonly used as cathode
materials. Ceder et al. reported on difficulties to determine the contribution of con-
figurational ionic entropy due to the creation of Jahn–Teller Mn3+ and non-Jahn–Teller
Mn4+-ions during the delithiation of LiMnO2 [38]. In analogy to Eq. 2.41, the contribution
of the electrons towards the overall entropy of the system can be calculated by
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∆Se
con f ≈ −kB[xe ln xe + (1− xe) ln(1− xe)] (2.45)

whereas xe denotes the filling factor of the respective charge carrier within the
structure. Zhou and co-workers investigated the phase separation in LixFePO4 (LFP)
where a miscibility gap between triphylite (LiFePO4) and heterosite (FePO4) occurs [251].
They concluded that the additional entropy contribution from the electrons enhances the
separation into a two-phase system instead of the formation of an ordered compound.
Furthermore, the occurrence of a solid solution at higher temperatures as shown in Fig.
2.6 is mainly driven by the disorder caused by electron-hole pairs instead of ions.

Motion entropy

A second electronic contribution towards the overall entropy is the electronic motion
entropy Se

mot. For every system above 0 K, the electronic thermal energy Uel can be
approximated by

Uel = ne
T
Tf

kBT (2.46)

whereas ne is the number of electrons and T/Tf defines the ratio of excited electrons
at the temperature Tf . The derivative with respect to the temperature leads to the heat
capacity Cel of the electrons, given by

Cel =
∂Uel(T)

∂T
=

1
3

π2ρ(εF)k2
BT [70, 109] (2.47)

with the electronic density of states at the Fermi level ρ(εF). Due to the integration
from absolute zero to Tf , the expression for Se

mot is the same as the heat capacity

Se
mot =

∫ Tf

0

∂Cel(T)
∂T

dT′ =
1
3

π2ρ(εF)k2
BTf [70, 109] (2.48)

Reynier and co-workers calculated the motion entropy in LixCoO2 (LCO) [164] for
the lithiation range, when the material exhibits metallic properties. The contribution
when the material features insulating properties are suggested to become zero. They
concluded that the impact of contribution of electronic entropy towards the system’s
overall entropy is negligibly small.

2.3 Cell components

2.3.1 Cathode

The cathode is a host structure, where lithium-ions can be reversibly inserted and
removed. Beside a high specific capacity, a high and stable voltage versus lithium metal
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Table 2.1 – Properties of different commercially available cathode materials [98, 237, 248]

Material Structure
Voltage vs. Capacity
Li/Li+ / V / mAh g−1

LiCoO2 layered 3.9 140 - 200
LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 layered 3.8 180 - 200
LiNi0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 layered 3.8 160 - 200
LiFePO4 olivine 3.4 150 - 170
LiMn2O4 spinel 4.1 100 - 120

is desirable to allow for a high energy density of the cell. Further important aspects are a
good cycle performance and the usage of non-toxic, low-cost materials.

Cathode materials can be categorised in three different groups, based on their crystal
structure, namely layered oxide, olivine and spinel. The following sections will give a
short overview of the recent developments of cathode materials regarding new mate-
rials and performance improvements. A general overview of different, most common
commercially available cathode materials is given in Tbl. 2.1.

Layered structures

The most common materials are layered transitions metal oxides, whereas LixCoO2

(LCO), first presented by Goodenough and co-workers in 1980 [139], was the first one to
be commercialised by Sony in 1991. LCO has a hexagonal crystal structure known as
O3(II) for a wide range of lithiation. For 0.46 < x < 0.533, a reversible crystal structure
transition to monoclinic occurs [39, 163]. Further delithiation below 0.46 leads to a strong
degradation of the material and a significant capacity fade is observed [163]. Cobalt in
the host structure is oxidised from to Co3+ to Co4+, known to be an unstable oxidation
state. It is believed that a high concentration of Co4+ destroys the crystallinity, lowering
the theoretical specific capacity of 274 mAh g−1 to a usable capacity of 140 mAh g−1 in
applications due to the limited lithiation range of the material. Research efforts were
made to understand the responsible mechanisms [2, 122, 189, 191] and to stabilise the
material for a wider lithiation range, e.g. by coating the LCO particles [42, 43].

Certain drawbacks remain, mainly the high cost and toxicity of cobalt as well as
the thermal instability of the material [52]. Charging the cathode above 4.6 V can cause
oxygen to be released from the material with a high risk of exothermal reactions with
the electrolyte. As a consequence, cobalt is replaced by nickel and LixNiO2 (LNO) was
introduced as a more environmental friendly and cheaper alternative. However, the lower
price for nickel could not compensate the disadvantages of a complicated synthesizing
process in which cation mixing often results in an occupation of the Li+ site by Ni2+,
with the consequence of a blocked Li+ diffusion path [60]. The main factor for the power
loss in LNO based cells was identified by Amine et al. to be the increasing impedance,
originating from increasing charge transfer resistance at the cathode/electrolyte interface
[9].

The severe problem of thermal instability at a high state of charge (SoC) was solved
by only partially replacing cobalt with nickel and mixed compounds of LixNiyCo1 – y
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(LNCO) with aluminium doping [4] impeded the usage of pure LNO as commercial
cathode material. For cathode materials with a stoichiometry of LiNi0.8Co0.2 – yAlyO2

with 0 < y < 0.1 a significant stabilisation in the cell impedance was observed. An Al
content above 10 % leads to a significant increase in the degradation due to the increasing
occurrence of Al defects in the lattice structure [85]. For an aluminium content below 5 %
no decrease in specific capacity was measured [40], making LixNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 (NCA)
the most common stoichiometry with a specific capacity of 180 mAh g−1. While cobalt
helps to order the crystal structure in the LixNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 (NCA) compound, the
well distributed aluminium in the material prevents the full delithiation. A significant
reduction in cation mixing and no second order phase changes in the material are
reported by Croguennec and co-workers [49] and Trease et al. [207].

Vesta 3, a 3D visualization program for crystal morphologies [140] was used to
draw the crystal structure of NCA illustrated in Fig. 2.4a using the crystallographic
information file (CIF) published by Guilmard et al. [79] as input. The stoichiometry of
the material in the investigated cell in this work varies slightly compared to the input file
(LiNi0.75Co0.2Al0.05O2) but no significant differences in the structure are expected. The
refinement of the X-ray diffraction (XRD) suggested the coexistence of two phases, as
shown in the phase diagram in Fig. 2.4b. Similar results were obtained by Yoon and
co-workers, who observed the existence of two hexagonal phases for a large lithiation
range and the occurrence of a third towards higher SoCs. The good thermal stability of
NCA compared to LCO or LNO is explained by the suppression of the third, unstable
phase [236]. In contrast, Albrecht et al. [4] and Madhavi et al. [123] reported a well-
defined layer structure, represented by single phase, independent from the degree of
lithiation. The lithium diffusion is characterised by a two-dimensional path throughout
the structure with a SoC dependent diffusion coefficient. A V-shaped course is reported
by Amin et al. [8], where the coefficient decreases from D = 7 · 10−10 cm2 s−1 for the fully
lithiated material towards D = 5 · 10−11 cm2 s−1 for x = 0.5 and then increases again for
the fully delithiated material.

Despite the advancements in cycle life and thermal stability, multiple problems
during ageing are reported for NCA in literature and are controversially discussed
[40, 112, 180, 250]. Chen et al. reported on the effect of the powder morphology and
suggested that a high particle density helps stabilising the cell impedance during the
ageing of the cell [40].

Zheng and co-workers reported on increasing grain boundary layer thickness during
the first cycle that led to the formation of micro cracks at the grain boundaries [250]. The
ordered α-NaFeO2-type structure of the material changes to a partially ordered structure
and then further to a disorder rock-salt structure [250].

Kojima et al. found an irreversible NiO-like structure on the surface of NCA particles,
consisting of inactive divalent (Ni2+) or trivalent (Ni3+) species, suggesting a direct
correlation between the capacity fade of the material and the evolution of the NiO-like
phase [112]. The combination of NCA cathodes with dimethyl carbonate (DMC) based
electrolytes were investigated by Saito et al. and the group reported on the reaction on
the surface of the particles [180].

A continuous formation of the surface film and the consumption of lithium in the
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Figure 2.4 – Crystal structure based on [79] a and phase diagram of NCA based on [236] b

reaction to form lithium carbonate were investigated [180] and led to the formation of a
lithium poor NCA cubic phase on the surface of the particles, consequently leading to a
decrease in power capability and capacity, according to:

LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2(hexagonal) + x CH3OCO2CH3 −−→ Li1 – 2xNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2(cubic) +
x Li2CO3 + 2 x CH3

+

Watanabe and co-workers further investigated the micro crack generation in NCA
after cycling the cathodes at elevated temperatures and cycling the cell for different
depths of discharge (DoDs). The group was not able to confirm the emergence of a solid
electrolyte interphase (SEI) on the surface nor structural changes in the NCA crystals,
using XRD and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis [222], but reported on
the infiltration of electrolyte into the NCA secondary particles [221].

To further improve the cycle stability of the material, Cho et al. suggested a dry
coating of SiO2 nanoparticles on the NCA [44]. The distribution of Si on the surface lead
to a significant increase in capacity retention after cycling the cell at elevated temperatures
as the amount of Ni2+ species on the surface was reduced.

Another commercially available compound is known as LixNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2 (NMC),
a solid solution of LixNi0.5Mn0.5O2 and LixCoO2 [36]. A wide range of possible stoi-
chiometries can be found in literature with LixNi0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 as the most common
one due to its high theoretical specific capacity of up to 274 mAh g−1 [150]. During charge,
Ni2+ is oxidised to Ni3+ (1 > x > 0.66) and with further delithiation from Ni3+ to Ni4+

for 0.66 > x > 0.33. For higher voltages, Co3+ is oxidised to Co4+ (0.33 > x > 0) causing
a strong voltage increase [88]. The advantage of the material is a lower concentration of
Co4+ as well as a suppressed interchange from lithium with one of the transition metals.
Advantageous is the absence of Ni3+ and Mn3+ in fully lithiated LixNi0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2

resulting in no local Jahn-Teller distortion [130]. In contrast to LNO, partially delithiated
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Figure 2.5 – Crystal structure based on [230, 235] a and phase diagram of NMC based on [114]
b

NMC has a negative Jahn-Teller distortion, resulting in a small negative volume effect,
which was found to be a possible reason for the improved cycle life of the material [130].
Manganese (Mn4+) is not oxidised during lithiation and therefore does not increase the
specific capacity of the material. Nevertheless, it was found to further stabilise the crystal
structure, resulting in a prolonged cycle life compared to LCO.

Fig. 2.5 exemplifies the crystal structure of LixNi0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 a as well as the
phase diagram depending on the degree of lithiation b. The CIF published by Yin et
al. [235] was used to reproduce the crystal structure. The 1:1:1 ratio is indicated by
the multiple colours of the representing transition metal atoms. The described cation
mixing, where Ni2+ occupies the Li+ site is likewise considered. The intercalation of
the lithium-ion into layered compounds is facilitated by a two-dimensional diffusion
pathway similar to NCA. The values for the diffusion coefficient in NMC reported in
literature range, depending on the applied characterisation technique and temperature
between 5.5 · 10−8 cm2 s−1 for electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) at 60 ◦C and
4.6 · 10−10 cm2 s−1 for GITT measurements at 25 ◦C with only small variation over the SoC
[7].

As illustrated in Fig. 2.5b, NMC exhibits a rhombohedral R3m space group (O3) for
a lithiation range of 1 < x < 0.3 with a small volume change of 1 % [230, 235]. Further
de-intercalation leads to the appearance of a trigonal P3m1 space group (O1) [235]. Both,
a two-phase region and a hybrid phase (H1-3) as present in LCO [42] are suggested but
not investigated in detail. For Li0.04Ni0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 a nearly single (O1) phase is
reported [235]. The phase diagram and the occurrence of the additional phase illustrated
in Fig. 2.5b. A specific information of a temperature range was omitted as no details of
the temperature dependency of the crystal structure are available. Due to the irreversible
re-intercalation of lithium into the O1 phase, a full delithiation in commercial cells is
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prevented by limiting the charging cut-off voltage.
During cycling, the formation of a NiO-like structure is found on the surface of the

particles, similar to the structure found on NCA materials. Kang et al. found the source
for the first cycle capacity loss not to be a parasitic side reaction on the surface but rather
due to an extreme slow lithium diffusion if x in LixNi0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 reaches 1 [100].
These finding were later confirmed by Buchberger et al. [32].

Shikano and co-workers used X-ray absorption near-edge structure analysis to gain a
detailed insight on the morphology of the NMC particles’ surface’ [190]. The formation
of a lithium poor cubic structure results in an increasing charge transfer resistance at
the cathode/electrolyte interface and reduces the power capability of the cell. Especially
during cycling at elevated temperatures, transition metal dissolution is found to be a
significant source for capacity fade due to loss of active material (LAM) in the cathode.
It is also found to lower the power capability of the cell, as traces of dissolved transitions
metals can be found on the negative electrode, where a continuous growth of the SEI
layer is triggered [32]. This effect is even further enhanced, if the charge cut-off voltage
Ucco is increased to voltages above 4.5 V [249].

Phospho-olivine structures

The second group of cathode materials includes phospho-olivine structures, with LixFePO4

(LFP) as the most common material, presented by Goodenough and co-workers in 1997
[155]. Several advantages with regards to safety, environmental compatibility, costs and
long-term cycle life are obtained but discrepancies with regard to energy density need
to be accepted. A high cycle stability and power capability is achieved, enabling LFP
based cells to be used in power tool applications. The low electronic conductivity of LFP
(10 · 10−9 cm s−1) has to be overcome by carbon coating or by substituting various cations
with other transition metals [127, 220, 246].

LFP exhibits an orthorhombic crystal structure with a Pmnb space group, displayed
in Fig. 2.6a. The CIF data published by Roberts et al. [176] were used to visualise the
structure. A drawback of the material is the low diffusion coefficient of lithium into
the host structure due to the one-dimensional diffusion paths in the crystal structure
[141]. Depending on the SoC, a diffusion coefficient from 2.9 · 10−11 to 1.1 · 10−12 cm2 s−1

is reported [143].
Fig. 2.6b shows the phase diagram of LFP. It has to be noted that the phase diagram

highly depends on the particle size [137, 216] and the continuous improvement in LFP
synthesis lead to a shrinking in particles size from micro- to nanometre. Delacourt et
al. [55] and Dodd et al. [58] investigated experimentally the phase transition in LFP
depending on temperature and degree of lithiation. During lithiation, the amount of
FePO4 denoted as heterosite (H) phase decreases, while LiFePO4 denoted as triphylite (T)
phase increases, resulting in a stable voltage plateau at 3.45 V versus lithium metal [134].
Above a certain threshold temperature, according to literature approximately 140 ◦C, a
mixed phase of a solid solution (SS) and the H or T phase can be observed, whereas the
phase fully disappears with increasing temperature. A more precise investigation on
the stoichiometry of the two-phase region was done by Yamada and co-workers [232],
where a small deviation of the two separated reaction products during lithiation and
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Figure 2.6 – Crystal structure based on [176] a and phase diagram of phospho-olivine com-
pounds based on [55] and [58] b

delithiation is found. Instead of pure LiFePO4 and FePO4, the coexistence of LiαFePO4

with 0 < α < 0.032 and Li1−βFePO4 with 0 < β < 0.038 is shown for a large lithiation
range.

The major degradation mechanism was identified in early studies to be iron dissolu-
tion at elevated temperatures [10]. Beside the resulting loss of active material (LAM) in
the positive electrode, a major problem was identified to be the catalysing effect of Fe2+

on the negative electrode to enhance the SEI formation process [63].

Amine et al. [10] reported a significant metal dissolution of 535 ppm after one week
at 55 ◦C, but were able to suppress it to a certain amount when using an electrolyte
with lithium bis(oxalato)borate (LiBOB) instead of lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6)
as conducting salt. Zaghib et al. suggested a synthesis method, leading to a stable
carbon-coated and impurity free LFP. It is assumed to prevent the metal dissolution,
as they found no evidence of iron on the separator/anode interface for various anode
materials [239].

A detailed study on the morphology and conductivity of LFP was published by
Scipioni and co-workers and new and cycled states were compared. The particle size
distribution indicated particle cracking during the cycling of the cell, leading to smaller
particles and a significant degradation of the carbon coating. Consequently, iron dis-
solution and the formation of a SEI-like layer on the particles is reported [186]. In
combination with LiPF6, LFP was found to be very stable at room temperature. For
elevated temperatures up to 60 ◦C, an increase in the cathode degradation was observed,
with iron dissolution and the development of an unspecified surface layer as the main
reasons [113].
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Figure 2.7 – Crystal structure based on [20] a and phase diagram of LMO spinel compounds b

Spinel structures

The third group consists of three-dimensional spinel materials. LixMn2O4 (LMO) is
the most established material, combining the advantages of low price, non-toxicity and
environmental friendliness. Two major voltage plateaus are observed when the material
is fully lithiated, one for 0 < x < 1 at 4 V and one for 1 < x < 2 at 2.8 V giving the
material a theoretical capacity of 285 mAh g−1. The crystal structure in Fig. 2.7a was
drawn based on the CIF data published by Berg et al. [20]. A complete phase diagram of
the structure for the whole lithiation range is not available in literature, as the results
vary based on e.g. analysis methods and synthesising processes. To give an approximate
overview, the phase diagram shown in Fig. 2.7b is based on Monte Carlo simulations of
lithium-ion ordering in the compound considering Jahn-Teller distortions [211]. Similar
results were found by a detailed XRD analysis, performed by Ohzuku and co-workers
[149]. They found the existence of two cubic phases with different lattice parameters
(a1 = 8.045 Å, a2 = 8.142 Å) for a lithium range of 0.27 < x < 0.6, one cubic phase for
0.6 < x < 1 and two cubic and one additional orthorhombic phase for 1 < x < 2.

The phase transition from cubic spinel to orthorhombic structure for x = 1 causes a
significant increase in volume of up to 16 % [211]. To avoid particle disintegration and
loss of connection, the lithiation range in applications is limited which reduces the usable
specific energy to 120 mAh g−1 [72, 203] and results in a reversible change in volume
of 2.3 percent during cycling. The lattice constants of the material vary non-linearly
with the degree of lithiation due to the different available phases and their changing
ratio [97, 149]. Further spinel materials as LiM0.5Mn1.5O4 (with M = Ni, Fe, Co), in
which manganese is partially replaced, are found to be promising candidates as high
voltage cathode materials. So far, the upper limit of the electrochemical stability window
of the available electrolytes is at around 4.5 V prohibits a safe long-term use of these
materials in commercial applications [105, 106]. Guyomard et. al. found a mixture of
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Table 2.2 – Summary of degradation effects for various cathode materials

NCA NMC LMO LFP
phase transition phase transition phase transition metal dissolution
infiltration of electrolyte cation mixing metal dissolution particle cracking
surface reaction surface reaction micro cracks surface reactions
micro cracks

EC:DMC (2:1) with LiPF6 to be the most suitable electrolyte due to its stability up to
4.9 V at room temperature and 4.8 V at elevated temperatures [81]. If the temperature is
increased to 70 ◦C, a strong surface layer formation occurs [72, 135]. Further studies on
the LixMn2O4 (LMO) / graphite cell system were performed by Amatucci and co-workers
[5, 6]. They found the main degradation mechanisms to be the Jahn-Teller distortion
when the cathode material is discharged to 3 V and below versus lithium metal. At
this potential, the manganese in the structure is trivalent (Mn3+) and further lithiation
leads to a split in the oxidation state to Mn2+ and Mn4+. The Mn2+-ions dissolve into the
electrolyte and lead, similar to the Fe dissolution in LFP, to a continuous growth of the
SEI layer on the anode after deposing on the surface. The reaction products serve as a
catalyst for further electrolyte decomposition and cause the second major degradation
effect in LMO / graphite cells [5]. Snydacker et al. improved the cycle stability of LMO
by reducing the metal transition of the spinel by coating the particles with Li3PO4. While
other coatings were either unstable under lithiated or delithiated conditions, Li3PO4 was
shown to be stable over the full lithiation range [193].

Tab. 2.2 summarises the main degradation effects of the investigated cathode mate-
rials. In addition to the very specific degradation effects for each material, all positive
electrodes suffer under the high voltage versus lithium metal, leading to corrosion of the
binder and current collector material. With this wide range of possible cathode materials,
tailor made blended electrodes are used in lithium-ion cells to combine the advantages
of different materials to achieve advanced performance in the large range of applications
as stationary devices, mobile consumer electronics and electric vehicles. For this purpose,
synthesized powders are mixed before coating. Combining the advantages of blended
cathodes by mixing spinel and hexagonal structured materials was discussed by Numata
et al. for LNCO/LMO and by Tran et al. [206] for NCA/LMO. Both observed that a
combination of the materials reduced the Mn dissolution from the spinel significantly,
enhancing the cycle life and improving the poor electrochemical performance of the
spinel material, especially at elevated temperatures. In contrast, Dubarry and co-workers
investigated a combination of NMC and LMO cathode blends and found over-lithiation
in the LMO material due to the poor rate capability of the NMC material [62], leading to
additional capacity fade in the cells.

2.3.2 Electrolyte

The electrolyte is a non-aqueous ion-conductor, allowing the transfer of lithium-ions
from one electrode to the other. In lithium-ion cells, the electrolyte consists of organic
solvents and a conducting salt. The solution consists of one or a mixture of different
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carbonate esters as ethylene carbonate (EC), polycarbonate (PC), diethyl carbonate (DEC)
and dimethyl carbonate (DMC). The conducting salt used in most cells is LiPF6, due
to its comparable low toxicity, high solubility and high stability with both, anode and
cathode materials for a large temperature range [184]. The temperature and concentration
dependency of the lithium-ion diffusion in a PC/EC/DMC mixture was extensively
investigated by Valøen et al., whereas the transport properties for different concentrations
and varying temperatures were experimentally determined [210]. To minimise the risk
of forming toxic hydrofluoric acid, alternative conducting salts as lithium perchlorate
(LiClO4) or LiTFSI are investigated [51].

Large efforts are put into research and development to reduce the disadvantages
of current electrolytes. The lower boundary of the theoretical electrochemical stability
window of the organic solvents varies between 73 mV to 232 mV but decreases signif-
icantly in real life applications [228], depending on the composition and ratio of the
different solvents used. Additives as vinylene carbonate (VC) [117] help to increase the
performance of the cell by improving the formation process of the SEI [243]. The high
flammability can be reduced by adding ionic liquid but with drawbacks regarding the
high current performance due to the lower ion diffusion coefficients of ionic liquids [78].

2.3.3 Anode

From an energetic perspective, metallic lithium is the ideal anode material for lithium-ion
cells due to its flat and low voltage as well as the high specific capacity of 3860 mAh g−1.
However, the formation of dendrites during cycling, penetrating the separating layer
between anode and cathode, can cause short circuits and will lead in a worst case scenario
to a thermal runaway of the cell. Research effort is made to find possibilities to suppress
the dendrite formation e.g. with CsPF6 as electrolyte additive [227]. Due to these still
existing severe safety concerns, lithium metal is not used as anode material in secondary
cells. Alternatives in the market are different carbon-based materials as graphite, hard
and soft carbon as well as Li4Ti5O12 (LTO). Due its low cost, comparably high energy
density of 372 mAh g−1 and low potential between 80 mV and 600 mV versus lithium
metal, graphite is currently the most common material [187] and for all commercial cells
investigated in this work the anode material of choice. Fig. 2.8a illustrates the structure
of LiC6, where lithium is fully intercalated in the graphene layers.

The fully lithiated material is written as LiC6 and the phase is stage 1, as six carbon
atoms are required to host one lithium-ion. The possible range of lithiation is given by
0 < x < 1, whereas a full lithiation of x = 1 is usually not achieved in commercial cells,
as the anode is over-dimensioned to prevent lithium plating. As shown schematically
in Fig. 2.8b, graphite undergoes a number of phase changes during the intercalation of
lithium [53]. At room temperature, LiC6 and LiC12 coexist as a two-phase system for a
lithiation range between 0.5 < x < 1. At x = 0.5, a phase transition occurs, where the
LiC6 is eliminated. For further de-intercalation (0.25 < x < 0.5) and at temperatures
below 10 ◦C, a coexistence of LiC12 and LiC24 known as stage 2 and stage 3 are present.
If the temperature is increased, stage 3 merges into a diluted stage 2. With decreasing
amounts of lithium in the host structure, stage 3 and the diluted stage 2L become present
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Figure 2.8 – Crystal structure a and phase diagram of graphite based on [53] b

for x < 0.25. The last two phase changes occur when host materials form the stage
3/stage 4 mixture and when this merges with decreasing degree of lithiation into a
diluted stage 1 with coexisting stage 4 [53].

While intercalating lithium into the host structure, the anode operates below the
electrochemical stability window of the electrolyte, causing the formation of the SEI
on the electrode surface by electrochemically reducing the electrolyte. This complex
structure consists of reaction products of the used solvents and conducting salt and has
unique properties [14, 25]. The reaction continues until the complete surface is covered
and causes an initial capacity fade of up to 10 %, depending on the formation process and
the electrode surface area [121]. While lithium-ions can still migrate through the layer, it
is nearly impermeable for other electrolyte components. Different strategies to control the
SEI formation process with the aid of additives are investigated to improve the long-cycle
life of the cell. In an ideal scenario, the stable surface layer allows the operation of the cell
without further reduction of the electrolyte and prevents the co-intercalation of solvent
molecules into the structure, which would lead to significant capacity losses due to the
ex-foliation of the graphite [224].

Under operation, a volume change in the host structure of up to 5 % is observed,
when lithium is intercalated and de-intercalated during a charge-discharge cycle [172].
These mechanical changes in the material lead to a continuous change of the surface layer
and allow further side reactions, leading to a constant growth of the SEI. During storage,
continuous side reactions on the anode are observed with an increasing reaction rate at
elevated temperatures. These undesired reactions continuously consume lithium, leading
to a capacity fade, denoted as loss of lithium inventory (LLI). The change in volume
and possible intercalation of molecules from the electrolyte can cause cracking and
delamination of the particles from the rest of the coating. If parts of the active material
lose electrical contact to the current collector, the particles become electrochemically
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Table 2.3 – Summary of degradation effects in graphite

Degradation mechanism Caused by Effect on cell level
Graphite ex-foliation High anode potential Loss of active material

(LAM)
SEI growth Low anode potential, high

temperatures
Impedance rise, loss of
lithium inventory (LLI)

Gasing infraction of electrolyte’s
stability window

Swelling of cell, loss of
electrolyte

Particle cracking low / high SoCs, mechani-
cal stress

LAM, LLI due to new SEI
formation

SEI dissolution high temperatures, high
SoCs

Swelling of cell

Lithium plating low temperatures, high
charge currents, high SoCs

LLI, risk of short circuit

Loss of particle/particle
and particle/current col-
lector contact

mechanical stress LAM

inactive and lithium intercalation and de-intercalation is stopped. Depending on the
degree of lithiation when the particle loses contact, a combination of LAM and LLI
occurs. Furthermore, with increasing passivation layer thickness, the impedance of
the cell increases. The additional over-potential reduces the power capability and the
efficiency of the cell. A special concern regarding the cell’s safety is the hindered lithium
diffusion through the SEI. Especially at lower temperatures and high charge currents the
risk of lithium plating increases [24]. As a consequence, further electrolyte decomposition
and gas evolution occurs and the dendrites can lead to local short circuits or in a worst
case scenario to a thermal runaway of the cell. In Tab. 2.3, the major degradation
mechanisms of graphite-based anodes are summarised.

A number of anode materials with a significantly higher energy density than graphite
are investigated, but suffer from major drawbacks as extensive volume changes during
cycling (LiSn [245]) or low Coulombic efficiency at the initial cycle (Si [101]).

2.3.4 Separator

Beside the main task of physically separating anode and cathode from each other, an
ideal separator has to fulfil a long list of requirements. It is characterised by a high
electrochemical resistance to sustain the degradation by the electrolyte. Stable mechanical
properties and a low thickness allow for an easy handling process without adding dead
volume or weight to the cell. A high porosity and a homogeneous pore-size distribution
lead to a low ionic resistance. With regard to safety, easy wetting of the separator is
important as dry areas can lead to inhomogeneities in the cell. In case of a thermal
runaway, a shut-down mechanism is preferable. Most separators consist of a single
polymer as polyethylene (PE) and polypropylene (PP) or a polymer trilayer (PP-PE-
PP) [50]. Depending on the manufacturing process, different physical properties can
be achieved [212, 244]. For lab scale experiments, where energy and power density
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are not a crucial factor, glass fibre separators allow for an easy handling due to their
high mechanical stability. Beside the previously mentioned active materials, non-active
components of the cell also undergo degradation mechanisms. The separator undergoes
continuous mechanical deformation, affecting the porosity of the layer. An increase in
tortuosity extends the diffusion path of the lithium-ions and may reduce the transport
capabilities in the electrolyte [151], resulting in a higher cell impedance.

2.3.5 Current collector

Due to the low price, good conductivity and lightweight, aluminium is the material of
choice for the positive current collector in commercial cells. For the anode, the choice
depends on the coated active material. Due to the graphite’s low potential versus lithium
metal, aluminium forms a lithium-aluminium alloy, requiring copper to be used. The
lower electric conductivity of aluminium (3.55 · 107 S m−1 [160]) compared to copper
(5.88 · 107 S m−1 [160]) is compensated by a bigger foil thickness. Recent improvements
in energy density in commercial 18650 cells can be mainly attributed to an increase in
fabrication improvements as reducing the current collector thickness [187]. Aluminium,
used as the material for the current collector of the positive electrode is subjected to
local corrosion. The building of surface layers and mounds is observed due to the high
oxidation potential during the charge process of the cell. The usage of LiPF6 based
electrolyte aggravates the corrosion process but does not suppress the oxidation of the
surface layer [242]. Copper on the other hand, used as current collector material for
negative, carbon based electrodes, is electrochemically more stable but partially cracking
at very low potentials versus lithium metal was reported by Braithwaite et al. [31].

2.3.6 Binder

The binder (e.g. polyvinylidene fluoride (PVdF), carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC)) is
responsible for the stability of the coating and the physical connection of the particles
as the coating undergoes mechanical stress [171, 173, 174] and side reaction with the
electrolyte during cycling. To prevent LAM, a high chemical stability of the binder is
a crucial factor of the electrochemical long-term performance of the cell. Demirocak
et al. investigated the impact of different ageing scenarios as high-current cycling and
elevated temperatures on PVdF [56]. A decreasing modulus of elasticity especially at
high currents leads to a loss of coating stability and particle loss was more likely to occur.

Conductive carbon, used as coating additives, enhances the electron transport within
the electrode. Its participation in electrochemical reactions lowers the electronic connec-
tion between particles or clusters, leading to an increase in over-potential and causes
additional LAM.

2.4 Cell types

The major cell types for lithium-ion cells are cylindrical, pouch and prismatic cells.
Cylindrical cells are categorised and named by their dimension, whereas the 18650
format (18 mm diameter, 65 mm length) is the most common one, used in most mobile
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Figure 2.9 – Schematic drawing of a typical commercial 18650 cell

devices as laptops [159]. This cell type is used for most experiments in this work and Fig.
2.9 illustrates the set-up of this cell type. The second cell type used is a slightly larger
cylindrical cell with a 26650 format (26 mm diameter, 65 mm length).

The double coated positive and negative electrodes are rolled up with a separator
in between, denoted as jelly roll. After contacting the jelly roll (negative electrode: cell
housing, positive electrode: cell cap), electrolyte is added and the cell is closed. A PTC
(positive temperature coefficient) device within the current path is commonly used as
safety device in many cells. In case of a severe temperature increase of the cell, e.g.
caused by an external short circuit of the cell, the resistance of the PTC increases, limiting
the current of the cell. The second design possibility are pouch cells, which commonly
comprise a stack of electrodes, alternating anode and cathode. The advantages of pouch
cells are their flexible design and increase in gravimetric energy density, as the steel
container used for cylindrical cells is replaced by an aluminium coated polymer casing.
On the other hand, additional support to stabilise the cell and an increase in production
complexity facilitate only a slow transition towards pouch cells as the major cell type
[159]. A compromise between the cylindrical hard case and the soft pouch cell are
prismatic cells. This cell format combines the safety advantages of a stable cell housing
of a cylindrical cell with efficient cooling capabilities of a pouch cell. The increase in
market share is especially driven by the increasing application in electric vehicles such as
BMW’s i-Series [170] and e.g. the Audi hybrid models [12].

Based on the intended use, cells are specially designed to either deliver high discharge
currents (high power design) or store as much energy as possible (high energy design).
The high power capability requires thinner electrode coatings to maximise the electrode
area and to reduce the lithium-ion diffusion path, therefore the ratio between active
material and current collector changes. Tbl. 2.4 gives an overview of the quantity and the
respective weight ratio, based on data reported by the Center for Transportation Research
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Table 2.4 – Exemplary material composition of commercial high energy and power cells [73]

Material
High energy cell High power cell

10 Ah 1 Ah
Quantity / g wt. % Quantity / g wt. %

Anode (dry) 78.5 23 5.6 17
Cathode (dry) 161.0 47 9.3 30
Active material 140.8 41 7.4 23
Electrolyte 61.8 18 4.4 13
Separators 6.0 2 1.6 5
Package 35.8 10 11.5 35

Table 2.5 – Cost estimation of cell components [147]

Material Unit Estimated value
LixCoO2 $ kg−1 59
LixNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2 $ kg−1 38
LixNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 $ kg−1 37
LixFePO4 $ kg−1 20
LixMn2O4 $ kg−1 10
Graphite $ kg−1 10
Li4Ti5O12 $ kg−1 12
Electrolyte (1.2 M LiPF6 EC:DMC) $ kg−1 18
Separator (PP / PE / PP trilayer) $ m−2 2
Current collector foil (Al) $ m−2 0.8
Current collector foil (Cu) $ m−2 1.8

group of the Argonne National Laboratory [73]. Ongoing research, the improvement of
manufacturing processes, variations in the raw material prices as well as the introduction
of new materials leads to continuously changing values.

Based on market prices of 2012, estimations of the manufacturing costs of a cell are
made based on the used components [147] and presented in Tbl. 2.5. The cathode has the
largest share in weight and quantity and, depending on the used material, the highest
specific price ($ kg−1) of all components. With a factor of six in costs between LMO and
LCO, it is obvious that, beside the previously mentioned criteria such as power and
energy density, safety and cycle stability, the large price difference is a significant factor
defining the intended usage of the material for different applications as power tools,
electric vehicles or stationary applications.



Chapter 3

Characterisation and Modification

This chapter describes the experimental cells investigated in this work and gives an
overview of the most common electrochemical characterisation methods for lithium-
ion cells. Beside the basic fundamentals of the techniques, the applicability regarding
degradation investigation is discussed. The description of non-destructive methods
which allow for an in operando observation of the decreasing performance is followed
by a presentation of destructive methods, which are used to either verify predictions
made with in situ methods, to improve the respective measurement technique or to give
a more detailed insight into internal cell parameters.

3.1 Investigated cells

All cells investigated in this work are commercially available 18650 cells, designed for
high power applications. The anode material of all cells is graphite, the most common
anode material. To investigate variations in the cell’s electrochemical performance,
different cathode materials were chosen. The first cell, denoted as cell A, has a nominal
capacity Cn of 1.5 Ah and the cathode is a blend of LixNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 - LixMn2O4

[181] with a ratio of 3:1 determined by XRD, XPS and inductive coupled plasma (ICP)
measurements. The second cell investigated (Cell B) has a nominal capacity Cn of 2.25 Ah
with a LixNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2 cathode [195]. The third cell (Cell C) has a LixFePO4

cathode with Cn = 1.1 Ah [1]. In Tbl. 3.1, relevant parameters such as cut-off voltages
and geometric dimensions of the cells are listed.

The position of the current tab(s) of the respective electrode are given in Tbl. 3.1. The
beginning of the jelly roll is defined as the start of the rolling process and is therefore
located in the cell centre. Analogously, the end of the jell roll is defined. In Fig. 3.1,
the voltages of the different cells during a 0.05C charge and discharge are displayed
as a function of the cell capacity a as well as of the cell’s SoC b. Due to the blended
cathode material, cell A features numerous small voltage plateaus during the discharge
process, while the voltage of cell B decreases linearly. Cell C with a LFP cathode reveals
a nearly flat and constant voltage, revealing the influence of different voltage plateaus of
the graphite anode.

Scanning electrode microscope (SEM) pictures of harvested electrodes of the inves-

43
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Table 3.1 – Properties of investigated cells

Name Cell A Cell B Cell C Cell D
Cathode material NCA-LMO NMC LFP LFP
Anode material Graphite Graphite Graphite Graphite
Nominal voltage Un / V 3.60 3.70 3.25 3.25
Charge cut-off voltage Ucco / V 4.20 4.20 3.60 3.60
Discharge cut-off voltage Udco / V 2.75 2.50 2.00 2.00
Max. charge current / A 1.5 2.25 4 10
Max. discharge current / A 10 10 30 70
Nominal capacity Cn / Ah 1.50 2.25 1.10 2.5
Capacity Cn,cm2 / mAh cm−2 2.11 3.31 1.36 2.67
Electrode Area A / cm2 708 675 809 1876
Thickness coating cathode / µm 71 78 72 63
Thickness coating anode / µm 48 73 34 35
Thickness curr. coll. cathode / µm 18 15 20 20
Thickness curr. coll. anode / µm 13 11 10 13
Weight / g 48 43 39 76
Number of curr. tabs per electrode 1 1 1 4
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a NCA-LMO cathode of cell A b NMC cathode of cell B

c LFP cathode of cell C d Graphite anode of cell A

Figure 3.2 – SEM Pictures of cathodes a - c and one anode d, harvested from investigated 18650
cells

tigated cells are displayed in Fig. 3.2. All pictures were taken using a Zeiss Supra
55VP Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM) with an acceleration volt-
age Uacc = 5 kV and an aperture size of 30 µm. In Fig. 3.2a, the different materials
in the NCA-LMO blend cathode can be distinguished. The small NCA particles are
agglomerated in clusters with a large variation in size and the LMO particles are dis-
tributed throughout the NCA clusters. They are clearly identifiable due to their larger,
cubic-shaped structure, characterised by a symmetrical shape and even surfaces.

The NMC material, shown in Fig. 3.2b features a similar structure except that the
clustered particles are larger in size. To allow for a clear identification of LFP nano
particles, a four times larger magnification of 2 · 104 is applied in Fig. 3.2c. The anode
displayed in d was harvested from cell A. The chosen magnification was 103 due to large
variation in particle size between 6 µm and 30 µm. Even though the cell is considered as
new from a lifetime perspective, the formation process already took place and a thin SEI
layer was formed on the surface. Nevertheless, the structure of the graphite particles is
clearly visible. Due to the similarity of all three anodes, only one SEM picture is shown.

Beside the three main cells, additional experiments were made on commercially
available 26650 cylindrical cells with a LFP cathode and graphite anode, referred as cell
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D in this work. The cells have a nominal capacity Cn of 2.5 Ah. The larger cell size
and geometric design allowed modification processes to gain further insight into the
current density distribution of the cell. The modification process will be presented in
detail in Sec. 3.6 while obtained results with focus on equalisation processes of SoC
inhomogeneity and current density distribution are discussed in Sec. 5.1 and Sec. 4.

3.2 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy

EIS is an alternating current (AC) characterisation, by which the response of the elec-
trochemical system to an excitation with a defined frequency range at various SoCs
is interpreted. Two different principles can be applied. For the galvanostatic mode,
an excitation current with a constant amplitude is applied and the voltage response is
measured. In the potentiostatic mode, the cell is excited by an AC voltage signal within
a defined frequency range and the current response is measured. As the slope of cell
voltage varies and can be very small for some cells, the resulting current amplitude
can vary significantly. Both techniques rely on the frequency dependency of different
electrochemical processes within the cell [89, 90, 185]. Using a sinusoidal excitation
current

I(t) = I0sin(ωt) (3.1)

the complex impedance Z(ω) with ω = 2π · f of a cell is defined by

Z(ω) =
U(ω)

I(ω)
· ejφ(ω) (3.2)

with the voltage U, current I and the phase angle φ between the two signals. Z(ω)

can be divided in the real part Z′(ω) and imaginary part Z′′(ω)

Z(ω) = Z′(ω) + j · Z′′(ω) (3.3)

The applied frequency f can be as high as multiple MHz and low as a few µHz [96].
To analyse the electrochemical processes in lithium-ion cells, a frequency range between
100 kHz and 10 mHz is sufficient [96]. The signal excitation frequency and the respective
electrochemical processes dominating the spectrum is illustrated in Fig. 3.3.

Fig. 3.4 illustrates the two most common ways to plot impedance data. In the
Nyquist diagram in Fig. 3.4a, -Z′′(ω) is plotted against Z′(ω). The Bode plot b shows
the magnitude |Z| as well as the phase angle φ against the frequency of the applied
excitation signal. Characteristic frequency ranges attributed to inductive behaviour,
transfer through SEI, charge transfer and solid state and liquid phase diffusion are
highlighted [89, 185].

EIS is an established method to characterise cells under various conditions and
the impact of variables as SoC [13, 215], temperature [169, 177], temperature gradients
[208] and short-term history of the cell [107] is widely discussed in literature. This
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C (LFP/C) at 25 ◦C with an excitation current of 50 mA at 50 % SoC

qualifies EIS measurements as a promising candidate to track degradation mechanisms
in cells, assuming that the reason for the performance decrease is clearly identifiable and
attributable to a certain frequency range. Parameters as ohmic resistance, charge transfer
resistance and diffusive behaviour are extracted from EIS measurements during the
ongoing ageing studies, the state at begin of life (BoL) and end of life (EoL) is compared
and conclusions regarding electrochemical origins of the changes are made. Beside
the correlation of the increase in ohmic resistance and the growth of surface layers on
anode and cathode, a detailed explanation of further changes is missing [77, 138, 234].
Furthermore, little is known about the influence of cell design on the impedance spectra.
Especially in the context of inhomogeneous ageing within the cell, the impact of the
alternating current density distribution along the electrodes needs to be analysed.

Consequently, measurements of local potentials during the AC operation of a mod-
ified commercial cell were investigated and conclusions regarding the current density
distribution are discussed in Sec. 4. Based on the tab position, temperature and the
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frequency of the applied excitation current varying contributions of the cell components
towards the spectra were observed. By varying the cell temperature, the decay of the
potential distribution along the electrode and thereby evoked electrode area was con-
trolled. A final statement regarding the applicability of EIS measurements as a reliable
and useful degradation tracking tool for various cell systems is presented in Sec. 4

3.3 Differentiating techniques

Differentiating techniques are based on direct current (DC) measurements, sweeping the
full SoC range in either charge or discharge direction. A constant current (CC) is applied
to the cell and the correlation between cell voltage and capacity is analysed. The most
common differentiating techniques in literature to separate the electrode information are
the incremental capacity analysis (ICA)

ICA =
dQ
dV

(3.4)

and the differential voltage analysis (DVA)

DVA =
dV
dQ

(3.5)

The main difference between the two methods is illustrated in Fig. 3.5, using cell C
with LFP as cathode and graphite as anode active material. The peaks in the dV/dQ
curve represent phase transitions, whereas the peaks in the dQ/dV curve represent phase
equilibria [28]. Materials with two phase equilibrium regions (e.g. LFP, LTO or graphite
for specific lithiation ranges) depict voltage plateaus during cycling, which result in a
∆V = 0 and therefore a division by zero for the dQ/dV data. A further disadvantage
of incremental capacity analysis (ICA) is the requirement for a very precise voltage
resolution to lower the signal to noise ratio, which exceeds the specification of most
commercially available test systems.

Similar to the cell voltage, dQ/dV and dV/dQ data can be expressed as a sum of the
single electrodes by (

dQ
dV

)
cell

=
1

(dV/dQ)cathode − (dV/dQ)anode
(3.6)

(
dV
dQ

)
cell

=

(
dV
dQ

)
cathode

−
(

dV
dQ

)
anode

(3.7)

to compare cells with different capacities as 18650 and coin cells, the data of differen-
tial voltage analysis (DVA) are normalised by the cell capacity Q0, the actual measured
capacity of the cell.

dV
dQnorm

=
dV

d(Q/Q0)
= Q0

dV
dQ

(3.8)
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Figure 3.5 – Comparison of a 0.05 discharge curve of cell C, analysed by DVA and ICA

Due to the simplicity of the approach, DVA and ICA are used intensively for the
characterisation and observation of lithium-ion cells during the degradation process [26,
27, 28, 29, 61, 64, 103, 178]. During the slow charge-discharge procedure, measurements
require only a climate chamber to minimize temperature fluctuations and a defined
starting point, as the measurement is sensitive of the starting SoC. For ICA measurements,
a high precision for the voltage measurement is advantageous.

Bloom et al. used DVA for full-cells to track and analyse ageing mechanisms in
graphite anodes [26, 27] and cathode materials such as NCA [28] and NMC [29]. The
local maxima in the curves are allocated to the respective electrode and based on the
shift along the x-axis as well as the relative shift between the peaks of the same electrode.
Conclusions are drawn regarding the initial and final cell balancing and the respective
possible sources of cell degradation which were mainly accredited to LAM and LLI.
Similar results were obtained by Dubarry and co-workers during the extensive analysis
on NMC-LMO cells for plug-in HEVs [61, 64].

Delacourt and co-workers used the method to analyse degradation mechanisms in
commercial LFP / graphite cells under various ageing conditions [103, 178]. The main
ageing mechanism was concluded to be LLI, whereas a degradation of the cathode
material as source for the performance loss could be eliminated. Based on available
literature, ICA and DVA are the most promising electrochemical methods to investigate
the continuous degradation for the single electrodes.

A drawback of the measurements is the analysis’ need of a full, slow charge and /
or discharge cycle starting at a defined reference point to obtain the necessary results.
Furthermore, a crucial requirement is a clear assignment of the respective maxima to
the correct electrode, which presupposes either half-cell measurements or reliable and
available reference in literature of the same or similar material. Due to the convenience of
the measurement, DVA measurements are defined as the reference method to investigate
the degradation of investigated cells during ongoing ageing progress. Detailed results
will be presented and discussed in Sec. 6.2.2.
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3.4 Cyclic voltammetry

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a common potentiodynamic measurement technique in the
field of electrochemistry. In the conducted experiment, the cell voltage Ucell is controlled
as a linear function of time and ramped with a constant slope ν between the charge
cut-off voltage Ucco and discharge cut-off voltage Udco according to

U(t) = U ± νt (3.9)

A positive slope implies charging whereas a negative slope implies discharging the
cell. The resulting current is recorded and plotted versus the cell voltage [83]. If the scan
rate ν is sufficiently small (<1 mV min−1), an approximation of the solid state diffusion
coefficient based on the peak current ip can be made

ip = 0.4463 ·
(

n3F3

RT

)0.5

AD0.5
0 CBν0.5 [229] (3.10)

with electrode surface area A, diffusion coefficient D0 of the reactive species in the
material and the respective bulk concentration c. The occurring maximum (peak current
ip) in the voltammogram indicates the balance potential where the most suitable reaction
potential is counteracted by the depletion of the reacting species and the therefore
occurring thickness increase in the diffusion layer. For lithium-ion batteries they correlate
with the specific intercalation potentials of anode and cathode.

Fig. 3.6a highlights the impact of temperature on mass transport at a constant scan
rate of 0.6 mV min−1. The enhanced transport mechanisms lower the cell’s overpotential
with increasing temperature and the potential gap between the associated maxima in
charge and minima in discharge direction becomes smaller.

In Fig. 3.6b, the influence of the scan rate on the voltammogram of cell A with
a NCA-LMO cathode and graphite anode is illustrated. The peak current ip (in mA)
is divided by the scan rate (in mV min−1), and the capacitance of each intercalation
potential can be calculated by integrating the respective voltage range. Similar to the
differentiating techniques described in the previous section, half-cell measurements are
necessary to allow for a clear identification of the respective contributor. For a scan rate of
ν = 0.6 mV min−1 the intercalation potentials are clearly distinguishable for charge and
discharge direction. For ν = 4 mV min−1 the feature at 3.9 V vanishes for the discharge
curve completely and an increasing overlap between the different intercalation potentials
is observable due to the limited diffusion processes in the active material.

Even though CV is a common characterisation technique in the field of electrochem-
istry, the available literature for detailed degradation tracking studies in commercial
lithium-ion cells is limited. Similar to the differentiating techniques as described in
Sec. 3.3, the position and height of the peaks allow assumptions regarding the cell bal-
ancing and the condition of the respective electrode. Assuming the clear distinction
of the specific intercalation potentials, estimations concerning the remaining specific
capacity of each component in blended electrode materials can be made.
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Markevich [131] combined CV measurements with EIS and CC techniques to analyse
self-discharge mechanisms of graphite anodes during cycle ageing. The separation of
ip peaks from each other and their decrease in height was explained by the variations
in lithium-ion diffusion and LAM. Yu reported the dependency of the current peak on
electrode thickness, temperature, sweep rate and electrolyte [238] for LFP and calculated
the diffusion coefficient of lithium-ions in the active material. Sasaki characterised LNO-
based cells after cycling the cell at high temperatures [182]. The decrease of ip in the
constant voltage (CV) diagram was analysed and attributed to LAM and increasing cell
impedance.

Stiaszny et al. investigated cells with LMO-NMC cathode during cycling [196] and
calendar ageing [197]. The CVs of anode and cathode materials were analysed and the
changes in ip were attributed to the loss of active material, as the discharge capacity,
calculated by the integration of the various intercalation potentials, decreased. To obtain
the detailed results, a scan rate of ν = 0.3 mV min−1 was applied. For a voltage range of
∆V = 1 V, the measurement needed approximately 110 h for a full cycle.

Based on the various interpretations of the change in ip discussed in literature,
CV data gained during ageing characterisation tests need to be verified by additional
measurements. Due to the similar information which can also be obtained in DVA
measurements, a further significant drawback of CV techniques is the comparable long
time for the check-up procedure. As a consequence, no detailed interpretation will be
presented for CV measurements in chapter 4.

3.5 Thermodynamic measurements

A cell’s entropy S depends on the configurational and vibrational contribution from ionic
and electronic components of the system as presented in Sec. 2.2. These contributions
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vary with the degree of lithiation in the host structure and the change in reaction entropy
∆rS can be directly measured by thermodynamic measurements (TM) as a temperature
dependency of the cell’s equilibrium potential Eeq.(

∂Eeq(x)
∂T

)
p,x

= − 1
nF

(
∂

∂x
S(x)

)
p,x

= − 1
nF

∆rS(x) (2.37)

The response of the cell voltage on a decreasing cell temperature is exemplified shown
in Fig. 3.7a. The change in the cell’s OCV can be either negative or positive, if the cell
temperature is decreased, resulting in a positive or negative sign for the entropy value.
Fig. 3.7b illustrates the nearly linear coherence when the voltage is plotted versus the cell
temperature. Deviations from this linear behaviour originate from the thermal gradient
through the cell, when the radial heat transfer is slower than the temperature alteration
rate. With the operation range from −20 ◦C to 60 ◦C for lithium-ion cells, the linearity is
assumed to be valid [18, 199].

The potentials of anode and cathode versus lithium reveal a non-linear temperature
coefficient dependency of the degree of lithiation. During discharge, the cathode is
reduced, while the anode is oxidised and the cell’s overall reaction entropy can be
expressed by the sum of each component.

∆rScell = ∆rScathode + ∆rSanode (3.11)

In the case of a discharge of the cell, it is represented by

∆rScell,discharge = ∆rScathode,reduction + ∆rSanode,oxidation (3.12)
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For graphite half-cell measurements, the reduction entropy is measured. The delithi-
ated state is used as the preferred reference start point since nearly all lithium is de-
intercalated from the material when a voltage of 1 V with a sufficiently long CV phase is
applied. Setting the fully lithiated state as a reference point bears the risk that lithium
deposition takes places due to the low potential versus lithium metal. When combining
two half-cell measurements, Eq. 3.12 is rewritten as

∆rScell,discharge = ∆rScathode,reduction − ∆rSanode,reduction (3.13)

For the first time used by Thompson in 1981 to study the phase transformation in
LixTiS2 [204], the method became a common tool to either investigate the thermodynamic
properties of electrode materials such as LCO [164], LMO [15, 203], LTO [94] or graphite
[166] or to characterise commercial full-cells such as LCO / graphite [183, 199] or LFP
/ graphite systems [92]. Some studies investigating the impact of different ageing
procedures as cycling [87, 125], high temperatures [126] or high voltage treatment [124]
can be found in literature. Unfortunately, some of the made assumptions seem to be
based on insufficient pre-processed data, leading to doubtful interpretation [124, 125, 126]
and lacking reproducibility.

Due to the contribution of both anode and cathode, thermodynamic measurements
qualify as a promising candidate to characterise commercial lithium-ion cells by analysing
the temperature dependency of the OCV. Information similar to DVA can be obtained
with the advantage that the measurement can be conducted at selected SoCs, either
during charge or discharge. With frequent measurements during the e.g. charge process
of EVs, detailed information can be gained. In contrast to that, long relaxation times
until the cell reaches an electrochemical equilibrium prevent the measurement to be
used successfully as a check-up technique. A small number of data points may lead to
uncertainties in the determination of the position of the local extrema. Consequently, a
compromise needs to be made between a larger number of data points, resulting in a
higher accuracy and the measurement time, based on the intend usage of the technique,
e.g. reoccurring check-ups or a detailed analysis at the EoL of a cell. To investigate
the usability of thermodynamic measurements as a degradation tracking procedure, a
significant increase in the measurement speed is desirable.

3.6 Cell modification

The cell’s surface temperature at various positions, the applied current and the resulting
voltage, measured at the cell’s terminal are external parameters that can be easily
determined during operation. Unfortunately, this information is not sufficient to fully
describe the electrochemical performance of the cell, to guarantee an optimal operation
mode at any time nor to predict the safety and reliability of the system. To gain more
information, the modification of commercial cells is a powerful tool to access internal
parameters. It can be distinguished into two different modification processes. The first
one includes the investigation of the performance and a detailed electrochemical analysis
of electrodes by means of half-cell measurements. As the cell needs to be dismantled and
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rebuilt, it is a destructive method. Consequently, to avoid major changes in the cell, non-
destructive methods are favourable. In this work, non-destructive modification processes
are presented that allowed the insertion of lithium reference electrodes into commercial
18650 cells using a newly developed sealing system. Furthermore, a method to measure
local potentials at different positions of the electrodes was introduced and successfully
applied to investigate variations in the current density distribution of cylindrical cells
[66, 153]

3.6.1 Half-cells

Half-cell measurements are useful to investigate single electrodes of dissembled full-cells.
The harvested electrode material is rebuilt in a coin cell or pouch bag with fresh electrolyte
and a new separator, using lithium metal as the counter electrode [104, 196, 213]. Caution
in interpreting is necessary, as the rebuilding process can influence the electrochemical
behaviour by changing various parameters. As the original electrolyte composition is
usually unknown, adding new electrolyte can affect the SEI or general surface layers on
the active material. If necessary, remaining electrolyte can be washed away by soaking the
electrodes for 30 min in DMC and drying them afterwards for 120 min in the antechamber
of the glove-box at ambient temperature. Zhang et al. reported partial removal of the
graphite’s SEI and changes in respect to calorimetric measurement results but no effect
on cycling or thermodynamic measurements were observed during experiments [247].
Half-cells built with cathode material from the commercial cell following the same
notation as full-cells, whereas discharging means that lithium in intercalated into the
host structure and the cell voltage decreases. The harvested graphite electrodes, which
are used as anode material in the commercial full-cells, become the cathode in a half-cell
with lithium metal. To allow for a clear distinction and to avoid any confusion with the
cathode materials in this work, half-cells with graphite are denoted as anode half-cells.
Charging the graphite up to 1 V leads to full de-intercalation of lithium and allows for
the definition of a well-defined reference point for following measurements.

Half-cell assembly

Fig. 3.8 illustrates the schematic assembly of coin cells as used for measurements in
this work. The investigated full-cell was discharged at 0.2C until Udco was reached
and afterwards opened inside an MBraun glove-box with argon atmosphere. The jelly
roll was taken out of the cell and the positive and negative electrode were carefully
separated. 16 mm diameter samples were punched out at different locations of the
electrode. The harvested electrode sample was placed in a 2016 cell housing bottom
part (steel), covered with a glass-fibre separator (19 mm diameter, 500 µm thickness).
Whatman™ glass-fibre separators from GE Healthcare Life Sciences were used instead
of polymer-based separators due to their higher mechanical stability and easier handling.
To allow for a homogeneous distribution of the electrolyte and to avoid any negative
impact on the cell’s performance, an excess amount of electrolyte of 120 µL (EC:DMC 1:1
(by volume) LiPF6, Sigma-Aldrich) was added on the separator before placing the lithium
metal foil (16 mm diameter, 400 µm thickness). Two steel spacers (400 µm thickness,
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Coin cell housing top

Coin cell housing bottom

Harvested electrode

Glass fibre separator

Lithium metal

2x Steel spacer

Figure 3.8 – Schematic assembly set-up of half-cells with retrieved electrode samples cycled vs.
Li/Li+ in a coin cell

16 mm diameter) guaranteed a homogeneous pressure in the cell for a good electrical
contact. The cell was closed with a crimping tool (Hohsen Corp.) and either contacted
via spot welded nickel tabs (4 cm length, 80 µm thickness, 0.5 cm width) or mounted into
self-made cell holders.

The coated graphite and the metal oxide based active material of the investigated
cells easily flake off from the current collector while the LFP coating needed heated
N-Methyl-2-Pyrrolidone (NMP) and strong mechanical pressure for removal. Hence,
it was refrained to remove the active material from the lithium averted side to avoid
any negative impact on the samples. To exclude the possibility that the double-sided
coating affects the electrochemical performance, half-cells with different active material
backside loadings were tested by cycling the cells at 0.2C between the estimated cut-off
voltages. Fig. 3.9a depicts the average discharge capacity of the first two cycles of the
half-cells, where approximately 0 %, 50 % and 100 % of the coating remained on the
backside of the sample. The samples with approximately 50 % loading were punched out
from electrodes areas, where the coating remained on the current collector and partially
flaked off as depicted in Fig. 3.9b. Each population consists of four coin cell samples.
The error bars show the sample variance s2 of each population. The data suggest that
the measured capacity of the cell is not affected by the amount of active material on the
backside of the current collector and only the lithium-facing active material participates
in cycling. Moreover, a variation of approximately ±2 % among all cells is measured and
it is assumed that the cutting process leads to a certain loss of active material on the
cutting edges. Due to the limitation of mechanical cutting possibilities, the uncertainty
cannot be prevented and needs to be taken into account for further measurements.

Measurements

Fig. 3.10 illustrates the voltage profiles of the cathode materials, harvested from the
commercial cells investigated in this work. The voltage boundaries of the half-cells need
to be chosen carefully and an increase in cell capacity can be observed after the first cycle.
With
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electrode a and schematic drawing of coating flake off from the current collector b

Eeq = Eeq, cathode − Eeq, anode (3.14)

the cut-off voltages Ucco and Udco are calculated from the full-cell voltages, assuming
that the anode potential does not fall below a certain voltage versus lithium in the fully
charged state in a commercial cell.

Graphite exhibits a voltage plateau at approximately 80 mV during the progress of
the stage 1 / stage 2 transition in the lithiation range of 0.5 < x < 1 [53, 82]. Due to
the overbalancing of the anode to avoid lithium plating, it is assumed that the graphite
incorporated in the investigated full-cells does not show a voltage below this level when
operated under low current operation. Including a possible overpotential of 30 mV
during the charging process of the full-cell, leads to a minimum anode voltage of 50 mV
versus Li/Li+. This value was used to calculate the upper voltage limits for the cathodes
which were set to 4.35 V for the metal-oxide based cells A and B and to 3.65 V for the
phosphate based cathode material from cell C.

Due to the steep voltage increase for graphite at low degrees of lithiation and the
steep voltage decrease for cathode materials at high degrees of lithiation, the cathode’s
discharge cut-off voltage Udco and the anode’s charge cut-off voltage Ucco can only be
estimated. Based on the cell balancing, a maximum anode voltage of 600 mV is assumed,
but to include uncertainties, the voltage limits for Udco were set to 3 V for cell A and B
and to 2.4 V for cell C. As a result, the cathode half-cells deliver a higher specific capacity
Cn,cm2 (in mAh cm−2) than calculated for the full-cell as indicated in Tbl. 3.2. The voltage
profile of cell A shows a number of distinguishable turning points with a linear decrease.
The slope of the discharge profile of cell B changes at 3.8 V and becomes smaller until
the voltage drops at 3.55 V. The LFP cathode of cell C delivers a constant voltage of 3.4 V
until a SoC of 20 %.
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Figure 3.10 – Half-cell voltages of the cathode materials of the investigated cells, plotted versus
capacity a and SOC b

Table 3.2 – Specific capacities of cells and respective electrodes during a C/20 discharge for the
calculated charge and discharge cut-off voltages

Type
Cell / Cathode / Anode /

mAh cm−2 mAh cm−2 mAh cm−2

Cell A 2.11 2.35 2.46
Cell B 3.31 3.99 4.14
Cell C 1.36 1.86 1.73

Fig. 3.11a and b illustrate the graphite voltage profiles of the different cells. Due to
the voltage plateau at a high degree of lithiation, the final degree of lithiation of the anode
material is often unknown in a fully charged full-cell. As a consequence, the discharge
cut-off voltage Udco for the anode half-cells is set to 2 mV to allow for a full utilisation of
the material but also to avoid any lithium deposition, despite the overpotential in coin
cells due to their comparably high internal contact resistances. For the charge cut-off
voltage Ucco, various limits between 0.5 V [35] and 1.5 V [165] are suggested in literature.
As a compromise and to allow for the previously mentioned determination of a reliable
and reproducible reference point, a voltage of 1 V was applied with a maximum CV
phase of 60 min to fully remove the lithium.

Tbl. 3.2 presents the specific capacities of the investigated cells, calculated by the
electrode area and the capacity of the full-cell during a C/20 discharge. It is observed
that the electrodes measured as half-cells deliver a higher capacity. As lithium metal
is used as the counter electrode, an infinite reservoir of lithium compared to the small
capacity of the active material is available and the larger voltage range used during
cycling leads to a bigger utilisation of the material.
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Figure 3.11 – Half-cell voltages of the different anodes of the investigated cells plotted versus
capacity a and SOC b

3.6.2 Reference electrode measurements

Reference electrodes are a valuable tool to investigate the cell balancing and the degrada-
tion process of the respective electrodes in full-cells. Since both electrode’s electrochemical
potentials change with the amount of stored lithium, both contribute to the measured
change in cell voltage and as described in Sec. 2.1, the cell voltage can be expressed as
the difference of both electrode potentials versus a defined reference value. To access
the information of each electrode separately, instead of a conventional two-electrode
measurement, a third electrode is inserted which allows for the observation of each
potential. This requires a high reversibility and a stable potential relative to the solution
phase without interfering with the electrochemical system.

In literature, different materials are discussed for application in lithium-ion cells.
Beside the most common one, lithium metal, the application of other metals as silver
[59], gold [194] or metal alloys as LiSn4.4 [3, 9, 95] and Li2Bi [75] is discussed but found
either not to be suitable due to the strong polarisation effects of the electrode or only
partially suitable for specific applications due to an unstable potential with changing
alloying stoichiometry.

Active materials used in lithium-ion cells with a flat potential profile over a large
SoC range as LTO with 1.567 V and LFP with 3.428 V vs. Li / Li+ are suggested and
successfully used for impedance measurements [59, 115]. But due to the high availability,
using lithium metal is the preferred approach used in literature. The formation of a solid
electrolyte interphase on the metal surface is reported to be self-limiting and stable over
time [30]. A special focus is set on the position of the reference electrode, as it highly
affects the reliability of the measurements [188, 205] by disturbing the ionic pathway.
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Figure 3.12 – Picture a and schematic drawing b of the designed lock system to access and
operate 18650 cells after opening

Modification procedure and reliability

When including lithium metal reference electrodes in commercials cells, special focus
needs to be set on the integrity of the electrochemical system. To allow for a stable
long-term behaviour of the cell, the reference electrode needs to be inserted directly
during manufacturing [146] or a proper sealing after modification is crucial [136]. Due to
the limited space and access possibilities, the size of the reference electrode should be as
small as possible to avoid any interaction with the electric fields and the diffusion path in
the cell. The introduction into commercial 18650 cells via the bottom of the cell requires
additional effort and allows to operate the cell only under argon atmosphere [19].

Inserting a reference electrode in the middle of the cell was performed by Wu and
co-workers [225] but is not possible for commercial cells with a steel rod in the cell centre
as the ionic pathway is interrupted due to the lack of electrolyte. The free space in 18650
cells is limited and the small gap between the jelly roll and top part of the cell is the
most promising place to fit one or two reference electrodes into a cell [145]. To properly
seal the cell after modification, a new lock system was manufactured by the affiliated
workshop of TUM CREATE Ltd. The system consists of four parts as shown in Fig. 3.12a.

The top part (A) is manufactured of Nylon, a non-conductive and electrochemically
stable polymer. It has an inner diameter of 18 mm and will finally operate as a new cap
of the 18650 cell. Three feedthroughs allow to access the positive current collector, a
reference electrode and if desirable a second reference electrode or a thermocouple. The
two steel pieces of the bottom part (B, C) are counter screwed against the top part. A
Kalrez O-ring (DuPont / USA) (D) is pinched between cell, top and bottom part and
seals the inserted cell as schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.12b.

For modification purposes, the top part of the cell is removed in an argon filled
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Figure 3.13 – 1C cycling performance comparison between original cells and cells after replacing
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glove-box and the positive terminal is cut-off. The plastic spacer is lifted and a copper
wire with an attached piece of lithium metal (2x 1 mm2) is inserted. To prevent any risk
of short-circuits, an additional layer of a 25 µm thick Celgard separator is placed between
the jelly roll and the lithium metal. The disconnected cathode terminal is spot-welded to
a new nickel tab and fed through the top part of the lock system. The feedthroughs are
finally sealed with a two-component epoxy glue.

The advantages of the system are the mechanical stability, flexibility and re-usability.
Due to the usage of chemically inert materials, the impact on the performance of the cell
is reduced. To compare the long-term performance of the modified test cells using the
lock system with unmodified cells, additional 1C cycle test as described in Sec. 6.1.1 with
two cells were performed at 25 ◦C. Fig. 3.13 illustrates the comparison of the capacity
fade for 2700 cycles. After 500 cycles, the capacity fade of the modified cells increases
compared to the unmodified cells and follows are more linear decay. The additional
capacity fade is 2 % after 1000 cycles and 4.5 % after 2000 cycles with a remaining capacity
of 78.7 and 76.5 % after 2700 cycles.

Possible sources of the accelerated fading are the connection of the cathode tab, which
does not meet industrial standards as it is spot-welded with a modified welding machine
inside the glove-box. As a consequence, an increasing voltage drop due to the higher
contact resistance and a local increase in temperature is expected. Despite the measured
increase in degradation, the system demonstrated to be electrochemically stable and
impermeable for water and oxygen.

Due to variations in the diameter of the commercial cells, three different types of
lock-systems with a diameter of 18, 18.2 and 18.4 mm were manufactured. The ductility
of the O-ring allowed the usage of the same size for all systems.
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Figure 3.14 – Full-cell a and anode b voltage of cell A during 0.05C discharge at different
temperatures

Temperature dependency

For testing the temperature stability of the system, the cell was fully charged at 25 ◦C
with a CC-CV protocol and a current of 0.1C to set a reproducible reference point.
Subsequently, the cell was heated or cooled to the desired temperature and discharged
and charged with a current of C/20. Fig. 3.14 illustrates the voltage profile for cell A a
and the respective graphite anode versus Li/Li+ b during the discharging process for 10,
20, 30 and 40 ◦C.

The full-cell shows a lower overpotential during the discharge process due to en-
hanced lithium-ion transport in the electrolyte and solid state diffusion in the active
material with increasing temperature [156, 210]. The low current rate of 0.05C resulted in
a similar capacity for all tests, whereas the capacity at 40 ◦C is only 0.7 % higher as for the
charge at 10 ◦C. With the same degree of lithiation for both electrodes at the beginning
of the charging process, the same values for the anode potential are expected, but not
observed. The anode voltage reaches as high as 530 mV for 40 ◦C and only 232 mV for
10 ◦C. Possible reasons for the difference are: I) A temperature dependency of concentra-
tion gradients close to the reference electrode. With a capacity of 2 mAh and a size of
only 1 mm2, the present reference electrode causes a change in the concentration gradient
within the electrolyte [54] II) Formation of an additional surface layer on the lithium
metal, triggered by the enhanced reaction mechanisms at higher temperature, leading to
a falsification of the observed potential III) Changes in the current density distribution in
the cell due to the increasing current collector resistance for higher temperatures and a
local measurement of the anode potential IV) Entropic contributions during the low state
of charge as discussed in Sec. 3.5.
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Current dependency

To verify the stability of the reference electrode and the system, the different cells were
cycled under various conditions. Beside temperature variations, the impact of different
discharge currents was tested and varied between 0.05C (55 mA) and 1C (1.1 A). Cell C
was charged with a CC-CV protocol (0.2C, 15 min CV) subsequently to the discharge to
allow for a comparable reference point and rested for 60 min between each cycle. The
cell was discharged until the cut-off voltage Udco of 2 V is reached. Fig. 3.15a shows
the voltage profiles of the full-cell as well as the anode and cathode versus the lithium
reference electrode during the discharge.

During the 1C discharge, the overpotential of the cell increased and it is observed
that it is dominated by the overpotential on the anode side. For the 0.05C discharge,
both anode and cathode contribute equally to achieving the discharge cut-off voltage.
The final capacity achieved at 1C is 4.7 % lower compared to the 0.05C discharge. Based
on the measurements, speculations regarding the originating effects can be made. One
possible explanation could be that the LFP cathode is the limiting electrode with a steep
voltage decrease towards the end of the discharge, indicating a full lithiation of the
particles at the electrode/separator interface. The diffusion coefficient for lithium-ions in
LFP for high degrees of lithiation is reported to be 3.91 · 10−15 cm2 s−1 [178, 179] while the
diffusion coefficient in graphite was identified to range between 10−9 and 10−10 cm2 s−1

for the expected SoC [119]. The anode is fully delithiated as indicated by the steep
increase towards 1 V at the end of the discharge. For low currents as 0.05C, the lithium-
ion diffusion in the material is sufficient and the cathode is capable of distributing the
lithium-ions within the given time. Fig. 3.15b states the final voltage values of anode and
cathode versus the reference electrode for different C-rates once the full-cell achieved the
discharge cut-off voltage Udco of 2 V. The increase of anode potentials with decreasing
C-rates is observed for all measurements and the made assumptions regarding the
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half-cell cut-off voltages described in Sec. 3.6.1 are confirmed.

3.6.3 Current density distribution measurements

The current density distribution in lithium-ion cells was investigated by Zhang and
co-workers and large variations along the electrodes were observed, driven by the flat
OCV of LFP and the different plateaus in the OCV of the graphite anode [240, 241].
The investigations were performed on a custom-made experimental pouch cell with
a segmented cathode and a continuous anode, whereas the discharge current of each
segment was measured by the voltage drop at a high precision shunt at each cathode
segment. To gain results of cylindrical cells with their unique geometric properties, a
simplified and cheaper approach was applied by modifying suitable cylindrical 26650
cells. The published approach [153] inspired other groups to apply the modification
process for further studies [217].

Modification procedure

Commercially available 26650 LFP / graphite cells with a nominal capacity of 2.5 Ah
and an average discharge voltage of 3.3 V were modified. The anode has a length of
175 cm and the cathode 169 cm as illustrated in Fig. 3.16. Each electrode has four almost
equidistant current collecting tabs, which are spot-welded to the current collector foil.
The operation mode of the original, unmodified cell is shown in Fig. 3.16. The cell is
operated via the normal cell terminal, whereas the applied current is equally distributed
along the four current tabs on each electrode. The measured cell voltage is the average
cell voltage at the four different positions.

Opening the cell revealed the four current tabs on each electrode. In Fig. 3.17, pictures
of the opened cell with the current tabs at the anode a and cathode side b are shown. The
cells were opened in a discharged state in a MBraun glove-box under argon environment.
The four current tabs on each electrode were separated and the caps removed. The
separated tabs were extended by additional spot-welded nickel tabs (3 cm length, 4 mm
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a Anode with four current tabs b Cathode with four current tabs

Figure 3.17 – Opened anode and cathode side during the modification process of commercial
26650 cylindrical cells

width, 80 µm thickness) using a modified MSK-310 compact AC pulse spot welder from
MTI Corporation. Subsequently, the cells were resealed with custom-made polymer caps,
made out of 6 mm Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). A schematic drawing is shown
in Fig. 3.18a. The nickel tabs are fed through the polymer cap and fixed with epoxy
glue. The modification leads to the possibility to operate the cell at various conditions,
applying the current at a combination of current tabs at different positions along the
electrode. The terminal Tmn is defined by the used anode Am and cathode tab Cn with
m, n ∈ {1; 4}. The resulting terminal voltage and impedance is denoted as UTmn and
ZTmn, respectively. Terminal T11 is the outermost, T44 the innermost tab configuration in
the cylindrical cell.

Stability and reproducibility

The stability of the system was tested by performing 1C charge-discharge tests using
all four connected current tabs on each side. The gained data were compared with
ageing tests performed on cells without any modification. A 60 min charging scheme
was applied, whereas the Ucco was set to be 3.6 V. If the CC charging was finalised before
the time limit was reached, the charging continued as a CV charging scheme for the rest
of the time. To discharge the cell, a 1C current was applied until Udco = 2 V was reached.
The testing of the modified cell was performed until 1000 cycles were completed. The
resulting data are illustrated in Fig. 3.18b. As the tests with the unmodified cells were
only considered as a reference, the tests were only performed as long as necessary, until
significant differences were observable. During the first 200 cycles, the difference in
capacity fade showed to be 0.23 %. After 480 cycles, the difference increased to 1.86 %
(modified cell: 3.52 %, unmodified cells: 1.66 %). The overall capacity fade at the end
of the test procedure was 10.62 %. All tests in this work were performed within the
first 20 cycles of a cell’s lifetime. Even though the degradation of the modified cell was
comparably faster, an excellent long-term performance was achieved. Similar to the test
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cells in Sec. 3.6.2, an inhomogeneous current distribution due to the variation in the
contact resistance and small amounts of side reactions due to the ingress of moisture and
oxygen might be the explanation for the faster capacity decay.

Additionally, each cell was tested before and after the modification process at an
ambient temperature of 22 ◦C by discharging the cell at 0.5C, 1C, and 2C. Between each
discharge step, the cell was given a 2 h relaxation period and was charged with a CC-CV
charging protocol (0.2C CC, 3.6 V CV, 0.01C current cut-off). All cycling experiments
were conducted with a BaSyTec CTS to cycle the cells and an Agilent 39720 with a 20
channel multiplexer for supplementary voltage and temperature measurements. The
cells were contacted with a spring loaded kelvin probe holder prior modification and
2 mm banana plugs, soldered on the nickel tabs after modification. Tbl. 3.3 summarises
the resulting discharge capacities Cmod and Cunmod and the respective average discharge
voltages Ūmod and Ūunmod for the three different discharge rates.

The cell is designed for high power applications and is able to carry constant discharge
currents of up to 70 A and maximum current pulses of 120 A. The discharge capacities
remain nearly constant with a small decrease by 0.6 % from 0.5C to 2C and the average
discharge voltage decreases from 3.13 V to 2.95 V. After the modification, terminal T11

is used for the characterisation, hence the current flowing over this single current tab
is multiplied by four. As a result, the average discharge voltage drops to 3.08 V for 0.5
and 2.76 V for 2C. The increase in the overpotential can be attributed to the additional
contact resistances from the welding and soldering points, the connection via 2 mm
banana plugs and the unsymmetrical utilisation of the current collector by applying the
current at the outermost terminal only. The difference in the voltage curves for 0.5C
and 2C is displayed in Fig. 3.19a. Towards the end of the discharge, the unsymmetrical
utilisation becomes more dominant, causing a further increase in overpotential. Despite
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Table 3.3 – Performance of an experimental cell before and after modification

C-rate 0.5C 1C 2C
Cunmod/Ah 2.6174 2.6101 2.6021
Cmod/Ah 2.6321 2.6120 2.5949
∆C/% Cunmod = 100% 0.56 0.07 -0.28
Ūunmod/V 3.1335 3.0504 2.9523
Ūmod/V 3.0815 2.9498 2.7599
∆Ū/mV 52.0 100.6 192.4
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rates at 25 ◦C

the increase in overpotential, the extractable capacity of the cell remains constant, whereas
the differences at higher currents become smaller due to either a slight increase of the
ambient temperature during or a longer relaxation time before testing

Beside the electrical parameters, the thermal properties of the cell were investigated,
as a change in the temperature distribution in the cell will have a significant effect on the
electrochemical properties. The possible access during the modification process allowed
for the insertion of a thermocouple into the steel rod at the cell’s centre as shown in Fig.
3.18a. In Fig. 3.19b the temperature of the cell surface for the modified and unmodified
cell are displayed.

For a discharge of 0.5C, only small variations in the thermal properties are measurable
and the self-cooling effect due to entropic effects in the graphite anode [167] in the range
between 1 Ah and 2 Ah occurs at both measurements. An increase in discharge current
to 2C leads to a surface temperature increase of up to 32 ◦C at the end of the discharge
for the modified cell and up to 31 ◦C for the unmodified cell. While the temperature of
the unmodified cell still features the entropic effect, it is vanished for the modified cell.
It is assumed that the separation of the current tabs and the removal of the metal cap on
both sides of the cell reduced the thermal conductivity, leading to a reduction of heat
transport from the inside of the cell towards the cell surface. Furthermore, the polymer
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caps added thermal capacity to the cell.
This modification procedure is used in this work to investigate variations in the

current density distribution and the resulting SoC inhomogeneities. The obtained
data are used to analyse equalisation processes of lithium-ion concentration along the
electrodes which could lead to a reduced accuracy during thermodynamic measurements
(Sec. 5.1.1) as well as understanding the impact of cell geometry on the AC current
distribution during impedance measurements and the resulting spectra (Sec. 4.2).





Chapter 4

Electrochemical Impedance
Spectroscopy

In literature, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is one of the most common
characterisation techniques to investigate the electrochemical performance of lithium-ion
cells. It is further used as a diagnostic tool to track the impact of degradation on the
performance and to validate the cell’s inner resistance [133]. Still, the direct correlation
between the interpretation of measured data and their physical origins are controversially
discussed in literature.

When used to track changes in dynamic processes during the cell’s degradation
[77, 93, 138, 196, 197, 198], an important prerequisite is the assumption that the degrada-
tion inside the cell is a constant process, occurring homogeneously along the electrodes.
But as presented in various studies, degradation is highly influenced by the mode of
operation and the resulting variations in current density distribution. The accompa-
nying inhomogeneous temperature distribution leads to non-uniform passivation due
to variations in the SEI thickness [33, 110, 157] and areas where lithium plating occurs
[31, 214, 253].

Due to the importance of EIS measurements to investigate electrochemical systems,
the method was applied during the degradation study and the measurements are dis-
cussed in Sec. 6.2. The focus of this chapter is to validate the applicability of the method
and to scrutinise the interpretability of the results. As the current developments yield
to cells with larger size and increasing energy content, the current density distribution
within a cell becomes more important. The sensitivity of EIS spectra on various external
parameters in complex systems as cylindrical cells is investigated. The cell design, cell
temperature and excitation frequency are varied to gain a comprehensive understanding
of the evoked electrode area and the resulting current density distribution is analysed by
means of local potential measurements. Findings of the following section were partially
published in [65], [66], [151] and [153].

69
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Figure 4.1 – Schematic drawing of the cell and the tab alignment used for the measurements
shown in Fig. 4.2

4.1 Influences on electrochemical impedance spectroscopy

The impedance measurements in this part of the study were conducted on a Bio-Logic
SAS VMP-3 with excitation currents between 30 mA and 200 mA. The applied frequencies
ranged from 100 mHz to 10 kHz. For a homogeneous temperature distribution, the cell
was placed 2 h prior the measurement into an ESPEC climate chamber. Between each
change of operating tab pattern, a rest period of 10 min was maintained to eliminate
possible temperature variations. With the modification process, significant changes on
the cell housing and the possibilities to connect the cells were made. The exposure of an
electrochemical system to the environment of the argon filled glove-box always bears the
risk of contamination or electrolyte evaporation, affecting the performance of the cell. To
guarantee reproducible measurements which allow for a meaningful interpretation of
the data, preliminary tests were performed. Beside the long-term cycling test as shown
in Sec. 3.6.3, the impact of the modification process on impedance measurements was
tested. Fig. 4.1 gives a schematic overview of the cell and illustrates the tab alignment
used for the measurements as presented in Fig. 4.2.

In Fig. 4.2a, the Nyquist plots of a modified and unmodified cell are compared. The
minor differences in the data suggest that no significant impact on the electrochemical
performance of the cell was provoked by the modification process. The additional contact
resistances at the solder and welding points and the change in connecting the cell to
the measurement system cause an increase in Z′(ω), resulting in a shift in the Nyquist
diagram along the x-axis and the small differences between the contact resistances will
lead to a small variation in the current density [151].

Fig. 4.2b and c illustrate the Nyquist diagram of two different operation modes. In
both cases, one anode and one cathode current tab were used to apply the excitation
current. To evaluate the current path dependency and the impact of the two different
current collectors, the measurements were performed in two arrangements, whereas
the respective operation mode was mirrored (e.g. A1 − C4 to A4 − C1). Despite small
variation in the contact resistance, measurements show no impact of the current collector.
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Figure 4.3 – Comparison of impedance data of two modified cells for different operation modes

This is confirmed by measuring the thickness of the current collectors (CCAnode: 13 µm,
CCCathode: 20 µm) where the ratio in the thickness equalises the difference in the specific
resistance of the material (ρCu = 1.72 · 10−2 Ωmm2 m−2, ρAl = 2.65 · 10−2 Ωmm2 m−2 ).
Even though all possible tab patterns were tested, due to the identical behaviour only
selected data are shown.

Fig. 4.3a - c illustrate the difference between two modified cells, measured under
various tab arrangements. While the values for Z′′(ω) are identical, a constant shift in
Z′(ω) is measured, indicating a variation in the previously mentioned contact resistances
at the current taps.
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4.2 Cell design

Three groups with three or four different tab pattern each are discussed. For the first
group (Group I, Fig. 4.4) the current was applied at each anode and the respective
opposite cathode tab, denoted as terminal Txx. As a result, the distance between each
current tab was as short as possible and remained nearly constant but the point of access
moves from the outermost terminal T11 (A1−C1) to the innermost terminal T44 (A4−C4).
For measurements of the second group (Group II, Fig. 4.5), a cathode tab and the next
anode tab were used throughout the cell. Therefore, the distance between the current
tabs is hold constant at approximately 42 cm, but the number of windings included in
the current path increase and the area closer to the cell centre is utilised. The third set
(Fig. Group III, 4.6) uses the same anode tab (A1) but the cathode tab is varied from
C1 to C4, changing the current path throughout the cell significantly by prolonging the
current path as well as increasing the number of winding in between.

4.2.1 Group I

In Fig. 4.4a the operation modes of the measurements are schematically shown. In
the Nyquist plot in Fig. 4.4b the similarity of the spectra of all four measurements for
the high frequency region above 1000 Hz can be observed. For lower frequencies, Z′

increases significantly when the outermost (T11) and innermost (T44) tabs are used.
The usage of terminals at the ends of the electrode results in an asymmetrical

current density distribution, observable in a higher potential drop and higher impedance
respectively. Therefore, due to their geometric similarity, measurements for T22 and T33

on one hand as well as measurements on T11 and T44 on the other hand exhibit similar
spectra. Additionally, a further increase for the current terminal closer to cell centre (T33

and T44 respectively) is observed. The dominating effects in the frequency range between
10 Hz and 0.1 Hz are the charge transfer and the diffusive behaviour of the lithium-ions
in the bulk material as schematically shown in Fig. 3.4a. The cell is assumed to be in an
equilibrated state, where no temperature gradient and no local SoC inhomogeneities are
present. It is concluded that the kinetic properties of the electrolyte and the bulk material
depend on the position of the cell. As a first approach, the change in coating thickness is
considered, when the electrodes are rolled. With a coating thickness delectrode+ = 63 µm,
an outer radius ro = 12.5 mm, inner radius ri = 2 mm a change in thickness can be
calculated to be a 1.5 % increase for the inner and 1.3 % decrease for the outer layer of the
electrode coating. As the variation is larger than this small change, additional sources
for the difference in kinetic and transport properties need to be found. Simulations
[144] and measurements [219] suggest a pressure increase towards the cell centre, which
would lead to a reduced amount of electrolyte towards the cell centre. Changes in the
kinetic bulk properties as well as higher separator tortuosity due to increasing pressure
were reported by Venugopal et al.[212] and Cannarella et al.[34], resulting in a higher
lithium-ion diffusion path and a higher impedance. The findings of Gnanaraj et al. [74]
and Barai et al. [17] indicate an impedance increase with higher pressure and match well
with the measured data.
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Figure 4.4 – Impedance data for measurements at Txx(Ax − Cx)

All four measurements show the same capacitive or inductive behaviour as indicated
in by the Bode diagram, shown in Fig. 4.4c. The phase angle is independent from the
used terminal position and the cell changes at approximately 1350 Hz from inductive
to capacitive behaviour. The magnitudes |ZT11| and |ZT44| increase towards lower
frequencies due to the higher values of Z′T11 and Z′T44.

4.2.2 Group II

The second group consists of three different measurements, whereas one cathode tab and
the next inner anode tab were used to apply the current. The general form is described
as T(x+1)x (e.g. A2 − C1). Fig. 4.5 illustrates schematically the operation mode a and the
Nyquist plot b and the Bode diagram c are shown. The distance between the current tabs
was kept constant with approximately 42 cm for all three measurements, but the number
of windings within the current path increases, as the used tab configuration gets closer
to the cell centre.

The increase in Z′(ω) due to a pressure increase towards the cell centre as suggested
in the previous section matches well with the data as shown. In the frequency range above
1500 Hz, the values for Z′′ increases while Z′ decreases as displayed in the Nyquist plot
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Figure 4.5 – Impedance data for measurements at Tx+1x(Ax+1 − Cx)

b. In the same frequency range, a variation in the phase angle φ between the different
measurements is observed but merges for lower frequencies. The work by Reimers
[161, 162] describes the correlation of the geometric design of a cell and the effect on the
inductive behaviour of the cell. With the adapted equation for the Archimedes’ Spiral for
cylindrical cells [80, 223], the number of windings can be calculated by

Θ(ξ) ≈
−r0 +

√
r2

0 +
Dξ
π

Dξ
2π

(4.1)

where the radius of the cell’s centre pin is given by r0 = 1.5 mm. ξ is the longitudinal
distance between cell centre and the used current tab as displayed in Fig. 3.16. The
electrode stack thickness D = 0.279 mm consists of thickness of the electrode coatings
(delectrode+, delectrode−), current collectors (dcc+ + dcc−) and separator (dseparator).

The number of electrode windings between the respective tabs was calculated to be
6.5 windings between C1 and A2, 8.5 between C2 and A3 and 12.5 between C3 to A4. The
half winding originates from the cell design as displayed in Fig. 3.17, where the current
tabs of the anode are shifted by a half a winding compared to the current tabs of the
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Figure 4.6 – Impedance data for measurements at T1x(A1 − Cx)

cathode. This suggests an inductive contribution of the current collector, depending on
the average radius of the cell segment and therefore the number of traversed windings.
To allow for a clearer observation of the effect, a third set of measurements is performed,
maximising the difference in windings the current path.

4.2.3 Group III

For the measurements in the third group, only anode current tab A1 was used, while the
cathode current tab was varied from C1 to C4, as schematically displayed in Fig. 4.6a.

The Nyquist plot in Fig. 4.6b underlines the strong dependence of the spectra on
the geometric design of the cell, with strong variation of Z′′(ω) and Z′(ω). For the
highest measured frequency of 10 kHz, Z′11 is only 60 % of Z′14 and Z′′11 only 14 % of Z′′14.
The threshold frequency, when the cell transits from inductive to capacitive behaviour
increases with decreasing tab distance as observed in the Bode diagram in Fig. 4.6c and
stated in Tbl. 4.1. The differences in the phase angle as well as Z′′(ω) become smaller
for frequencies below 100 Hz. In contrast, Z′(ω) increases in this frequency range for
decreasing tab distance, attributed to the dominating effects of the asymmetrical current
density distribution [151]. The opposite scenario with a constant current tab and varying
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Table 4.1 – Position of cathode tab x with respective number of windings Nw, the distance
between cathode and anode tab and the transition frequency with φ = 0

Cx Nw Tab distance / cm f (φ = 0) / Hz Z′′( f = 10 kHz) / mΩ
1 0.5 3.6 1400 -7.3
2 6.5 43.8 500 -16.7
3 14.5 88.1 160 -36.8
4 26.5 131.6 80 -74.2

A1
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parallel current flow
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Figure 4.7 – Effect of tap position on current flow in a spiral wound current collector

anode tab resulted in the same spectra as shown in Fig. 4.2b and will therefore not be
discussed. The calculated number of windings, the distance between the tabs as well as
the transition frequency is listed in Tab. 4.1.

Detailed investigations on the effect of cell geometry on the cell impedance was
presented by Laman et. al, who used a spirally wound Li/MoS2 experimental cell [116]
to calculate the inductance of the electrode windings. Reimers presented a mathematical
approach to calculate the potential and current distribution in cylindrical cells [161] and
extend the approach with a coupled multi-physics cell model [162] focussing on the
heat generation. Both predicted an increase of the cell inductance for higher excitation
frequencies. Fig. 4.7 illustrates schematically the electronic current flow in the positive
and negative current collector of the cylindrical cell for the tab arrangement using
terminal T11 and terminal T14.

For the first tab arrangement, both current carrying tabs are directly located next
to each other, and the current path is similar to a cell in pouch cell format. For every
electron participating in a charge transfer at any position of the cell, the electron is
forced to flow from the outermost current tab towards the cell centre and back. As a
result, the current flow is almost completely anti-parallel due to the small distance (πrtab)
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between the two current tabs. With the usage of the cathode tabs closer to the cell centre,
the tab-to-tab distance increases together with the number of winding included in the
current path and the ratio of parallel and anti-parallel current flow is shifted, until only
parallel current flow occurs in the tab configuration T14. The number of windings within
the current path and Z′′( f = 10 kHz) is shown in Fig. 4.7b, indicating a nearly linear
correlation.

4.3 Temperature

Higher temperatures enhance the cell’s kinetics and transport properties such as lower
electrolyte resistance, higher diffusion coefficients in the electrolyte and active material,
a lower charge transfer resistance and a lower ion transfer resistance through the solid
electrolyte interphase [95, 238]. In contrast, the resistance of the current collector increases
with increasing temperature due to the positive temperature coefficients of resistance
for aluminium (αAl = 4 · 10−3 K−1) and copper (αCu = 3.93 · 10−3 K−1). To investigate
the superposition of these effects and to identify the effect of different temperatures
on the current density distribution, an alternating current was applied at terminal T11

and the voltages at the terminals T22, T33 and T44 were recorded. Exemplarily, the
voltage responses to a 50 mA sinusoidal excitation current with 240 mHz and 167 mHz is
displayed in Fig. 4.8 for 10 ◦C a and 40 ◦C b. For a clearer distinction, the voltage of each
terminal was separated by 3 mV for purposes of illustration. The entropic coefficient of
the cell at this SoC leads to an increase in cell voltage with increasing cell temperature.
Furthermore, a reduction in the voltage amplitude is observed at higher temperatures
for all local measurements.

Using these data, the amplitude of the voltage response is calculated for the last fre-
quency applied (167 mHz) and displayed in c versus the distance to the current carrying
tab. A higher cell temperature leads to a reduction in the absolute voltage amplitude. The
amplitude of terminal voltage UT11 reduces from 2.33 mV at 10 ◦C to 1.54 mV at 40 ◦C.
Normalising the voltage amplitude to Û/Ûmax as shown in Fig. 4.8d, reveals the strong
non-linear temperature dependency of the current density distribution. The current
collector resistance increases for both, the aluminium and copper, by approximately 12 %
for a temperature increase of ∆T = 30 ◦C. As a consequence, the potential drop along the
current collector is magnified, resulting in a fast decay of the measured voltage responses.
This effect is further exaggerated by the enhanced kinetic and transport properties of the
cell. As reported in literature, the ionic conductivity in the electrolyte is doubled [22]
whereas the lithium-ion diffusion coefficient in LFP will increase by the factor of 20 for
this temperature range [252].

4.4 Frequency

The response of a lithium-ion cell on an AC excitation current depends on the time
constant distribution of the different electrochemical processes inside the cell [96, 120,
185, 213]. As discussed in the previous section, measurement equipment, geometric
properties of the cell as well the tab position highly influence the response for high
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Figure 4.8 – Voltage response to a 50 mA excitation current at different location of the electrode
for 10 ◦C a and 40 ◦C b, separated by 3 mV for a clearer distinction. Resulting
amplitudes Û c and normalised amplitudes Û/Ûmax at f = 167 mHz d

frequency measurements above 1000 Hz. An additional high frequency contribution is
caused by the contact resistance between the active material coating and the current
collector and the accompanying polarization losses. In the mid-range frequency region
between 1000 Hz and 10 Hz, the charge transfer resistance at the anode-electrolyte surface
as indicated in Fig. 3.4a in Sec. 3.2 dominate the cell’s response. Below these frequencies,
the solid state and liquid phase diffusion of lithium-ions in the host structure of the
cathode, e.g. LFP [90] and within the electrolyte are responsible for the system’s response.

To investigate the frequency dependency of the current density distribution by means
of local potential measurements, an excitation current of 50 mA was applied at terminal
T11. The voltage response was simultaneously measured at the terminals T11, T22, T33

and T44, using the same Biologic VMP-3, which allows for a theoretical sampling rate
of 5000 Hz with voltage precision of ±5 µV. The amplitude of the measured voltage
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response was determined by using the curve fitting toolbox of MATLAB 2015b and the
results are displayed in Fig. 4.9a.

Due to the limitations in sampling rate and accuracy in the measured amplitude,
the highest reproducible frequency that allows for a reliable curve fitting is 1000 Hz
at terminal T11 and 27 Hz at T44. It is observed that the cell’s local potential response
clearly changes with frequency, as the amplitude decreases towards higher frequencies.
Normalising the voltage amplitude as displayed in Fig. 4.9b, reveals that the amplitude
does not only depend on the frequency of the excitation current but also clearly reveals
non-linear attenuation along the current collector. This leads to the assumption that
the area of utilised electrode material is in addition to its temperature dependency, as
previously described in Sec. 4.3, also frequency dependent.

To determine the amplitude |Z| and the phase shift φ, a second set of measurements
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was performed. Instead of measuring the cell’s voltage response in the time domain
with a high frequent sampling rate, the set-up’s possibility of a four-terminal sensing by
separating current and voltage sensing was used. Four measurements were performed at
which an excitation current of 50 mA was applied at terminal T11 and the voltage sensing
was done at T11, T22, T33 and T44 respectively. The amplitude |Z| is calculated using the
voltage response at the respective sensing terminal as illustrated in Fig. 4.9c and shows
for all four terminals the same trend as the voltage amplitude measured within the time
domain due to the damping of the voltage signal along the electrodes. The calculated
phase shift, displayed in Fig. 4.9d shows a high similarity with the data shown in Fig.
4.6c, where the increasing number of windings in the current path lead to continuous
shift of the threshold frequency and the cell’s behaviour becomes inductive for a large
frequency range. But in contrast to the previous set-up, the number of windings and
therefore the ratio of parallel and anti-parallel current remains constant in the second
measurement set-up, only the distance and number of windings to the sensing position
increases. This leads to the assumption that the measurement, where the excitation
current is applied at a different position than where the voltage response is measured, a
sensitivity on the potential amplitude attenuation along the current collector as well as
the geometric properties is observed.

4.5 Conclusion

The results shown in Sec. 4.3 indicate that a change in the cell temperature does not only
change the electrochemical properties of the cell, but also changes the area of the utilised
electrode when an AC current is applied. In combination with the results presented in
Sec. 4.2, indicating that a change in the cell’s geometric design and dimensions leads
to significant changes in the resulting impedance spectra throughout the full frequency
range, the importance of an accurate temperature control is emphasised and that both
effects are superimposed for impedance measurements at different temperatures.

Transferring this statement towards the inhomogeneity during the ageing process
of a cell, the question arises in how far the impedance spectra is superimposed by
local inhomogeneities. Local variations in the cell’s kinetic properties can cause the
same variation in the current density distribution as a variation in the cell design. As
a consequence, certain limitations to the interpretability and comparability of resulting
impedance spectra of commercial cells might apply and need further investigations.



Chapter 5

Advanced Thermodynamic
Measurements

This chapter addresses the various drawbacks of thermodynamic measurements (TM)
and suggests possible solutions and improvements. Uncertainties affecting the electro-
chemical and thermal equilibrium such as local SoC and temperature inhomogeneities
are investigated. To minimise the time demand of a characterisation step, the experimen-
tal set-up and test procedure were optimised to fulfil the requirements in a best possible
way covering the full SoC range of a lithium-ion cell. To integrate advanced thermo-
dynamic measurements (ATM) as a useful characterisation tool for frequent check-ups
during ageing studies while maintaining a high number of data points, an approach to
compensate long relaxation times is presented.

5.1 Requirement of equilibrium conditions

To achieve reliable thermodynamic measurements of lithium-ion cells, the cell needs to be
in an equilibrated state, where no temperature variations or concentration gradients are
present and no electrochemical side reactions occur. Due to the impossibility to achieve
all requirements in a reasonable time, minimising parasitic side effects is desirable and
therefore the focus is set on avoiding large lithium-ion concentration gradients within
the cell.

5.1.1 State of charge

A homogeneous degree of lithiation along both electrodes is a crucial requirement for
meaningful thermodynamic measurement. As highlighted in Eq. 2.36 in Sec. 3.5,
the temperature dependency of the cell voltage changes non-linearly with the amount
of lithium stored in the host structure and SoC inhomogeneities in the cell during
measurements will lead to a falsification of the results. To avoid these uncertainties,
mechanisms leading to a SoC distribution were investigated with modified cylindrical
LFP/Graphite 26650 cells. A detailed overview of the cell’s modification process is
described in Sec. 4.2 and in "Simulation and Measurement of Local Potentials of Modified
Commercial Cylindrical Cells" [153]. Results of this section were partially published in
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Figure 5.1 – Cell voltage a and differential voltage b for cell D with discharge current of 250 mA
(0.1C) at 30 ◦C

"Temperature dependency of state of charge inhomogeneities and their equalization in cylindrical
lithium-ion cells" [152]

In Fig. 5.1, the voltage during the 0.1C discharge is displayed a and the differential
voltage b is calculated. Five specific SoCs are chosen to investigate the equalisation
processes. A flat voltage as seen for the SoCs highlighted by the red and blue pointer in
the discharge curve indicates the existence of a two-phase behaviour in both electrodes
without any phase transitions. Voltage steps in the discharge profile and the respective
local minima in the voltage differentiation are attributed to the phase transition of the
graphite anode from LiC6 to LiC12 (75 % SoC) and LiC12 to LiC24 (35 % SoC). The last
SoC investigated is the final state, once the battery is fully discharged.

The cells were stepwise discharged by 5 % with a current of 2.5 A (1C) for 3 min,
followed by a relaxation step under open circuit conditions for 117 min. The discharge
current is applied at terminal T11 and the voltage response along the electrode at terminal
T22, T33 and T44 is measured. Due to the strong asymmetric tab pattern, the worst case
scenario regarding SoC inhomogeneity in the cell is provoked. The inhomogeneity
in current density distribution in the current collectors reaches its maximum at the
outermost current tabs for both electrodes, resulting in the highest potential difference
possible between terminal T11 and T44. A schematic drawing of the operation mode of
the modified commercial cell is shown in Fig. 5.2a.

Fig. 5.2b shows the voltage difference ∆UT11−T44 between the two terminals T11 and
T44 during the relaxation process for the five SoCs as highlighted in Fig. 5.1. For 0 %
SoC, the voltage difference between the two terminals is equalised in 2 min. As indicated
by the steep gradient of the cell voltage, a small variation in the SoC results in a high
potential difference, which acts as a strong driving force for fast equalisation process
along the electrode.

Following this argumentation, the SoC equalisation along the electrodes is expected
to need more time in regions of voltage plateaus as 90 % and 60 % SoC compared
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Figure 5.2 – Schematic drawing of the operating mode of the modified commercial cell D
as presented in Sec. 3.6.3 a and equalisation process of the potential difference
∆UT11−T44 at specific SoCs b

to regions where a voltage step or gradient is present. With an equalisation time of
30 min for the mentioned SoCs compared to 75 min for 75 % and 35 % the opposite is
observed. It is concluded that only minor equalisation processes take place. Due to
the flat voltage profile for anode and cathode at these specific degrees of lithiation,
the SoC inhomogeneity is too small to provoke a significant potential difference along
the electrodes and therefore, the necessary driving force for the equalisation process is
missing. As a consequence, a SoC inhomogeneity along the electrode is provoked and
will increase until a discharge step results in a local potential difference.

With respect to thermodynamic measurements, SoC variations lower the accuracy of
the measurement. The investigation was done on a test cell which allowed for a worst
case scenario with a strong asymmetric position of the current terminal at one end of
the electrode with a length of 160 cm and the active materials used exhibit large SoC
ranges with a very flat potential curve versus Li/Li+ (LFP / graphite). The investigated
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cells A and B with a layered metal oxide as cathode material exhibit a more favourable
cell design with the current tabs located at the opposite ends of the current collector foil
and a stronger SoC dependency of the cell potential on the degree of lithiation as shown
in Sec. 3.1. Consequently, a driving force to equalise the lithium-ion concentrations
along the electrodes is always present. The current tab design of cell C favours the
inhomogeneity in a similar way as the experimental cell, but the distance between
current tabs and electrode end is only one third of the length of the experimental cell,
leading in significantly smaller inhomogeneities. Though, measurements indicate that
a homogeneous lithiation of the electrodes cannot be guaranteed and a low discharge
current to adjust the SoC is necessary to minimise the potential decay along the current
collector and therefore minimise the inaccuracy of the measurement. The detailed test
scenario is discussed in Sec. 5.2

5.1.2 Temperature

After the violation of the electrochemical equilibrium in a lithium-ion cell, the equalisation
of concentration gradients requires time and the cell voltage changes continuously
during this time, driven by difference in the lithium-ion concentration in active material.
The relaxation behaviour of the cell highly changes with temperature, as transport
mechanisms in electrolyte and solid state diffusion in the active materials are highly
temperature dependent [156, 210]. To improve the measurement speed, fast relaxation
processes are desired, but the negative impact of degradation due to accelerated side
reactions needs to be considered. Figure 5.3 illustrates the voltage relaxation after a 1C
discharge step for 5 min with a subsequent 2.5 h rest period for different temperatures
between 10 ◦C and 40 ◦C for the same system and the experimental set-up as used in
5.1.1.

For all temperatures, the cell was fully charged using a CC-CV charging protocol at
room temperature to allow for a reproducible reference point with a similar degree of
lithiation in both electrodes. The depicted SoCs are located in the first voltage plateau
(90 %) as well as in the first voltage step in the discharge profile of the cell (75 %). Fig.
5.3a and b illustrates the discharge step and the voltage relaxation of the cell. It is
observed that the cell voltage nearly reaches its equilibrated state at 40 ◦C within the
measurement time, while lower temperatures down to 10 ◦C prevent a full equilibration.
It therefore seems favourable to use higher temperatures as a start temperature for the
thermodynamic measurement to reduce the time necessary for relaxation and therefore
the duration of the characterisation. In Fig. 5.3c and d the voltage difference between
terminal T11 and T44 is illustrated. The equalisation process at higher temperatures
requires more time than for lower temperatures as the SoC inhomogeneity increases
with increasing temperature as discussed in Sec. 4.2. Based on these findings, the
most promising start temperature for thermodynamic measurement was defined to be
30 ◦C, compromising voltage relaxation time, SoC inhomogeneity equalisation time and
minimising accelerating ageing mechanisms.
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Figure 5.3 – Voltage relaxation UT11 a, b and voltage difference ∆UT11−T44 c, d of cell D after a
5 % discharge step with 2.5 A for different temperatures

5.2 Set-up and measurement procedure

Cells were charged and discharged with a BaSyTec CTS battery cycler. The battery cycler
operating software BaSyTest allows additional input values via a programmable software
interface, thus the voltage and temperature measurement accuracy was improved by
connecting an Agilent 39720A with two 34901A 20 channel armature multiplexer. The
Agilent 39720A was used as an 18-bit (5.5 digits) multimeter with a maximum absolute
voltage error of 0.0020 % in the used 10 V range. The drift error is specified by the
manufacturer as 0.0005 % for the measured value over a time period of 90 days at room
temperature.

The temperature dependency of the voltage for the investigated cells was less than
600 µVK−1 for all and less than 100 µVK−1 for most SoC. The conducted temperature
protocol considered the need for a large temperature range ∆T due to the small tem-
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a Top view b Front view

Figure 5.4 – Copper block used for ATM with two holes for cylindrical cells with 18.2 mm
diameter

perature induced voltage changes dU/dT, the time period, the temperature control unit
needed to adjust the temperature accordingly and the necessity to avoid any negative
impact of inadequate high or low temperatures on the cell. High temperatures above
40 ◦C foster accelerated ageing due to side reactions as e.g. electrolyte decomposition as
well as self-discharge of the cell, while low temperatures reduce the lithium-ion diffusion
within the cell, delaying the voltage relaxation process.

Two different temperature profiles were used for the thermodynamic measurements,
depending on the used set-up. Recurring check-ups were conducted in a Memmert IPP
200 climate chamber where the cell temperature was controlled by forced convection.
The large volume of the climate chamber slowed the heating and cooling process down,
increasing the overall measurement time. As an advantage, the larger volume allowed a
larger number of parallel measurements. Thus, the characterisation check-ups during
the ageing period were carried out in the temperature chamber. To compensate for the
limited cooling capability of the climate chamber and to reduce measurement time, a
starting temperature of 26 ◦C instead of 30 ◦C was used, followed by two temperature
steps of 4 K each, down to 18 ◦C. The cells were fully charged and, based on the previous
results, stepwise discharged with a current of 0.08C for 30 min, resulting in 25 discharge
steps with 4 % capacity each.

Detailed measurements with a high number of SoCs at BoL and EoL were carried
out inside a custom-made copper block with cylindrical holes, illustrated in Fig.5.4. The
copper block was coupled to a Julabo F12-MA Refrigerated/Heating Circulator with
heating and cooling capacities of 2 kW and 0.16 kW respectively. The cells were connected
to the battery cycler with spring loaded Kelvin probes by mounting two front panels on
the copper block. Due to the differences in cell dimension between different manufactures,
two copper blocks with 18.2 mm and 18.4 mm holes were manufactured to compensate
diameter variations. For BoL and EoL testing, the number of measurement points was
increased and the cells were step-wise discharged with 0.1C for 6 min, resulting in 100
SoC steps based on the cell’s nominal capacity Cn.

For half-cell measurements, coin cells were placed with thermally conductive pads
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on a liquid cooled plate (aluminium plate, copper tubing) and insulated. The small stack
height of the coin cell ensures a uniform temperature in z-direction.

To minimise measurement time without violating the equilibrium conditions, the
heat conductivity through the cell needs to be known. Due to the different number
of windings, varying coating thickness and the unknown heat transfer rate between
the different layers, a simulation of the values might be unreliable. Therefore, the heat
transfer rate was determined experimentally by equipping cells of type A and C with
thermocouples. All temperature measurements, inside as well as outside, were conducted
with T-type thermocouples (class A) with an accuracy of ±0.5 K from Labfacility Ltd.
The conductor thickness was 200 µm for surface temperature measurements and 76 µm
for in-cell measurements. One was mounted at the surface of the cell, one in the cell
core. To achieve this, the thermocouple was introduced through a hole in the bottom
after drilling a 1 mm diameter hole into the cell in an argon filled glove-box. To avoid
electrical contact and to minimise any chemical contamination of the cell, the exposed
metal junction of the thermocouple was insulated using Apiezon© wax. The feed through
hole was sealed with a two-component epoxy glue. The modified cells were fully charged
and then discharged to 60 % SoC. Resting for 60 hours allowed the cells to achieve
quasi-equilibrium conditions with a negligibly small voltage relaxation. After inserting
the cells into the copper block, the heating circulator conducted the desired temperature
profile.

Fig. 5.5a shows the temperature of the circulator’s water bath, the surface temperature
of cell A as well as the respective core temperature. Starting at 30 ◦C, the circulator cooled
the system to the pre-set temperature of 25 ◦C within approximately 9 min. This is the
minimum time achievable, as it is limited by the cooling capability of 0.16 kW of the used
circulator. Fig. 5.5b demonstrates the temperature difference between the water bath and
the cell surface as well as the difference between cell surface and cell core. Due to the
high thermal conductivity of copper, only minor differences between the water bath and
the cell surface temperature are measurable. However, the lower thermal conductivity of
the electrode layers inside the cells results in a temperature difference of up to 4 ◦C. A
time delay of 5 min until the core temperature of the cell equalises is observed. Including
a tolerance, the necessary homogeneous temperature distribution after a temperature
step of ∆T = 5 ◦C is achievable in an overall time of 15 min. Due to the higher heating
capability of 2 kW, the temperature of 30 ◦C is achieved within 10 min, starting from
20 ◦C. Based on these findings, measuring the temperature of the cell surface is sufficient
as long as the cell is given enough time to equalise. For the following data processing,
the initial 14 min after a temperature change need to be discarded.

The last 5 % of the data of a temperature step are considered for the calculation, as a
uniform temperature distribution throughout the cell is assumed. Fig. 5.6 illustrates the
procedure where the four resulting data points are used as input for a linear regression
approximation.

The linear regression model is calculated by

y = β0 + β1xi + ε [76] (5.1)
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with the dependent variable y, the y-intercept β0, the slope β1, the independent
variable xi and the random error ε. Eq. 5.1 is minimised by the least square approach
according to

(b0, b1) = arg min
β0,β1

n

∑
i=1

[yi − (β0 + β1xi)]
2 [76] (5.2)

For a more detailed description on the calculation of the linear regression, the reader
is referred to statistics literature [233]. The calculated error is given in the data by error
bars. The observational error ϑ due to measurement uncertainties can be calculated by

ϑ

(
∂Eeq(x)

∂T

)
=

(
6
(

1
2∆T

ϑEeq(x)
)2

+

(
∆E

2(∆T)2 ϑT
)2
)1/2

[86] (5.3)

The high voltage resolution of the Agilent 39720A and the precise temperature control
leads to an error in the range of 10−6, approximately 1 % of ∆rS.

5.3 Relaxation compensation

As described in Sec. 3.5, long relaxation times of the cell voltage and therefore a long
measurement duration prevent thermodynamic measurements to be used as a common
characterisation technique of lithium-ion cells. Dynamic load profiles provoke gradients
in the lithium-ion concentration in the different components of the cell and inter-particle
and intra-particle equalisation processes take place. The section has been partially
published in [154].

It is desirable, to conduct the temperature change of the cell as soon as possible after
the discharge current was applied. As voltage relaxation processes especially at low
SoCs require a long time, the change of the cell voltage due to its entropic coefficient is
superimposed or compensated by the voltage relaxation. Eq. 2.35, describing the voltage
relaxation behaviour

UOCV(x, ti) = Eeq(x, t0) + δ(x, ti) (2.35)

needs therefore to be generalised by an entropic coefficient term. The cell voltage in
dependence of the lithiation state x during a TM can therefore be expressed at any point
in time ti by

UOCV(x, ti, Tj) = Eeq(x, t0, T0) + δ(x, ti) + C(x)(Tj − T0) (5.4)

with the start temperature T0 at the start time t0, the temperature change ∆T = Tj− T0,
the SoC and time dependent function δ(x, ti) and the SoC dependent coefficient C(x)
with

C(x) = − 1
nF

∆rS(x) (5.5)
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The entropic coefficient C(x) correlates to β1 in Eq. 5.1. By means of equivalent
circuit modelling, the relaxation behaviour of the cell voltage δ(x, ti) is mathematically
expressed by

UOCV(t) = Eeq(t = 0) +
i

∑
1

ai exp
t
τi (5.6)

whereas the parameter τi is related to the time scales of the lithium-ion diffusion in
the respective cell component. The number of necessary exponential terms i is discussed
in literature and depends on the desirable accuracy over the data range [84, 91]. Due to
the short time and the low amplitude of the applied current, no significant concentration
gradient is expected to occur. The relaxation of the voltage originating from the solid state
diffusion of the lithium-ions in the active material of the electrodes requires significantly
more time than the equilibration of the concentration gradient within the electrolyte
which is assumed to equilibrate within minutes [21, 22]. When short term equilibration
processes are neglected, two exponential functions are sufficient to describe the relaxation
behaviour. While Pei and co-workers suggested a linearly with time changing variable as
time constant to fit the voltage behaviour and to predict the OCV [158], the approach in
this work uses only constant values and the required accuracy was sufficiently high.

Despite the results in Sec. 5.1.2, it is hypothesised that the temperature change does
not affect the relaxation process or is at least negligibly small. This leads to(

∂δ(x, ti)

∂T

)
p,x

u 0 (5.7)

To verify this assumption, a number of experiments was conducted, where the
relaxation time was shortened, the number of temperature steps and the temperature
range was varied to determine the optimal test conditions.

The cell voltage after a discharge step was measured and the temperature was
changed after 105 min while the relaxation process was still ongoing (sequence #A). Fig.
5.7 depicts the voltage relaxation for 70 % and 5 % SoC for a time period of 135 min. The
changes in temperature are indicated by the highlighted area and the temperature effect
on the cell voltage is clearly observable but is superimposed by the voltage relaxation.
Using the raw data set would lead to a falsification of the entropic value, which would be
underestimated in case a and overestimated in case b. The data range used as input for
the background fitting is highlighted in red. By neglecting the first 20 % of the relaxation
data, the number of necessary exponentials terms was reduced and the accuracy of the
fitting was significantly improved. For shorter relaxation times, the neglected number
of data points was increased, and either the relaxation time or the slope of the voltage
relaxation dVdt was used as a criterion. The resulting fit is displayed by the grey dashed
lines. The fit is performed using MATLAB 2015b with the curve fitting toolbox. As input,
Eq. 5.6 with i = 1, i = 2 and a third equation, namely the Michaelis-Menten equation,
expressed by
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Figure 5.7 – Voltage relaxation after discharge step with curve fit, excluding the data measured
during the temperature change a,b and resulting difference for two arbitrary SoCs
c,d

δ(x, ti) =
kt

l + t
+ m (5.8)

with the fitting parameters k, l and m is used. Even though this equation is commonly
used in enzyme kinetics [41] and has, adapted to lithium-ion batteries, no physical
meaning, it was suitable to fit the voltage relaxation mathematically. Other fitting
equations were evaluated during the approach but were found to be not suitable to fit
the voltage relaxation behaviour sufficiently. Based on the fitting error calculated by least
square approach, the most accurate function was chosen. Subtracting the fit from the raw
data lead to Fig. 5.7c and d. The subtracted data were used to determine the entropic
coefficient C(x).
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1320 min relaxation time per step versus cell voltage at 30 ◦C

In comparison, the same cell was tested a second time (sequence #B) whereas the
relaxation time after the discharge step was adjusted to 1320 min (22 h). This long time
period is assumed to allow all concentration gradients in the cell to fully equilibrate
either along the electrode or throughout the layer of active material [108, 201]. Fig. 5.8
compares the different scenarios by illustrating the thermodynamic profile versus the
cell voltage at 60 ◦C. For scenario #B, no differences between the original data and the
corrected data are observed as expected, as the voltage relaxation did not superimpose
the temperature dependency of the cell voltage. The corrected data from sequence #A
also agree well with the long term data, leading to the conclusion that the previously
made assumption expressed in Eq. 5.7 is reasonable.

The resulting entropy profile without any background correction deviates from the
other measurements and the values are mostly below the correct data, underestimating
the entropic coefficient at most SoCs. The error bars for this data set already indicate the
large deviations, when the values are calculated with Eq. 5.2.

Even though the non-corrected data follow the original trends and the deviations are
not significant, the importance of a background subtraction becomes crucial, when the
relaxation time is prolonged. This can be either caused by larger inhomogeneities and
therefore larger concentration gradients along the electrode, low SoCs with an increased
diffusion path through a particle of the active material or if the kinetic properties of the
cell become deteriorate e.g. because of an increasing SEI layer on the electrodes.

The entropy profile is depicted in Fig. 5.9 for the same cell after it was cycled for 2550
cycles with a 1C-1C charge-discharge scenario as described in Sec. 6. Due to the operation
of the cell, the cell’s relaxation behaviour is significantly changed. In the beginning of
the discharge, the deviation between the measured and the calculated entropy values is
rather small. However, below a cell voltage of 3.9 V the difference increases continuously
towards lower SoCs, with discrepancies above 100 % to the relaxation corrected values.
Thus it needs to be highlighted that a fit of the voltage relaxation and a subsequent
background subtraction is mandatory to gain reliable and comparable results.
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Figure 5.9 – Comparison of corrected and raw entropy data of cell type A with 60 min relaxation
time and 120 min overall per step after 2550 1C charge/discharge cycles versus the
cell voltage at 30 ◦C

Table 5.1 – Matrix of measurement parameters as shown in Fig. 5.10

Sequence Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 overall

#A
120 min 30 min 30 min 30 min 210 min

30 ◦C 20 ◦C 10 ◦C 30 ◦C

#B
1320 min 30 min 30 min 30 min 1410 min

30 ◦C 25 ◦C 20 ◦C 30 ◦C

#C
60 min 15 min 15 min 15 min 105 min

30 ◦C 20 ◦C 10 ◦C 30 ◦C

#D
27 min 11 min 11 min 15 min 64 min

30 ◦C 25 ◦C 20 ◦C 30 ◦C

#E
18 min 11 min 11 min 5 min 45 min

30 ◦C 25 ◦C 20 ◦C 30 ◦C

#F
18 min 11 min 5 min 34 min

30 ◦C 22 ◦C 30 ◦C

To investigate the possibility of further reducing the relaxation time, the cell was tested
under various conditions in its new state denoted as sequence #C - #F. The parameters as
initial temperature, temperature step, relaxation time prior to the temperature change
and the duration of the single temperature step are shown in Tbl. 5.1

Fig. 5.10 displays the resulting entropy curves after the background subtraction was
performed. Sequence #C shows the same features as the long term measurement used
as reference curve before. If the relaxation time is shortened below 60 min, deviations
around medium SoCs occur and the measurement becomes partially inaccurate. If
the system does not have enough time to return to thermal equilibrium as provoked
in sequence #E with only 5 min, the deviation increases furthermore. Using only one
temperature step as performed within the measurement in sequence #F leads to an
unreliable result of the linear regression to calculate the slope of ∂UOCV/∂T, as only two
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Figure 5.10 – Impact of different relaxation times and temperatures on the thermodynamic
measurements as displayed in Tab. 5.1

data points are available. In combination with the short relaxation period, this sequence
delivers the largest deviation compared to the reference curve.

5.4 Conclusion

The major drawback of thermodynamic measurements is the long relaxation time until the
cell reached its electrochemical and thermal equilibrium after a current step, making the
test method only interesting for basic characterisation of new materials. Compensating
the voltage relaxation behaviour led to a significant increase in measurement speed
without sacrificing the measurement’s accuracy. By improving the experimental set-
up and focusing on SoC ranges where the entropy profile of the cell exhibits defined
characteristic, thermodynamic measurements can be accomplished within 24 h and
achieve the testing time of established measurement methods as DVA. While the necessary
high voltage resolution remains a challenge, gaining a measurement point at any SoC
(e.g. during a stepwise charge) makes advanced thermodynamic measurements (ATM) a
promising candidate to supplement or even substitute other techniques. The accuracy
and interpretability of the data will be compared to other characterisation methods and
discussed in Sec. 6.



Chapter 6

Tracking of Cell Degradation

In Sec 3.3, DVA was identified as one of the most promising techniques to characterise
the performance of lithium-ion cells and to track the degradation during operation of
the cell. The improvements in measurement speed and accuracy of the thermodynamic
characterisation technique, presented in Sec. 5, indicate that similar results can be
achieved and that it is qualified as an alternative test method. To compare the applicability
of both characterisation techniques, a test matrix was specified in which the influence of
calendar and cycle ageing on various cathode materials, namely NMC, NCA-LMO blend
and LFP, was studied in detail. Fig. 6.1 illustrates the operation diagram of the ageing
study.

The accuracies of DVA and advanced thermodynamic measurements (ATM) as char-
acterisation tools are investigated by analysing the degradation of cell B and comparing
the calculated results with half-cell measurements. Subsequently, the applicability of
ATM on the blended cathode of cell A and the two-phase cathode material of cell C is
discussed.

6.1 Accelerated battery ageing

The cells received an initial characterisation to quantify the quality of the cells and to
eliminate cells from the test batch which differ significantly in their performance. In
the next step, eight cells of each type (24 cells overall) were selected and characterised
with DVA and thermodynamic measurements, whereas the state is defined as BoL. To
investigate the influence of ageing on the electrochemical properties in the respective test
cells, two different ageing scenarios have been performed. As discussed in section 2.3,
cycling and storing leads to ageing of the cells but the dominating ageing mechanisms
can differ. The first one focused on the degradation during operation and the cells were
cycled with a current of 1C at 25 ◦C. The second batch was stored at elevated temperature
of 60 ◦C at 100 % SoC. Every 14 days and, depending on the cell chemistry, every 150 or
300 cycles, the remaining capacity of the cells was determined. Additionally, four cells
were characterised by thermodynamic measurements and four cells by DVA, whereas
cells of each scenario were taken. The final criteria to stop the ageing procedure was, as
often defined in literature, when the cell capacity dropped below 80 % of the nominal

95
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Cell ageing procedure, C < 0.8Cn
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Cell A, B, C
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Figure 6.1 – Flow diagram of the performed ageing study

capacity Cn. Due to the good stability of cell A during calendar ageing and the long
cycle life of cell C, the criteria was not achieved in this two cases and the testing ended
due to time limitation. At EoL, a final characterisation was performed and a last DVA
and thermodynamic measurement was conducted. Afterwards, cells were used for post
mortem studies to confirm the assumptions regarding the degradation state of the cell.
The post mortem studies included among other the analysis of the electrodes using
half-cells, SEM pictures as well as modification to fit a reference electrode into the cell.
As calendar ageing cannot be avoided while cycling the cells, attention needs to be paid
to reduce the overlap by minimizing the temperature increase during cycling and to
compensate for occurring long-term effects. The ageing behaviour of the tested cells are
shortly discussed for both procedures.

6.1.1 Cycle ageing

Cells were cycled using a CC - CV charging and CC discharging procedure. The cells
were cycled with 1 C between the recommended cut-off voltages with a limited CV phase
during charge of 15 min. To minimise the temperature increase of the cells, all testing
was performed in a Memmert IPP 200 incubator at 25 ◦C. To increase the heat dissipation,
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Figure 6.2 – Capacity decrease of cells cycled with 1C at 25 ◦C

additional fans were added at different locations inside the incubator for a homogeneous
temperature distribution. After 150 cycles for the NCA and NMC cells and 300 cycles for
the LFP cells respectively, a capacity check was performed to determine the remaining
capacity Ccycle. Figure 6.2 illustrates the capacity decay for the different cells used.

The absolute capacity loss between each characterisation step decreases during the
degradation of cell A a. A possible reason is the time limitation of the CV phase to
15 min during charge. Due to the increasing overpotential, the duration of the CC phase
decreases and therefore the charge throughput is reduced with increasing cycle number.
As a consequence, the amount of side reactions and volume expansion at very high SoCs
is limited, prolonging the cell’s life. The capacity fade is similar for three test cells, while
the capacity loss of cell A 3cyc is lower and is therefore tested for 3450 cycles.

Even though the testing procedure of Cell A and B is the same, the capacity loss of cell
B reveals a linear behaviour until the remaining capacity reaches 85 % after approximately
2100 cycles b. At this point, the capacity drops significantly and the cells partially fail to
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a Graphite electrode at new state b Graphite electrode after 2700 1C cycles

Figure 6.3 – SEM picture of the anode material of cell A before a and after cycling b

operate. To allow post mortem analysis and reliable half-cells, not all cells were cycled
beyond this point. It is further observed that the remaining capacities of test cells B 3cyc

and B 4cyc are constantly 2-3 % higher than the other two test cells.
LFP, the cathode material of cell C is well known for its good cycle stability. As a

consequence, the number of cycles between each characterisation interval was increased
to 300 cycles to minimise the overall testing time. The initial cell capacity Cn is stated by
the manufacturer to be 1050 - 1100 Ah and varies more than the initial capacity of the
other two cell types. The remaining capacity during cycling follows a linear decrease
until 3300 cycles a. The capacity fading of cell C 4cyc increased, when the remaining
capacity dropped below 85 % and was cycled for 4800 cycles.

Fig. 6.2d compares the averaged relative capacity loss of the different cell types
and reveals significant differences in the characteristic decay of the capacity and the
long-term stability. While the LFP based cell shows the best cycle stability, the NMC
based cells achieved only 50 % of the number of cycles before failure. Two SEM images of
the graphite anode of cell A are displayed in Fig. 6.3. "New state" a in this context means
"as delivered" and the formation of the cell was already performed by the manufacturer.
A thin SEI layer covers the particles of the active material. After cycling b, the SEI
grew significantly, covering the initial structure of the graphite surface. In addition, the
particles are covered with dots, indicating a variation of nucleation centres on the surface,
where side reactions as lithium deposition favourably occur [14, 132].

6.1.2 Calendar ageing

To accelerate the calendar ageing process, cells were fully charged to 100% SoC using a
CC - CV charging procedure at 25 ◦C. A charging current of 0.2 C was applied until the
charging cut-off voltage Ucco according to the data sheets was reached. The CV ended, as
soon as the charging current Ic dropped below Cn/100 h, resulting in an increase in CV
time during the ageing process but was necessary to adjust the correct SoC. All cells are
specified for temperatures up to 60 ◦C and were therefore stored in a Memmert IPP200
incubator for 14 days at this temperature. After this time period, cells were cooled down
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Figure 6.4 – Capacity decrease of cells stored at 60 ◦C and 100 % SoC

to 25 ◦C and fully discharged with 0.2 C until the discharge cut-off voltage Udco of the
cell was reached. The first discharge capacity was used to monitor the self-discharge
of the cell during the ageing process. Afterwards, the cells were fully charged with
the described CC - CV procedure and again discharged to determine the remaining
discharge capacity Cage. The progress of Cage of the tested cells is displayed in Fig. 6.4.

The remaining capacities of cell A follow a linear decrease during the storage at 60 ◦C
for up to 266 days a. In the beginning, the capacity decrease is similar for all four tested
cells but starts to diverge after 166 days, whereas Cell A 1cal exhibits the largest capacity
loss with 18.6 % and a remaining capacity of 1.192 Ah after 196 days.

The degradation of cell B exhibits a linear slope with a high similarity between all
tested cells b. The average capacity loss after 196 days is 15.1 %.

For cell C, the observable capacity losses during storage are significantly higher as
for the two previously described cell types and the average remaining capacity after 126
days is 79.8 %. Cell C 3cal, the cell with the largest capacity fade was stored for 252 days
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a Graphite electrode at new state

A

b Graphite electrode after 210 days at 60 ◦C

c NCA-LMO electrode at new state

B

d NCA-LMO electrode after 238 days at 60 ◦C

Figure 6.5 – SEM picture of the anode material of cell B and cathode material of cell A before (a,
c) and after storage (b, d)

at the elevated temperature, exhibiting a remaining capacity of 0.649 Ah (64.9 %).
Fig. 6.4d compares the degradation process of the different cell types. Cell C, which

had the best cycle stability shows a large sensitivity towards high temperatures and the
remaining capacity drops below 80 % after 140 days. Cell A and B show very similar
relative capacity loss during storage and the capacity remains for 256 days above 80 %.

The impact of 210 days of storage at 60 ◦C on the anode material of cell B 3cal can be
seen Fig. 6.5, where the aged state b is compared with a cell, which was opened shortly
after the delivery a. A significant growth of the SEI layer on the graphite particles is
observed. Beside reaction products from electrolyte solvent and conductive salt [218],
high amounts of transition metals from the cathode are often found on the anode, if
the cell is stored at high temperatures and at high SoCs [197]. The thermal instability
of the SEI has a catalytic effect and causes a recurring formation process and therefore
accelerates the degradation process [197]. Furthermore, structural deteriorations of the
graphite flakes at different positions, highlighted as A, suggest partial LAM.

The SEM pictures of the NCA-LMO cathode shown in Fig. 6.5c and d compare a new
cell with cell A 4cal after 238 days of storage at 60 ◦C and 100 % SoC. The surface structure
of the cathode changed observably. The cluster of single NCA particles, which are clearly
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distinguishable in the new state, coalesce into a large, rough surface, whereas the single
particles vanished. The structure of the LMO particles, identifiable by their symmetrical
and well defined shape with a smooth surface exhibit large cracks, as highlighted in d.

6.2 Application of characterisation methods

The distinct features of the anode and cathode contributing to the full-cell profile are
analysed using half-cell measurements of the electrodes, harvested from new cells. The
half-cell and full-cell data are displayed in Fig. 6.6 and the anode and cathode profiles
are shifted to match the full-cell features due to their higher utilisation range, when
assembled in coin cells and cycled versus lithium metal.

To evaluate the ongoing degradation of the cell and to identify the sources of capacity
fade, the changes and shift of the two electrodes are analysed. Three possible sources
are identified to cause the capacity fade: I) Loss of active material (LAM) on the anode,
e.g. delamination of active material as seen in Fig. 6.5b due to mechanical stress. II)
LAM on the cathode, e.g. due to metal dissolution and cation mixing. III) Loss of
lithium inventory (LLI) due to continuous side reactions, increasing the thickness of the
SEI. A combination of LAM and LLI can be observed, if a fully lithiated particle loses
electrical contact with the current collector and therefore its possibility to de-intercalate
the lithium-ions.

The voltage of the cathode increases for low degrees of lithiation, causing the full-cell
to reach the respective Ucco. Further lithium de-intercalation is either not possible or
results in a significant harm of the material and is therefore prohibited. The anode
remains at the stable voltage plateau at 80 mV for the stage 1 - stage 2 transition due
to the higher capacity. Hence, the full-cell is limited by the upper voltage limit of the
cathode, indicated as Climit in Fig. 6.6. During discharge, the anode is fully delithiated
and a steep voltage increase is observed towards full delithiation, equivalent to a full
discharge of the full-cell. The limiting properties of the anode on the full-cell are indicated
by the label Alimit.

The various degradation mechanisms as LAM and LLI continuously decrease the
cell’s performance by lowering the storable capacity and increasing the cell’s internal
impedance. Fig. 6.6 gives a schematic overview of the effect of various degradation
mechanisms occurring during the calendar ageing study, when the cell is stored at
elevated temperatures at 100 % SoC.

In a, the loss of 20 % of lithium inventory (LLI) is shown. As a result, the maximum
degree of lithiation in the anode is reduced, e.g. from Li0.9C6 to Li0.7C6 and a shrinkage
in the stage 1 - stage 2 voltage plateau is observed in the full-cell profile. The anode
cut-off voltage during lithiation is constant, as long as the amount of lithium is sufficient
to fill the anode to 50 %, at which point the phase transition occurs. For the discharge of
the full-cell, the anode voltage during delithiation dominates the cell’s cut-off voltage,
remaining constant at 1 V, when the anode is fully delithiated. The utilisation of the
cathode is limited in the same manner as the anode and the degree of full lithiation is
reduced by 20 %, e.g. from Li1Ni1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2 to Li0.86Ni1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2 (assuming
a BoL utilisation of 0.3 < x < 1).
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In b, a loss of 20 % lithiated anode material is depicted. A loss of the material on the
anode side could partially be compensated due to the overbalancing of the anode, but as
it is fully lithiated in this example, the resulting capacity fade is also 20 %. The utilisation
range of the cathode is limited and the highest degree of lithiation decreased.

A loss of 20 % cathode material during the storage time is exemplified in Fig. 6.6c.
The material is considered to be delithiated in this state, therefore, no lithium is lost. This
leads to a significant overbalancing of the anode. Due to the high degree of lithiation
towards the end of the discharge, the voltage of the cathode decreases significantly. In
contrast to the initial state, where the anode is the limiting electrode during the full-cell
discharge, a limitation by the cathode is observed.

Due to the complexity of the electrochemical system, the separation of the different
degradation is expected to be more difficult. Additional degradation such as loss of
delithiated anode and lithiated cathode material, when the cell is fully discharged during
the characterisation can occur. To track the impact of ageing mechanisms on full-cell level
as well for the different cathode and anode materials, numerous characterisation methods
are available as discussed in Sec. 3.6. Differential voltage analysis (DVA) and advanced
thermodynamic measurements (ATM) were identified to be promising methods to reveal
not only the remaining capacity of the cell but rather give an insight to the performance
of each electrode. In addition, results of EIS measurements obtained during the ageing
study are presented.

Using the data of the ageing study as presented in the previous section, the applicabil-
ity and accuracy of the methods are compared. To achieve this, the ageing data are used
to identify the different sources of capacity fade within the cell. In a final step, half-cells,
built with harvested samples from the degraded cells, are used to verify the conclusions
by comparing their electrochemical performance to half-cells built from new cells. The
detailed assembly process is described in Sec. 3.6.1. The data sets for the cells B 4cyc

and B 4cal, which were characterised by DVA and the cells B 1cyc and B 1cal, which were
characterized by ATM are analysed in detail, while the peculiarities of cell A and cell C
with a blended and a two-phase cathode material respectively, are addressed separately.

Tbl. 6.1 states the discharge capacities under different discharge conditions. For
half-cell measurements using coin cells, the 0.2C discharge capacity determination is only
applicable with restrictions due to high overpotential during the measurement. Especially
in the case of aged anode half-cells, the cell voltage reaches quickly the discharge cut-off
limit and the graphite material is not fully lithiated if the applied current is too high.

The capacity fade of the analysed cycled cells is 22.3 % and 24 %. The calendar aged
cells lost 15.3 % and 16.3 %. The capacity fade determined during the DVA measurements
is smaller as for the 0.2C characterisation due to the lower discharge current and the
lower overpotential. The capacity fade during the thermodynamic characterisation is
larger than the 0.2C characterization for the calendar aged cell. Possible reasons for this
phenomenon are assumed to be the stepwise-discharge procedure and the self-discharge
of the cell during the longer characterisation procedure.
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Table 6.1 – Various discharge capacities of different cells from type B, used for further analysis

Cell B 4cyc Cell B 4cal Cell B 1cyc Cell B 1cal
0.2C BoL / mAh 2235.9 2235.4 2197.0 2203.2
0.2C EoL / mAh 1738.2 1893.0 1670.8 1844.2
Loss % 22.3 15.3 24.0 16.3

DVA BoL / mAh 2241.7 2242.4
DVA EoL / mAh 1793.4 1946.2
Loss % 20.0 13.2

ATM BoL / mAh 2225.1 2231.5
ATM EoL / mAh 1698.8 1845.0
Loss % 23.7 17.3

6.2.1 EIS of degraded lithium-ion cells

The EIS measurements during the ageing study were performed using a Soltaron 1470E
multi-channel potentiostat. The cells were fully charged at 25 ◦C using a CC-CV protocol
(0.1C CC, 4.2 V CV, I < 0.01C CV) and subsequently stepwise discharged by applying
a current of 0.1C. Every 5 % SoC, an EIS measurement with a current of 0.02C and a
frequency range from 100 kHz to 10 mHz was performed. To compromise between the
duration of the testing and the influence of relaxation effects on the spectra, a rest period
of 30 min was included [107].

Fig. 6.7 depicts the resulting spectra for cell A every four weeks of storage at elevated
temperature (60 ◦C, 100 % SoC), measured at 100 % a, 75 % SoC b and 15 % SoC c. To
allow for a clearer distinction of the degradation effects on the spectra, Fig. 6.7d - f were
aligned along the Z′-axis.

The shift towards a higher internal resistance (Z′′ = 0) is observed for all SoCs. It
is caused by an increasing SEI layer, the continuous consumption of electrolyte and
its changes in properties due to a variation in salt concentration and the dissolution
of further side reaction products. Consequently, the cell’s capability to deliver high
currents is reduced. Furthermore, the increasing overpotential causes the cell to reach the
respective charge and discharge cut-off voltage faster, limiting the deliverable capacity
of the cell under the applied current. Aligning the Nyquist plots allows to analyse the
effect of the degradation of the cell. In the spectra recorded at 100 % SoC, a second
semi-circle occurs, representing a second dynamic process with a different time constant.
The characteristic of the local minimum is reduced and shifted towards higher Z′ and
Z′′1. As stated in Sec. 6.2, the loss of inventory lithium leads to a misalignment of the
electrodes. The impedance spectra are sensitive to the degree of lithiation of the respective
electrode, leading to a variation in the observable time constants. With increasing cell
degradation, the two semi-circles start to merge again, resulting in a more highlighted
local minimum. The slope of the branch, attributed to the lithium-ion diffusion in the

1Please note that Z′′ is plotted inversely, consequently the terms decrease, increase and minimum describe
rather the graphical change of Z′′ than the actual numerous values
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Figure 6.7 – Nyquist plots of cell A 25 ◦C for various storage durations at 60 ◦C and 100 % SoC

active material, remains constant, indicating no changes in the cell’s kinetic properties.
For the spectra measured at 75 % SoC, no second semi-circle appears but the semi-circle
radii increase and the minimum is shifted linearly towards higher Z′ and Z′′ values. For
the nearly discharged cell at 15 % SoC a similar effect is observed in the beginning and
the semi-circle radii increase. With continuous degradation, a second semi-circle occurs
and for the last measurement set, the radius increases significantly, superimposing the
linear slope at the low frequency range of the spectra.

The resistance of the cell (Z′′ = 0) varies with the SoC of the cell. While the variation
is rather small at the BoL of the cell, considerable differences are observed after storing
the cells for 16 weeks at elevated temperatures. Fig. 6.8 illustrates the increase in
resistance during the ageing study, exemplified using the three different SoCs, namely
100 %, 75 % and 15 %. The resistances increase for all SoCs, but with a different slope
and resistance increase of the fully charged cell is approximately 30 % higher as for the
almost fully discharged cell. This leads to the assumption that the power capability of
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the cell needs to be expressed as a function of SoC, whereas lower values towards the
end of the discharge, as observed for cell A, are favourable.

By identifying and attributing the different time domains, a calculation of the cell
balancing and the shifting due to electrode degradation might be possible in the same
manner as demonstrated using DC measurement techniques such as DVA and ATM. But
the resulting calculation might be superimposed due the technique’s high sensitivity to
the cell’s geometry and the evoked AC current density distribution during the excitation
as presented in Sec. 4. Unfortunately, the investigations presented in Sec. 4 are not
possible for the commercial 18650 cells used in this work due to the cell’s design,
compromising just one tab pair. To give a valid statement regarding the applicability
of EIS measurements as a reliable degradation tracking tool, detailed insights into local
variations would be necessary to allow for a clear distinction, if the change in the EIS
spectra can be attributed to a certain degradation mechanism or if the measurement is
superimposed by local inhomogeneities affecting the local current distribution of the cell.

This leads to the conclusion that EIS is mainly useful to investigate electrochemical
properties of various active materials on a lab-scale, e.g. in half-cells. But due to the
significant remaining uncertainties, as the geometrical influence of the electrode windings
and possible local variations in the degradation cannot be excluded, the applicability of
impedance measurements as degradation tracking tool in real-life applications seems to
be limited.

6.2.2 Differential voltage analysis

The DVA is calculated based on a C/20 discharge cycle at 25 ◦C, which was performed as
a check-up during the ageing study as schematically shown in Fig 6.1. Distinct features
are denoted as CI and CII for the cathode and AI and AII for the anode as illustrated
in Fig. 6.9. The remaining capacity of the full-cell is determined during the discharge,
which is, according to Fig. 6.9, the difference between the values Alimit and Climit.

The prominent features of the anode are correlated to the phase transitions from
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Figure 6.9 – Anode, cathode and full-cell DVA of a new cell B

stage 1 to stage 2 (AI) and from stage 3 to stage 4 (AII) [28, 53]. A decreasing distance
between these two features is directly correlated to a loss of active material, lowering the
specific capacity of the anode. The specific capacity fade for the cathode can be calculated
accordingly, using the difference between CII and CI. Unfortunately, CII occurs close to
AI and is superimposed in the full-cell DVA by the anode feature. A clear distinction of
the maximum’s position becomes difficult, if the relative positions of the peaks change.
As an alternative, the difference CI - Climit is used. The cathode’s potential increases
during charge, while the anode’s potential remains at the stage 1 - stage 2 plateau.
Using a CV phase to fully charge the cell results in a constant degree of lithiation of the
cathode during the ageing study. As the structural change indicated by CI also occurs
at a constant degree of lithiation throughout the ageing study, a decreasing distance
between the two values can be used to evaluate the active material loss on the cathode.
The correlation between the full-cell and half-cell DVAs, expressed in Eq. 3.7 is extended
to

Qcell(t)
dV(x, y)

dQcell
= Qcathode(t)

dV(x)
dQcathode

+ Qanode(t)
dV(y)

dQanode
(6.1)

whereas x is the degree of lithiation in the cathode and y the corresponding degree of
lithiation in the anode. In literature, y is commonly expressed by 1− x, but in regard to
ongoing degradation and changing amounts of accessible active material, this correlation
is only valid for a cell’s BoL. In addition, the change in capacity with time is expressed
by Q(t). During discharge, x increases and y decreases.

Fig. 6.10 presents the ageing study data of cell B. To allow for a clearer distinction,
the DVA curves in all sub-figures were separated by 0.25 V. In a, the DVA after every 300
cycles up to 1800 cycles is shown. In b the data sets after every four weeks of the cells
stored at 60 ◦C are shown for up to 24 weeks. In both scenarios, a capacity fade of the
cell is observed. Only minor changes in the position of the two anode features AI and
AII are observed, while CI significantly shifted towards AI.
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Fig. 6.10c compares the DVA at BoL and EoL for both cells to analyse the changes in
detail. Due to the high similarity and reproducibility of the DVA from new cells, only
one data set is shown. The specific characteristics of anode and cathode, identified in Fig.
6.9, are highlighted as CI, Climit, AI and AII. To emphasise the differences between the
curves, the data sets were aligned in AI. ∆C, the difference between Climit − CI is used to
calculate the LAM in the cathode during the study. The LAM in the anode is calculated
by ∆A = AII − AI accordingly.

The ratio of intercalated lithium in cathode and anode at a certain SoC at BoL changes
when lithium is consumed in side reactions. Therefore, the loss of lithium inventory will
lead to a misalignment of the two electrodes and the operating range of the electrodes,
as indicated in Fig. 6.9 will change. As the structural changes in the respective electrodes
occur always at a defined degree of lithiation, the misalignment can be used to calculate
the resulting capacity fade. LLI results in a shrinking width of the stage 1 – stage 2 phase
in the graphite, as the amount of intercalated lithium becomes smaller when the cell
is fully charged, leading to a faster transition into the stage 2 – stage 3 phase during
discharge. This is observed by the decreasing distance between the anode and cathode
characteristics and the misalignment is calculated from the shift between AI and CI.

The uneven degradation rate of both electrodes will also lead to a decreasing distance
between AI and CI. Consequently, to calculate the LLI in the cell, the misalignment in
the cell balancing needs to be compensated by the LAM of the electrodes. The specific
capacities of the cells at BoL and EoL are given in the upper part of Tbl. 6.2. Half-cell
measurements from new cells are compared to measurements performed during the
post-mortem study and the capacity of each electrode was determined to evaluate the
respective capacity fade.

As stated, the loss of capacity is 8.8 % for the anode and 13.2 % for the cathode for
the cycled cell and 3.4 % and 9.7 % for the stored cell respectively. The positions of
the distinct features and the calculated values for ∆C, ∆A and the misalignment are
stated in the lower part of Tbl. 6.2. Based on these features, the capacity fade of each
electrode and the misalignment due to LLI is calculated. The resulting changes in the
operating range are schematically drawn in Fig. 6.11. The structural changes in anode
and cathode are highlighted and the operating range of the new cell with 3.32 mAh cm−2

is defined as 100 %. For the cycled cell, a capacity fade of 9.5 % for the anode and 11.4 %
for the cathode are calculated. The additional misalignment leads to a calculated over-all
capacity fade of 22.8 %, which agrees well with the measured data of 22.3 %. For the
stored cell, the capacity fade of anode and cathode is calculated to be 5.7 % and 7.5 %
respectively.

Fig. 6.12 depicts the DVA half-cell data of the cathode and anode at BoL and EoL.
The data are plotted versus the respective half-cell voltage and analysed, if changes in
the structural transitions are observable without a distortion by the capacity fade.

In a, for low degrees of lithiation (above 4.2 V) in the cathode, deviations between
the new and the degraded states are observed, whereas the slope for the cycled cells
increased and for the stored cells decreased. The amplitude of the local extrema of the
stored cell at 4.1 V became smaller and new one occurred at 3.6 V. While the origin for
the second one remains unclear, the decreasing amplitude can be attributed to cation
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Table 6.2 – Capacities and capacity fade evaluated by half-cell measurements and calculated by
DVA at Bol and EoL for cells B 4cyc and B 4cal

new B 4cyc B 4cal
Capacity Cell / mAh cm−2 3.32 2.57 2.80
Capacity loss / % 22.3 15.3
Capacity anode / mAh cm−2 4.11 3.75 3.97
Loss anode / % 8.8 3.4
Capacity cathode / mAh cm−2 4.00 3.48 3.61
Loss cathode / % 13.2 9.7

DVA DVA DVA
Position AI / mAh 936 936 936
Position AII / mAh 1921 1827 1865
Position Climit / mAh 8 383 327
Position CI / mAh 262 608 562
Distance AII - AI / mAh 985 891 929
Distance CI - Climit / mAh 254 225 235
Distance AI - CI / mAh 678 328 374
Loss anode calculated / % 9.5 5.7
Loss cathode calculated / % 11.4 7.5
Misalignment / mAh 327.3 286.0
Misalignment / % 14.6 12.8

new cell

cycled cell

CI

AICI

CI

AI AII

AI AII

AII

Climit

Climit

Climit

operating range - Ca= 77.2% (-22.8%)

operating range - Cn= 100%

operating range - Ca= 82.7% (-17.8%)

stored cell

LAM anode LAM cathode misalignment

100% SOC

0% SOC

Figure 6.11 – Capacity fade determination of cell B by means of DVA
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mixing during the storage at elevated temperatures, blocking the diffusion path in the
NMC and lowering the cell performance [32, 200]. For the anode b, the DVA matches
well for the three different states. No significant changes are observed, except a small
increase in the slope for the aged cells towards full lithiation at 0 V, evoked by the thicker
SEI and the accompanying higher overpotential.

6.2.3 Advanced thermodynamic measurements

Advanced thermodynamic measurements (ATM) are used to characterise the cell during
the ageing study and were performed with a larger number of SoCs to analyse the
degradation mechanisms at BoL and EoL. In analogy to the DVA in the previous section,
the full-cell properties are expressed as the sum of their respective electrodes and Eq.
3.11 is extended by the variables x and y to include the variation in active material and
degree of lithiation during the ageing study. The full-cell entropy is expressed by

∆rScell(x, y) = ∆rScathode(x) + ∆rSanode(y) (6.2)

The change in entropy ∆rS is driven by the configurational entropy Scon f , defined by
distribution possibilities of the lithium-ions within the active material and the calculated
values are given per mole. As a result, a loss of active material does not change the
magnitude of the calculated value nor is a normalization required to compare full- and
half-cells. Furthermore, structural changes can be observed, presumed that they are
electrochemically reversible. The obtained data from a full-cell as well as from anode
and cathode half-cells are illustrated in Fig. 6.13 and the specific characteristics of anode
and cathode contributing to the full-cell profile are identified.

For the anode, the structural changes are assigned as AI and AII and the fully
delithiated state, limiting the discharge process, is denoted as Alimit. For the cathode,
two local maxima at the beginning of discharge are identified and highlighted with CI

and CII. In contrast to the DVA, CII and AI are clearly distinguishable in the full-cell
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Figure 6.13 – Anode, cathode and full-cell ATM of a new cell B

profile. In addition, the delithiated cathode, limiting the charge process, is indicated by
Climit. Due to the lower number of data points the data were interpolated to identify the
position of each feature.

The capacity fade is determined to be 24 % for the cycled cell and 16.3 % for the stored
cell. The progress of the degradation and its effect on the thermodynamic properties of
the cell is presented in Fig. 6.14. The data after every 600 cycles a and after every 8 weeks
of storing at 60 ◦C b are shown. The data sets in a and b are separated by 1 J mol−1 K−1

for purposes of illustration. The capacity fade is accompanied by a shift of AI towards a
higher SoC, indicating a lower utilization of the stage 1 – stage 2 plateau. In addition,
the distance between the two cathode features is observed to become smaller.

In Fig. 6.14c, the comparison between BoL and EoL are shown. The highlighted
features are used in the same manner as for the DVA to calculate the capacity fade for
each electrode as well as the respective misalignment of the electrodes. The data are
aligned in AI. In addition to the full-cell capacities, the results of half-cell measurements
of both anodes and cathodes are given to analyse the LAM of the electrodes. The
obtained results are listed in Tbl. 6.3 together with the positions of the various anode
and cathode features. As an advantage compared to DVAs, the ATM curve exhibits two
distinct cathode features CI and CII, which are used to calculate the active material loss.
Using Climit as done before is acceptable as long as the capacity fade does not exceed the
capacity of the anode’s stage 1 - stage 2 plateau. If the cathode’s capacity fade exceeds
this value, the anode will not be lithiated above 50 % and the phase transition will not
occur. An increase of the cathode’s charge cut-off voltage by approximately 40 mV, the
difference between the two anode plateaus will be the result. This will lead to a higher
delithiation of the cathode and to a falsification of the result as Climit will be shifted.
For an accurate calculation, a high number of data points is necessary to minimise the
inaccuracy of the measurement. The initial characterisation at BoL requires a higher
number of data points in the expected SoC range to allow for a detailed profile used
for reference. During reoccurring check-ups, the number of data points can be reduced
as long as a meaningful interpretation of the data is possible as a certain inaccuracy is
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Figure 6.14 – Thermodynamic characterisation of cell B every 600 cycles a, every 8 weeks of
storage b and final comparison between BoL and EoL c Please note that the curves
in a and b were separated by 1 J mol−1 K−1 for purposes of illustration

acceptable. For the final characterisation at EoL, again, a higher number of data points is
desirable, e.g. to allow for an accurate SoH determination to estimate the resale value of
the cell.

The calculated capacity fade for the cathodes is 16.7 % for the cycled and 10.4 % for
the stored cell. While the value for the stored cell is in well agreement with half-cell
measurements, the difference for the cycled cell is 2.2 %. This difference is assumed
to origin from an inhomogeneous degradation of the material, leading to uncertainties
in the measurement and will be discussed shortly in the next section. The differences
between the measured and the calculated values of the anode’s capacity fade (8.9 % and
3.5 %) are comparably small.

The loss of lithium inventory and the loss of active material in both electrodes
is higher for the cycled cell, which is expected as the cycled and stored cell’s had
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Table 6.3 – Capacities and capacity fade evaluated by half-cell measurements and calculated by
ATM at Bol and EoL for cells B 1cyc and B 1cal

new B 1cyc B 1cal
Capacity Cell / mAh cm−2 3.30 2.48 2.73
Capacity loss / % 24.0 16.3
Capacity anode / mAh cm−2 4.11 3.7 3.94
Loss anode / % 9.9 4.1
Capacity cathode / mAh cm−2 4.00 3.42 3.55
Loss cathode / % 14.5 11.3

ATM ATM ATM
Position AI / mAh 975 975 975
Position AII / mAh 2160 2055 2118
Position CI / mAh 247 599 569
Position CII / mAh 517 824 811
Distance ∆A / mAh 1185 1080 1143
Distance ∆C / mAh 270 225 242
Distance AI - CI / mAh 728 376 406
Loss anode calculated / % 8.9 3.5
Loss cathode calculated / % 16.7 10.4
Misalignment / mAh 320.7 301.0
Misalignment / % 14.4 13.6

different degradation rates, resulting in different remaining capacities at EoL of the
cells. Nevertheless, comparing both ageing techniques, it is concluded that LLI and
LAM contribute equally to the capacity fade of the cycled cell, whereas the cathode
degradation was significantly higher as the anode degradation. For the stored cell, the
side reaction rate was accelerated by storing the cell at 60 ◦C at 100 % SoC. As a result,
an increasing share of LLI on the overall capacity fade compared to the cycled cell is
observed. The degradation rate of the anode is smaller as for the cathode. It is assumed
that the absence of mechanical stress in the anode, which occurs in the cycled cell, helps
to maintain the protecting passivation layer. On the other hand, the high capacity fade
on the cathode indicates a high rate of metal dissolution, which, as discussed in Sec.
2.3.3 results in an increase in SEI thickness due to the catalysing effect of the metal, once
it is deposited on the anode. The degradation of each electrode and the capacity fade
due to the misalignment of the cell is depicted in Fig 6.15. The calculated values for the
capacity fade of the cycled (25.2 %) and stored cell (17.1 %) are slightly higher than the
measured values (24.0 %, 16.3 %) but within the expected range of uncertainty.

The reliability of ATMs highly depends on the identification of various structural
changes within the material during cycling. To investigate if these structural changes
at BoL are the same as for the EoL or if other unexpected phase transitions occur, are
the cathode a and anode b half-cell measurements at BoL and EoL for both ageing
procedures depicted in Fig. 6.16. The data are presented versus the OCV to compensate
for the capacity fade of the active material. A small difference in the profile of the stored
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Figure 6.16 – ATM half-cell measurements of cell B at BoL and EoL

cathode is observed between 4 V to 3.9 V where the values are not as low as for the new
and cycled cell. Below 3.6 V, the new cell reaches −20 J mol−1 K−1 whereas both degraded
cells reach only −11 J mol−1 K−1 and −13 J mol−1 K−1. Based on the results presented in Fig
6.6, this degree of lithiation is not reached during the full-cell measurement. Therefore,
changes in the cathode in this range will not affect the full-cell profile. It is also not
expected to affect the full-cell profile during the ageing, as the LLI is nearly as large as
the capacity fade of the cathode, preventing the cathode to reach the mentioned degree
of lithiation.
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Figure 6.17 – Anode, cathode and full-cell ATM of a new cell A

6.3 Application on blended cathode materials

The electrode of cell A was determined by XRD, XPS and ICP measurements to consist
of a NCA-LMO with a 3:1 ratio. Fig. 6.17 illustrates the entropy profile of cell A.

Beside the previously described anode features AI and AII and the limits of the
operating range Alimit and Climit, various cathode features CI - CV are highlighted. First
principle calculations by van der Ven and co-workers [211] and experimental data
presented by Bach et al. [15] and by Kashiwagi et al. [102] of the thermodynamic
properties of LMO lead to the conclusion that the cathode features CI - CIII can be
attributed to the spinel materials. Despite the diverse statements in literature regarding
the structural changes [4, 123, 175], CIV and CV are believed to belong to NCA, as
it agrees well with the expected major intercalation potential of the material. As no
thermodynamic data of pure NCA is known to be published, it remains unclear if the
feature CIII, assigned to LMO is superimposed by NCA.

Fig. 6.18 depicts the changing characteristics of cell A during cycling with 1C at 25 ◦C
a and storage at 100 % SoC at 60 ◦C b. For a clearer distinction, the curves were separated
by 1 J mol−1 K−1 for purposes of illustration.

In Fig. 6.18c, the data are shown for the BoL and for the EoL for both ageing
procedures after 2700 cycles and 32 weeks of storage. The data were aligned using the
point with the steepest gradient in AI. In the profile of the new cell, the cathode feature
denoted as CV in Fig. 6.17 does not occur, as the cathode does not reach the required
degree of lithiation in the full-cell arrangement. For the cycled and the stored cell,
feature CIII nearly disappears and is superimposed by the anode feature AI due to the
misalignment of the electrodes. The cycled cell depicts a similar behaviour as the new cell
between CI and CII. The steep increase between 500 mAh to 700 mAh up to 22 J mol−1 K−1

is followed by a nearly linear decrease before the value drops to −34 J mol−1 K−1 at AII.
Tbl. 6.4 lists the positions of the various anode and cathode features of the new

and aged cells after the data were aligned in AI as shown in Fig. 6.18c. The LAM
calculated based on the decreasing distance ∆A = AII − AII for the anode as well as
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Figure 6.18 – Thermodynamic characterisation of cell A every 600 cycles a, every 8 weeks of
storage b and final comparison between BoL and EoL c. Please note that the
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CII,I = CII − CI for the cathode is given together with the misalignment due to LLI.
Half-cell measurements of new and aged electrode samples are used to validate the
calculations.

The measured capacity fade is 14.7 % for the cycled and 21.3 % for the stored cell.
Based on the half-cell measurements, the loss of active material on the anode is rather
low with 2.4 % for the cycled and 4.5 % for the stored cell. In contrast to the cell B, the
capacity loss for the stored electrode is higher as for the cycled one. For the stored
cell, the calculated capacity fade of 5.0 % agrees well. No LAM was observed in the
ATM of the cycled cell as the distance ∆A remained constant. It is assumed that this
rather unexpected discrepancy may result from a combination of two uncertainties. On
the one hand from the half-cell measurements, where a loss in active material due to
delamination during the building process can lead to a capacity fade. On the other hand
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Table 6.4 – Capacities and capacity fade evaluated by half-cell measurements and calculated by
ATM at begin and end of life of cell A

Cell A new cycled stored
Position AI / mAh 570 570 570
Position AII / mAh 1380 1380 1341
Position CI / mAh 45 235 307
Position CII / mAh 315 468 538
Position CIV / mAh 770 705 725
Distance ∆A / mAh 810 810 771
Distance CII,I / mAh 270 233 231
Distance AI - CI / mAh 525 335 263
Distance CIV,I / mAh 725 470 418
Capacity / mAh 1479 1262 1164.7
Capacity loss / % 14.7 21.3
Capacity anode half-cell / mAh 2.47 2.41 2.36
Loss anode half-cell / % 2.4 4.5
Loss anode ATM / % 0.0 5.0
Capacity cathode half-cell / mAh 2.35 2.00 2.04
Loss cathode half-cell / % 15.0 13.2
Loss cathode ATM / % 13.7 14.4
Misalignment AI - CI / mAh 161.9 214.9
Misalignment AI - CI / % 10.9 14.5

due to the uncertainty of the ATM itself.
The degradation of the cathode was observed to be significantly higher, whereas

the cycled cathode lost 15.0 % of the active material and the stored cathode 13.2 %.
The calculated values of 13.7 % and 14.4 % are very similar, whereas the capacity fade
was slightly underestimated for the cycled cell and overestimated for the stored cell.
A possible explanation might a difference in the degradation rate of both materials,
discussed in more detail in Sec. 6.5.2.

Fig. 6.19 illustrates the ATM data of the cathodes from cell A, plotted versus the OCV
of the half-cell a and versus the specific discharge capacity 6.19b for the new state as
well as for both ageing studies after the material was harvested at the EoL. The features
CI, CII and CIV are shown, whereas the first two were assigned to LMO and the third to
NCA.

Between 4.3 V and 3.9 V, the entropic coefficients range from 7.5 J mol−1 K−1 for the
new and 15 J mol−1 K−1 for the stored cell down to −7.5 J mol−1 K−1, and the sign of the
entropic values changes multiple times, indicating a transition from an endothermic to
exothermic reaction, driven by the configurational entropy in LMO. The local extrema
still occur at the same intercalation potentials without a significant shift.

For the stored cell, the local minimum at CII increases and the maximum at 4.05 V
(CIII) decreases. A possible explanation is assumed to be the accelerated degradation
rate of LMO at elevated temperatures. If CIII is a superposition of structural changes
in LMO and NCA, a change in the ratio of the materials due to an accelerated ageing
would increase the effect of the NCA with a lower number of possible lithium-ions
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configurations within the host structure. Below 3.8 V, the values continuously decrease
and the local maximum, previously denoted as CV at 3.55 V vanishes for both of the aged
cells.

In Fig. 6.19b the focus is set on the first 1.2 mAh cm−2 during the discharge of the half-
cells. The previously made assumption is supported by the decreasing distance ∆CI I,I

for the stored cell, whereas its remains constant for the cycled cell. The measurement
indicates that the cycled cell suffered a lower LMO material loss compared to the stored
cell. In contrast, the lower values for ∆CIV,I might indicate a higher degradation of the
NCA for the cycled cell.

6.4 Application on two-phase cathode materials

Fig. 6.20 displays the results of the ATM of anode, cathode and full-cell of cell C with a
LFP cathode and graphite anode. The cells are compared using the specific capacity of
the cell in mAh cm−2 and the half-cell profiles are shifted to match the full-cell profile.

Similar to the other investigated cells, the cathode limits the charge process and
the anode limits the discharge process, indicated as Climit and Alimit, respectively. The
thermodynamic properties of the anode dominate the full-cell behaviour and the phase
transition in the graphite, observed as a step in the profile, indicated by AI, is well observ-
able in the full-cell profile. The decrease from 10 J mol−1 K−1 to −20 J mol−1 K−1 towards
lower degrees of lithiation in the anode is also mainly driven by the thermodynamic
properties of the anode.

The fully delithiated cathode material (FePO4) shows a strong increase from −20 J mol−1 K−1

to 6 J mol−1 K−1 for a small change in lithiation, caused by an anomaly in the configura-
tional entropy in the disordered phase [231]. For further lithiation, ∆rS decreases with
a constant slope, becomes negative for Li0.15FePO4 and reaches −12 J mol−1 K−1 for the
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Figure 6.20 – Anode, cathode and full-cell ATM of a new cell C

fully lithiated state. The small increase at the end is assigned to originating from the
disordered phase, when the material is fully lithiated.

A slope is characteristic for one-phase materials whereas two-phase materials are
expected to exhibit a constant value of ∆rS. Possible explanations, presented by Dodd
[57] include surface contributions originating from the changing surface-to-bulk ratio
of nano particles during intercalation, quasi-equilibrium conditions, also responsible
for the voltage hysteresis of LFP or unequal expansion of the particles during lithiation
leading to thermal strains. Independent of the origins of the slope, due to the strong
superposition of the anode characteristics, an extraction of the cathode profile from the
full-cell profile remains difficult with the exception of the feature indicated by CI.

The results of the ageing study are presented in Fig. 6.21 and the impact of the two
different ageing approaches on the thermodynamic properties is compared. In a the data
for the cycled cells are shown and in b the calendar aged cells. During the ageing study,
calendar ageing lead to a fast capacity fade whereas the good cycle stability of the cells
allowed more than 3000 cycles without significant capacity fade. The data obtained at
BoL and EoL shown in Fig. c is used to identify the origins of the capacity fade. The
characteristics CI, AI and AII are indicated. To allow for a clearer observation of the
differences, all three sets were adjusted to match AI, equivalent to a 50 % lithiated anode.

AI and AII are used to calculate the capacity fade of the anode and AI and CI are
used to calculate the misalignment caused by LLI. The respective values are listed in
Tbl. 6.5. The capacity fade of the full-cells is compared with half-cells and the calculated
values based on the ATM measurements. The electrochemically determined degradation
of the anode using half-cells is in well agreement with the calculated values using the
full-cell ATM profiles.

For the calendar aged cells, the capacity fade of anode and cathode is 2.6 % and
2.3 %, respectively. The calculated misalignment is responsible for capacity loss of 18.4 %
whereas the capacity fade of the full-cell is measured to be 19.1 %. It can be concluded
that the loss of active material contributes only to a negligible share to the overall capacity
fade and that LLI, consumed in side reactions with the electrolyte is mainly responsible
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Figure 6.21 – Thermodynamic characterisation of cell C every 900 cycles a, every 6 weeks of
storage b and final comparison between BoL and EoL c. Please note that the
curves in a and b were separated by 1 J mol−1 K−1 for purposes of illustration

for the loss in capacity. This results meets the expectations as discussed in Sec. 2.3.1,
where storage conditions of 100 % SoC and at 60 ◦C trigger the rate of side-reactions
significantly. The discussed impact of iron dissolution on the cathode degradation might
be still present, but is small as shown by the half-cell capacity measurements.

The capacity fade of the cathode harvested from the cycled cell is 2.8 % and nearly
as large as for the stored cells. The capacity fade of the anode is determined to be 6.2 %
and 2.5 times higher as for the stored cell. The misalignment calculated based on the
shift of AI and CI results in a capacity fade of 5.5 %. In contrast to the stored cell, where
LAM was only a minor contributor the overall capacity loss, the degradation of the
anode cannot be neglected. The overbalancing enables the anode to compensate the loss
without lowering the overall cell capacity, but will result in a shift of feature AI towards
lower SoC. Thus, it will partially compensate the decreasing distance between AI and
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Table 6.5 – Capacities and capacity fade evaluated by half-cell measurements and calculated by
ATM at begin and end of life of cell C

Cell C new cycled stored
Position AI / mAh 273 273 273
Position AI I / mAh 987 943 970
Position CI / mAh 31.5 93.5 231
Distance AI I - AI / mAh 714 670 697
Distance AI - CI / mAh 241.5 179.5 42
Capacity / mAh 1061 946 858
Capacity loss / % 10.8 19.1
Capacity anode half-cell / mAh 1.91 1.77 1.86
Loss anode half-cell / % 7.3 2.6
Loss anode ATM / % 6.2 2.4
Capacity cathode half-cell / mAh 1.87 1.82 1.83
Loss cathode half-cell / % 2.8 2.3
Loss cathode ATM / % / /
Misalignment / mAh 58 194
Misalignment / % 5.5 18.4

CI. This indicates that the calculated misalignment needs to be corrected by this shift.
In combination with the anode degradation, both values match the overall cell capacity
fade of 10.8 %.

As determined electrochemically by the half-cell measurements, the capacity fade of
the cathode is less than 3 %. Even though thermodynamic data exhibit more information
as DVA data, more distinct characteristics in the profile are necessary to make a precise
statement, especially in case of such a small loss of capacity.

6.5 Limitations in accuracy

Both techniques, DVA and ATM, use structural transitions and the corresponding changes
in the voltage behaviour of the cell and the respective electrodes to determine the current
state of the electrode. As discussed, thermally stable and electrochemically equilibrated
systems are needed to allow for a precise measurement. When applying these methods
on degraded cells, certain aspects, which may reduce the accuracy of the measurement
need to be considered.

6.5.1 Inhomogeneous degradation

In the post mortem investigation after the presented ageing study, numerous samples
from anode and cathode were harvested from the different cells. As discussed in Sec. 3.3
and 3.5, a crucial requirement for accurate measurements is a homogeneous lithium-ion
distribution in the host structure and thermally equilibrated conditions and eventually
a well defined reference point to start the measurement. During the ageing of the cell,
an inhomogeneous degradation will lead to uncertainties, as the characteristic features
in the anode and cathode profiles will become a mixture of various states. For calendar
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Figure 6.22 – 0.05C charge and discharge characteristic of cycled cathodes from cell B a at 25 ◦C
and the resulting distribution of half-cell capacities b

aged cells stored at elevated temperatures, a homogeneous degradation is expected, as
the enhanced side reaction rate is constant throughout the cell. Variations are more likely
to occur during operation, as gradients in temperature and current density distribution
can lead to an uneven utilisation of the material [68, 151, 157].

For the cycled cells, all anodes as well as the cathodes from cell A and cell C showed
only small variations in the discharge capacity within a range of ± 1.5 %, similar to
the deviations in measurements of new cells. These discrepancies are more likely to
occur due to mechanical delamination during the assembly process than due to an
inhomogeneous coating or degradation.

In Fig. 6.22, the charge and discharge voltages of numerous half-cells harvested from
cell B 1cyc are depicted in a and the resulting distribution of discharge capacities is shown
in b. The capacities were determined during 0.1C cycles at 25 ◦C and the used electrode
samples were extracted at random positions of the electrode. The average capacity is
determined to be 3.485 mAh cm−2 with variations of more than ± 6 %.

As shown for the cycled cell B, variations during the ageing process can partially lead
to local inhomogeneities in the electrode. Based on the measurement, careful statements
regarding the accuracy of the applied method are required, as the measurements might
be affected by inhomogeneous degradation due to the cell design and the operating
conditions of the cell during its lifetime.

6.5.2 Blended cathodes

Blended cathodes, consisting of a mixture of two or more different active materials
as NCA-LMO or NMC-LMO are used in numerous commercial cells to combine the
advantages of the different materials [62, 192, 206]. As a result, the characterisation of the
cell becomes difficult as features from anode and cathode are still distinguishable but the
characteristics of the different cathode components may not. The different equilibrium
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potentials of the cathode components can cause an asymmetric charge and discharge
behaviour and the ratio in lithium concentration change can vary for the materials, if
the lithium diffusion coefficient varies with changing SoC [128]. For ATM, the entropic
coefficient of the respective cathode materials needs to be considered and included based
on their respective ratio. Eq. 3.11

∆rScell = ∆rScathode + ∆rSanode (3.11)

is extended for i components of active cathode materials

∆rScell(x) = ∆rSanode(x) +
i

∑
1

ni

n
∆rScathode,i(x) (6.3)

whereas ni/n defines the ratio of each component on the overall mass of active
material. In addition to the mass ratio, the temperature coefficient of each material in
dependence of its degree of lithiation x needs to be known to analyse the contribution
to the overall cell voltage. For commercial cells, this information is not accessible and
the specific stoichiometry varies for every manufacturer. Based on available literature,
estimations can be made to identify and assign the various characteristics, but uncertain-
ties remain, as variation in the synthesising process [226], stoichiometry [49, 111, 142] as
well as particles size [99] can affect the structural properties of the electrode material and
will result in a significant change of the thermodynamic properties. The temperature
dependence of the equilibrium potential for the components a and b is expressed by

Eeq,a(x, T2) = Eeq,a(x, T1) +

(
∂Eeq(x)

∂T

)
a

∆T

Eeq,b(x, T2) = Eeq,b(x, T1) +

(
∂Eeq(x)

∂T

)
b

∆T (6.4)

whereas x refers to the extent of reaction of the full-cell. From Eq. 6.4 it becomes
obvious that different entropic coefficients will lead to a potential difference between the
two materials when the temperature is changed and the requirement for equilibrium

Ecell = Ea = Eb (6.5)

is violated. Consequently, an equalisation current within the cathode will occur
between the two active materials. The equilibrated cell voltage, measured at T2, will
correspond to a different degree of lithiation within both materials than the cell voltage
measured at T1. Considering these effects occurring in blended cathode materials, the
interpretation of DVAs and ATMs results needs to be done carefully and a limitation of
the temperature range is recommended.
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6.6 Conclusion

An ageing study was performed on three different cells, using various cathode materials
and graphite as anode material. The study is designed to simulate the accelerated
degradation under operation and storage conditions. A set of lithium-ion cells was
fully charged and discharged at 25 ◦C with 1C, and another set was stored at 60 ◦C and
100 % SoC. At pre-defined intervals, various check-ups as capacity check, DVA, ATM,
CV and EIS were performed to track the continuous degradation of the cells. Due to the
significant reduction in the measurement time, thermodynamic measurements became
available as a characterisation technique to be used during the study. The loss of active
material of both electrodes as well as the misalignment of the cell due to loss of lithium
inventory is calculated, when the ageing study was finished. The obtained results were
compared to the well-established differential voltage analysis and the accuracy of the
measurements of both techniques was subsequently confirmed by post mortem analysis
of the degraded cells. After proving ATM as a meaningful alternative to DVA, the results
of the two other sets of lithium-ion cells were analysed and were confirmed, with some
restriction for two-phase cathode materials, to be accurate.





Chapter 7

Conclusion

In the public discussion, an extended driving distance and a long cycle-life of the lithium-
ion cells in the vehicle’s battery pack are discussed as the crucial requirements for the
acceptance of electric vehicles (EVs) as economically reasonable alternative to internal
combustion engine vehicles (ICEs). However, a safe operation of the battery in the EV is
taken for granted, even though a high demand for research in this field exists. To fulfil
the growing demand of large lithium-ion cells as electrochemical power sources, the
necessary increase in energy density is accomplished by improving the manufacturing
process and by developing and introducing new active materials. With new materials,
proper methods to investigate and track the ongoing degradation of a cell need to be
developed to allow for a safe operation at any time, either during operation or when the
cell is at rest. While various parameters as cell voltage, current, and surface temperature
are observed in-operando, the accurate estimation of internal parameters becomes crucial
with increasing size and complexity of the electrochemical system.

This thesis critically addressed various electrochemical characterisation techniques
such as electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), differential voltage analysis
(DVA), cyclic voltammetry (CV), and thermodynamic measurements (TM) regarding
their applicability as degradation tracking technique. For this, a modification procedure
was developed, which enabled the observation of additional cell parameters as internal
cell temperature and local potentials along the electrodes of cylindrical cells. The method
was proven to have a minor effect on the EIS spectra and negligible effects on the cell’s
discharge performance within the first 200 cycles.

The approach allowed the investigation of variations in the EIS spectra, caused by
cell design, temperature, and excitation frequency. A direct correlation between the
number of windings within the current path and the impedance of the cell at 10 kHz was
found. In addition, the electrode area utilised during the measurement was shown to be
frequency and temperature dependent. Consequently, an increase in cell temperature
resulted in a significant variation of the signal intensity along the electrode, experiencing
a larger decay. As a result, the observed changes in the EIS spectra do not only reflect the
changing properties of the active material and electrolyte but also the changes caused by
the differences in the evoked current path and consequently by the change in cell design.
Transferring this statement to the variations in current density distribution caused by
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inhomogeneous cell degradation, the applicability of EIS measurements for meaningful
statements regarding the cell’s degradation is questioned.

Consequently, the focus was set on DC measurements techniques, where the well
established DVA was compared to thermodynamic measurements. As they require sig-
nificantly more time than DVA measurements, the concept of advanced thermodynamic
measurements (ATM) was presented as a possible candidate to gain further information
of the current status of the respective electrode and the misalignment of the electrode
balancing.

To minimise gradients in the lithium-ion concentration within the active material and
along the electrode, an optimised discharge procedure was applied during the stepwise
discharge. By means of local potential measurements, an estimation regarding the
possible equalisation time was given. In addition, the influence of the cell temperature on
the SoC inhomogeneities and the equalisation was investigated. A compromise between
fast equalisation due to enhanced transport and kinetic properties, accelerated ageing due
to an increased side reaction rate, and larger local inhomogeneities due to the enhanced
material properties and increasing current collector resistance was found. To precisely
determine the time for the cell to reach thermal equilibrium after an externally triggered
change of temperature, cell’s were equipped with thermocouples and the difference
between surface and core temperature was measured.

Those findings were used as an input to optimise the experimental set-up and test
procedure. In a final step, a mathematical approach was presented to process the gained
measurement data. The occurring voltage relaxation of a cell after a discharge was fitted,
which allowed for a faster change of the cell’s temperature, even though the cell did
not reach an electrochemical equilibrium within the given time. Compared to available
literature discussing thermodynamic measurements, the measurement time was reduced
by a factor of ten. The combination of faster measurements and the focus on SoC ranges
of interest allowed a complete ATM measurements to be performed within 24 h, which is
in the same range as DVA.

To quantify the accuracy of the method, a cell ageing study using commercially
available cells with graphite anodes and NMC, NCA-LMO, and LFP cathodes was
conducted. With graphite being the anode material of choice, the influence of the
various cathode materials on the ATM measurements were of special interest, as the
configurational entropy, caused by the different arrangements of the lithium-ions in the
host structure dominate the thermodynamic properties. For the compared cells, DVA and
ATM displayed very similar results. Using half-cell measurement during the subsequent
post-mortem study, the accuracy and applicability of ATM as possible degradation
tracking technique was confirmed. The method allowed for a precise determination
of the degradation in the cell with the blended cathode. For two-phase materials, for
example LFP, limitations apply, as the degradation of the cathode was very small and
the number of distinct features did not allow for a precise statement.

To include the concept of ATM in EVs, a precise voltage measurements is required.
As the absolute values are not of particular interest and only the voltage changes during
a temperature change need to be determined, a differential amplifier can be used. The
required temperature change would need to be conducted by the attached charging
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station, whereas patents allowing for the thermal conditioning of the battery pack have
already been filed [129].

Gaining various data points within defined SoC ranges - e.g. at cathode and anode
features - during each charging process of the vehicle would a allow for a continuous
observation of the degradation state of the single electrodes and the overall misalignment
of the cell. This would lead to an improvement of the system’s safety and would allow
for an economically advanced usage of the cell.





List of Abbreviations

AC alternating current

ATM advanced thermodynamic measurements

BoL begin of life

CC constant current

CIF crystallographic information file

CMC carboxymethyl cellulose

CV cyclic voltammetry

CV constant voltage

DC direct current

DEC diethyl carbonate

DMC dimethyl carbonate

DoS density of states

DVA differential voltage analysis

EC ethylene carbonate

EIS electrochemical impedance spectroscopy

EoL end of life

EV electric vehicle

HEV hybrid electric vehicle

ICA incremental capacity analysis

ICE internal combustion engine vehicle

ICP inductive coupled plasma
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132 LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

LAM loss of active material

LCO LixCoO2

LFP LixFePO4

LiClO4 lithium perchlorate

LiPF6 lithium hexafluorophosphate

LLI loss of lithium inventory

LMO LixMn2O4

LNCO LixNiyCo1 – y

LNO LixNiO2

LTO Li4Ti5O12

NCA LixNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2

NMC LixNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2

NMP N-Methyl-2-Pyrrolidone

OCV open circuit voltage

OEM original equipment manufacturer

PC polycarbonate

PE polyethylene

PMMA poly(methyl methacrylate)

PP polypropylene

PVdF polyvinylidene fluoride

SEI solid electrolyte interphase

SEM scanning electrode microscope

SoC state of charge

SoH state of health

TM thermodynamic measurements

VC vinylene carbonate

XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

XRD X-ray diffraction



Nomenclature

n̂ Number of available sites

µ Chemical potential [ J mol−1]

η Over-potential [ V ]

ε Energy state [ J ]

φ Phase shift [ ° ]

ν Sweep rate [ V min−1 ]

ϑ Observational error [ ]

τ Time constant [ s−1 ]

µ∗ Electrochemical potential [ J mol−1 ]

θD Debye-Temperature [ K ]

∆rS change in reaction entropy [ J K−1 ]

A Area [ m2 ]

Cel Electron heat capacity [ J K−1 ]

Cn Nominal capacity [ Ah ]

Cn,cm2 Capacity [mAh cm−2 ]

D0 Diffusion coefficient [ m2 s−1 ]

Eeq Equilibrium potential [ V ]

F Faraday constant = 96 485.3 As mol−1

G Gibbs’ Free Energy [ J ]

H Enthalpy [ J ]

I Current [ A ]

NA Avogadro constant = 6.022 · 1023 mol−1
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R Ideal gas constant = 8.314 46 J mol−1 K−1

S Entropy [ J K−1 ]

Se
con f Configurational electronic entropy [ J K−1 ]

Se
mot Electron motion entropy [ J K−1 ]

Scon f Configurational ionic entropy [ J K−1 ]

Svib Vibrational entropy [ J K−1 ]

T Temperature [ K ]

U Internal energy [ J ]

UOCV Open circuit voltage [ V ]

Ucco Charge cut-off voltage [ V ]

Ucell Cell voltage [ V ]

Udco Discharge cut-off voltage [ V ]

Uel Electronic thermal energy [ J ]

Un Nominal cell voltage [ V ]

V Volume [ m3 ]

W Number of micro states [ ]

Z′′(ω) Impedance imaginary part [ Ω ]

Z′(ω) Impedance real part [ Ω ]

Z(ω) Impedance [ Ω ]

a Activity [ ]

c Concentration [ molL−1 ]

f Frequency [ Hz ]

fi Activity coefficient [ Lmol−1 ]

n Number of moles [ ]

n(ε) Phonon occupancy factor [ ]

ne Number of electrons [ ]

p Pressure [ kg m−1 s−2 ]

x Filling factor [ ]
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xe Electron filling factor [ ]

xi Mole fraction [ ]
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